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Abbreviations and glossary
ACCC Australian Competition and Consumer Commission.

ADI Authorised Deposit-taking Institution.

ANZ Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited.

APRA Australian Prudential Regulation Authority.

ASIC Australian Securities and Investments Commission.

Basic residential 
mortgage

Residential mortgage products offered without the add-on features available 
under a standard residential mortgage (defined below). Basic residential 
mortgages are often promoted by lenders as being a cheaper and simpler 
option for borrowers compared to standard residential mortgages.

Basis points or bps A unit of measure for interest rates. 1 basis point equals 0.01 per cent.

Big four banks ANZ, Commonwealth Bank, National Australia Bank and Westpac 

Council of Financial 
Regulators or CFR

The Council of Financial Regulators (CFR) is the coordinating body for 
Australia’s main financial regulatory agencies, which aims to contribute to 
the efficiency and effectiveness of financial regulation and promote financial 
stability. The CFR’s members include the Reserve Bank of Australia, APRA, 
ASIC and the Australian Treasury.

Commonwealth Bank 
or CBA

Commonwealth Bank of Australia.

Discounts A reduction off the headline interest rate. The interest rate paid by the borrower 
is usually expressed as the headline interest rate (less any discounts granted by 
the lender).

There are two main types of discounts. The first type of discount is those 
publicly advertised by lenders. The second type of discount is those offered at 
the lender’s discretion on a case-by-case basis to individual borrowers.

Fixed rate residential 
mortgage

A residential mortgage where the interest rate is set and does not vary over a 
time period agreed with the borrower and set out in the loan contract (the fixed 
rate period). 

Funds transfer price This is the interest rate charged by a bank’s treasury unit for ‘lending’ money 
to the business unit(s) responsible for providing loans (such as residential 
mortgages). The transfer price should reflect the combined cost of the bank’s 
funding sources (deposit, wholesale funding and equity) along with adjustments 
to cover other costs including:

�� the cost of managing the mismatch of funding long-term loans with 
short-term deposits (for example, the cost of liquidity requirements)

�� the cost of hedging to manage the risk of borrowing at fixed rates (and 
sometimes in foreign currencies) and lending at variable rates (and in 
Australian dollars).

Headline interest rate Headline variable interest rates are the reference rates on which the variable 
interest rates paid by both new and existing borrowers are based.

Headline fixed interest rates are the reference rates on which the fixed interest 
rates paid by new borrowers are based.

Interest-only 
benchmark

A regulatory benchmark implemented by APRA in March 2017 to limit new 
interest-only lending to 30 per cent of new residential mortgage lending.

Inquiry Banks ANZ, Commonwealth Bank, Macquarie Bank, National Australia Bank and 
Westpac.
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Investor Benchmark A regulatory benchmark implemented by APRA in December 2014 to limit 
investor lending growth to 10 per cent annually. In April 2018, APRA began 
allowing ADIs to apply for their cap to be lifted, provided their boards certified 
that certain conditions had been met.

Investor residential 
mortgage 

A residential mortgage used to purchase or construct a residence as an 
investment. 

Loan-to-valuation 
ratio or LVR

The amount of a residential mortgage expressed as a percentage of the value of 
the property being used as security for the residential mortgage.

Macquarie Bank Macquarie Bank Limited.

Macroprudential 
regulation

Regulations and measures that aim to address and mitigate risks to the financial 
system as a whole. These measures can overlap with prudential regulations 
(below) that aim to promote the safety and soundness of individual financial 
institutions.

Major Bank Levy The Major Bank Levy applies to ADIs whose total liabilities exceed the levy 
threshold of $100 billion in any quarter. The Major Bank Levy is applied to 
applicable liabilities, at a rate of 0.015 per cent each quarter, or 0.06 per cent 
annually. ANZ, CBA, Macquarie Bank, NAB and Westpac have been subject to 
the Major Bank Levy since it commenced on 1 July 2017.

Mortgage aggregator Aggregators act between mortgage brokers (below) and lenders by providing 
technology and administrative support. Aggregators have contractual 
relationships with lenders that allow the brokers operating under the 
aggregators to arrange residential mortgages from these lenders. Some 
aggregators are owned by lenders.  

Mortgage broker Acts as an intermediary between a borrower and residential mortgage lenders. 
A broker facilitates access to a range of residential mortgage products from 
different lenders. 

National Australia 
Bank or NAB

National Australia Bank Limited.

Net interest margin or 
NIM

The difference between the total interest earned by a bank (including, but not 
limited to, the interest paid by borrowers with residential mortgages) and the 
total interest paid by a bank (for example, the interest paid to people who have 
deposits with the bank). This difference is expressed as a percentage of the total 
interest-earning assets held by the bank (including, but not limited to, a bank’s 
mortgage back-book).

Official Cash Rate or 
OCR

The interest rate that banks pay to borrow funds from each other in the money 
market on an overnight basis. The cash rate is calculated as the weighted 
average interest rate on overnight unsecured loans between banks settled in the 
Reserve Bank Information and Transfer System.

Other Banks A selection of seven non-Inquiry Banks.

Owner-occupier 
residential mortgage

A residential mortgage used to purchase or construct a residence for the 
borrower to live in. 

Package An arrangement under which a customer is eligible for discounts and/or 
other benefits on a specified range of a lender’s products such as transaction 
accounts, credit cards and residential mortgages. To be eligible for a package a 
customer may need to maintain specific products with the lender and, in some 
cases, pay an annual fee.

PC Inquiry Final 
Report

The Final Report of the Productivity Commission’s Inquiry into Competition in 
the Financial System, released publicly on 3 August 2018.

Price monitoring 
period

The period from 9 May 2017 to 30 June 2018, during which the ACCC monitored 
the prices charged or proposed to be charged by the Inquiry Banks on 
residential mortgage products.
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Prudential regulation Regulations and measures that aim to promote the safety and soundness 
of individual financial institutions. These measures can overlap with 
macroprudential regulation (above) that seek to address risks to the financial 
system as a whole.

RBA Reserve Bank of Australia

Residential mortgages Loans made to persons that are secured by residential property. The residential 
property serves as collateral to guarantee the borrower will repay the lender.

Review period The period from 1 July 2015 to 21 November 2017, during which the ACCC 
reviewed the pricing and strategies adopted by the Other Banks for their 
residential mortgage products.

Royal Commission The Royal Commission into Misconduct in the Banking, Superannuation and 
Financial Services Industry established on 14 December 2017.

Standard residential 
mortgage 

Residential mortgage products supplied with a range of add-on features. In 
general these products can, but need not, be taken as part of a package.

Variable interest rate 
residential mortgage

A residential mortgage that has an interest rate that can fluctuate over the 
period of the loan. The interest rate can be changed at any time at the lender’s 
discretion by altering the relevant headline interest rate. 

Westpac or WBC Westpac Banking Corporation.

White label residential 
mortgage products

A residential mortgage provided by a lender but distributed by a third party. The 
residential mortgage is branded with the brand of the distributor. The residential 
mortgage may be funded by the lender and held on its balance sheet or it may 
be funded via securitisation. 
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Foreword
The Australian Government announced the Major Bank Levy on 9 May 2017. The Treasurer issued a 
direction on the same day requiring the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) to 
undertake an inquiry into the prices charged or proposed to be charged by Authorised Deposit-taking 
Institutions (ADIs) affected by the Major Bank Levy in relation to the provision of residential mortgage 
products in the banking industry in Australia (the Inquiry). The Treasurer directed that the Inquiry cover 
the period from 9 May 2017 to 30 June 2018 (the price monitoring period). A copy of the Treasurer’s 
direction to the ACCC is at appendix A.

The focus of the Inquiry
There are five ADIs currently subject to the Major Bank Levy:

�� Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited (ANZ)

�� Commonwealth Bank of Australia (CBA)

�� Macquarie Bank Limited (Macquarie Bank)

�� National Australia Bank Limited (NAB), and

�� Westpac Banking Corporation (Westpac).

Combined, these five ADIs (the Inquiry Banks) held over $1.3 trillion in outstanding residential 
mortgages as at July 2018 (table 1). There is considerable disparity in the size of the residential 
mortgage portfolios of the Inquiry Banks. Macquarie Bank has the smallest residential mortgage 
portfolio of the Inquiry Banks by a large margin.

Table 1: Inquiry Banks’ residential mortgage portfolios: July 2018

Residential mortgage portfolio 
(outstanding balances) 

$ billion

Share of residential mortgagesa

%

CBAb 421 26

Westpacb 410 25

ANZ 259 16

NABb 256 16

Macquarie Bank 32 2

Non-Inquiry Banks 262 16

a Figures do not sum to 100 per cent due to rounding. Share (by value) of outstanding residential mortgage debt owed to banks. 
Banks have been estimated to account for approximately 94–96 per cent of all outstanding residential mortgage debt. Credit 
unions and building societies account for approximately 2 per cent of residential mortgage debt outstanding, while non-ADIs have 
been estimated to account for approximately 2–4 per cent.

b This data includes residential mortgages issued under all brands of the Inquiry Banks.

Source:  Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Monthly Banking Statistics July 2018, APRA, Sydney, 2018.

 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Quarterly Authorised Deposit-taking Institution Property Exposures 
June 2018, APRA, Sydney, 2018.

 Michael Gishkariany, David Norman, and Tom Rosewall (Reserve Bank of Australia), Shadow Bank Lending to the 
Residential Property Market, 2017.
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Conduct of the Inquiry
The ACCC has used its compulsory information-gathering powers to obtain documents and data from 
the Inquiry Banks on their pricing of residential mortgage products.1 In addition, the ACCC has used 
its information-gathering powers to obtain documents and data from a sample of seven non-Inquiry 
Banks for the period from 1 July 2015 to 21 November 2017. This sample of seven banks is referred to 
as ‘Other Banks’ throughout this report. 

Over the course of the Inquiry, the ACCC has reviewed nearly 40 000 documents from the Inquiry 
Banks and over 7000 documents from the Other Banks.

Consistent with the Treasurer’s direction, this report focuses on the pricing of residential mortgages 
by the Inquiry Banks during the price monitoring period. The ACCC has not reported on the headline 
variable rate increases made by Macquarie Bank, Westpac, ANZ, and CBA between July and 
September 2018 because those rate increases occurred outside the price monitoring period.

1 The ACCC sought data for the financial years 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018, along with information and documents largely 
relating to the period 1 July 2015 to 30 June 2018, although with certain categories dating back as far as 1 September 
2014. The ACCC sought information for the period prior to 9 May 2017 to provide a baseline against which to compare 
pricing, and pricing decisions, for the price monitoring period. Three of the Inquiry Banks sell mortgages under other 
brands in addition to their main brand. Our analysis of the Inquiry Banks in this report relates to their main brand only, unless 
otherwise indicated.
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Executive Summary
This is the final report on the residential mortgage prices of the five banks subject to the Major 
Bank Levy (the Inquiry Banks). The report outlines the Inquiry Banks’ price decisions over the price 
monitoring period from 9 May 2017 to 30 June 20182 and the factors that influenced those decisions. 
We also report our findings on whether the Major Bank Levy was passed through to residential 
mortgage borrowers during this period.

Building on the signs of a lack of vigorous price competition set out in the Interim Report, we observe 
that opaque discretionary pricing by the Inquiry Banks stifled price competition during the price 
monitoring period. Opaque discretionary pricing inflates borrowers’ costs (including their time and 
effort) to discover better offers. This adversely impacts their willingness to shop around, either for a 
new residential mortgage or when they are contemplating switching their existing mortgage to another 
lender. The unnecessarily high cost of price discovery is likely a key reason why 70 per cent of recent 
borrowers surveyed on behalf of an Inquiry Bank said they had obtained just one quote before taking 
out their residential mortgage. We consider that the big four banks profit from the suppression of 
borrower incentives to shop around and lack strong incentives to make prices more transparent.

It appears that media attention on banks arising from the Royal Commission, the Productivity 
Commission’s inquiry into competition in the financial system and the ACCC’s Interim Report on 
residential mortgage prices prompted some borrowers to review the prices they were paying for their 
residential mortgages. Despite this, the rate of borrowers switching lenders remained low; less than 
4 per cent of variable rate residential mortgages with the Inquiry Banks’ main brands refinanced to 
another lender in year to 30 June 2018.

A borrower’s willingness to negotiate with their lender has been an important factor in the pricing of 
their residential mortgage. Not all borrowers may be aware they can negotiate with their lender on 
price either before or after they have established their residential mortgage. Around 11 per cent of 
borrowers with a variable rate residential mortgage at an Inquiry Bank obtained a reduced interest rate 
or reduced fees in the year to 30 June 2018 as a result of asking their bank for a better deal or accepting 
a bank-initiated offer.

The report also undertakes a detailed study of the factors that drove the Inquiry Banks’ decisions to 
make headline variable interest rate changes, as announced in June 2017.

We find that APRA’s interest-only benchmark, which was introduced in March 2017 to limit growth in 
interest-only lending, created a focal point for the Inquiry Banks, and in particular the big four banks, to 
increase headline variable interest rates for interest-only residential mortgages.

The accommodative and synchronised approach to pricing we have previously observed among the 
big four banks was again evident at this time. This behaviour was not unexpected and is enabled by the 
oligopoly market structure in which the big four banks collectively have about an 80 per cent share.

ANZ was the first Inquiry Bank to raise headline interest rates for interest-only residential mortgages 
during the price monitoring period. In our view, it is likely that ANZ raised these rates expecting that 
competitors would follow its lead and this expectation proved correct. Shortly after ANZ announced 
its interest rate increases, the other Inquiry Banks all announced similar rate increases. The interest-only 
benchmark strengthened the other Inquiry Banks’ incentive to follow.

Despite the interest-only benchmark applying only to new interest-only residential mortgages, the 
Inquiry Banks all followed ANZ’s decision to increase interest rates for both new and existing interest-
only residential mortgages. While the Inquiry Banks cited various reasons for doing so, we also consider 
this to be a further illustration of accommodative pricing behaviour among the big four banks. Together, 
the big four banks estimated revenue gains of over $1.1 billion for their 2018 financial year primarily as a 
result of these mid–2017 interest rate increases.

2 The Residential Mortgage Price Inquiry Interim Report examined the pricing decisions of the Inquiry Banks during the period 
30 June 2015 to mid-June 2017.
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While APRA’s interest-only benchmark had the objective of contributing to financial system stability, we 
find it lessened price competition for interest-only lending. We consider that the benchmark provided 
the opportunity for the banks to synchronise their significant increases to interest-only rates during the 
price monitoring period, at a significant cost to those borrowers.

Finally, we did not find any evidence that the Inquiry Banks changed prices specifically to recover the 
costs of the Major Bank Levy, whether in part or in full, during the price monitoring period.

Our more detailed findings are set out below.

Findings
Opaque discretionary pricing causes inefficiency and stifles price 
competition
The headline interest rates advertised by Inquiry Banks and used to attract residential mortgage 
borrowers are a poor indicator of the interest rate borrowers actually pay. The vast majority of 
borrowers pay substantially less than the relevant headline interest rates, a practice the banks call 
‘discounting’.

There are two types of discount offered by residential mortgage lenders:

�� advertised discounts, which are generally published on a lender’s website and are relatively easy for 
borrowers to discover

�� discretionary discounts, which are offered by each Inquiry Bank based on criteria that vary across 
lenders and over time. The criteria for discretionary discounts are not disclosed to borrowers.

Discretionary discounts are offered on a case-by-case basis to individual borrowers, usually 
after the lender has assessed their application. This adds considerably to the time and effort a 
prospective borrower must expend to obtain accurate interest rate offers from multiple lenders. The 
unnecessarily high cost that prospective borrowers incur to discover price information from lenders 
causes inefficiency.

The lack of transparency in discretionary discounts makes it unnecessarily difficult and more costly 
for borrowers to discover the best price offers. This adversely impacts borrowers’ willingness to shop 
around, either for a new residential mortgage or when they are contemplating switching their existing 
residential mortgage to another lender. It is likely a key reason many borrowers do not obtain more 
than one or two quotes when looking for a residential mortgage, despite this being the most significant 
financial commitment over many years for most borrowers.

At least one Inquiry Bank appears to be aware of borrower frustration with discretionary pricing. There 
is little evidence of any Inquiry Bank responding to that frustration by moving away from the practice. 
More generally, the Inquiry Banks, particularly the big four banks, lack a strong incentive to reduce 
the cost that prospective borrowers incur to discover price information because they profit from the 
suppression of borrowers’ incentives to shop around.

New borrowers pay lower interest rates than existing borrowers on 
average
Existing borrowers who do not actively shop around for a better deal on a regular basis are the main 
losers from opaque discretionary pricing. They have paid interest rates at the Inquiry Banks that, 
depending on the category of residential mortgage, were up to 32 basis points higher on average 
than those paid by new borrowers, as at 30 June 2018. An existing borrower with an average-sized 
residential mortgage3 who negotiated to pay the same interest rate as the average new borrower from 
30 June 2018 could initially save up to $850 a year in interest (depending on the category of residential 
mortgage). For existing borrowers with a larger than average residential mortgage, the savings from a 
32 basis point reduction in the interest rate they pay could add up to tens of thousands of dollars over 
the full term of their residential mortgage in net present value terms.

3 As at 30 June 2018, the average outstanding balance of existing residential mortgages with the Inquiry Banks ranged from 
$257 065 to $413 834, depending on the category of residential mortgage.
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Many borrowers, once they have taken out a residential mortgage, do not remain actively engaged 
in the market. Survey data obtained by at least three Inquiry Banks indicates that since at least June 
2015 there has consistently been a low likelihood (20 per cent or less) that borrowers would seek to 
refinance or switch their residential mortgage within the next 12 months. Moreover, for borrowers who 
are engaged and intend to shop around for a better deal, the opaque discretionary pricing practices 
and unnecessary steps that they must follow to discover prices offered by other lenders is likely to deter 
some from searching for better deals, and others from searching as widely as they otherwise would.

As a result, there are many existing borrowers who remain with a lender that does not offer them the 
best deal and earns higher profits as a result of the loyalty of those borrowers. Lenders do not need to 
compete vigorously on price to retain the business of such borrowers; offering lower prices to them is 
simply giving up margin.

Like the Inquiry Banks, Other Banks also appear to be offering significant discounts to new customers 
with the result that new borrowers are paying lower interest rates on average than existing borrowers 
at the same bank. While this finding is limited to the seven banks in our sample, we suggest that this is 
further confirmation of a market-wide practice. It suggests that many residential mortgage borrowers 
might achieve significant savings by regularly reviewing the interest rates they are paying, asking their 
lender for a better rate, switching to a cheaper product as the same lender or switching residential 
mortgage providers to take up the best available offers.

APRA’s interest-only benchmark created a focal point for rate increases
In March 2017, APRA announced that ADIs should limit the flow of new interest-only lending to 
30 per cent of new residential mortgage lending (interest-only benchmark). At the time, APRA and the 
Council of Financial Regulators judged that current and emerging risks in the housing sector required 
a targeted regulatory response including, amongst other things, measures designed to limit certain 
types of residential mortgage lending. The interest-only benchmark would be measured over the 
course of each quarterly period. The first compliance period was the quarter ending September 2017. 
APRA stated that it would likely impose additional requirements on ADIs if their proportion of new 
interest-only lending exceeded the interest-only benchmark.

On 1 June 2017, ANZ announced that it was required by APRA to hold additional regulatory capital 
against its residential mortgage portfolio. This requirement increased ANZ’s cost of funding its 
residential mortgages. On 9 June 2017, in response to this requirement, ANZ announced changes to 
its headline variable interest rates. While the additional regulatory capital requirement did not apply 
differentially to interest-only mortgages, ANZ chose to increase its headline variable interest rates for 
interest-only residential mortgages. We observe that ANZ specifically considered the interest-only 
benchmark when deciding to increase these interest rates, even though ANZ was on track to comply 
with the benchmark around the time it announced its rate changes.

Shortly after ANZ’s rate change announcement, the other Inquiry Banks all announced similar headline 
variable interest rate changes.

We consider that the interest-only benchmark created a focal point for the Inquiry Banks, particularly 
the big four banks, to engage in accommodative and synchronised pricing behaviour, consistent with 
their history of such behaviour.

We consider that ANZ was unlikely to have chosen to increase its interest rates without the expectation 
that its competitors would follow its lead. Further, it is our view that the interest-only benchmark 
increased competitors’ incentive to follow ANZ’s lead. ANZ expected that approximately $30 billion 
of interest-only lending would be redirected to its competitors as a result of its interest rate change, 
‘resulting in a significant risk to managing their APRA 30% [interest-only] cap’. Significantly, at around 
the time of ANZ’s interest rate change announcement, internal documents from three of the other 
Inquiry Banks noted that prior to ANZ’s rate changes they had been on target to comply with the 
interest-only benchmark.
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Without the common understanding created by the interest-only benchmark, and ANZ’s knowledge 
that its pricing decision would have spill over consequences for its competitors’ ability to comply with 
the benchmark, it is likely that ANZ would have been less certain that its competitors would follow its 
lead to implement significant interest rate increases for interest-only residential mortgages and may 
not have acted as it did. Further, some Inquiry Banks may have been reluctant to follow ANZ’s lead and 
announce significant interest rate increases during the price monitoring period without an ability to 
publicly attribute those changes to government regulation.

Absent the interest-only benchmark, we consider it likely that the big four banks would not have moved 
so swiftly to increase headline variable interest rates on interest-only residential mortgages in mid–2017, 
and would not have increased interest rates for interest-only residential mortgages to the same extent, 
or at all.

Together, the big four banks estimated revenue gains of over $1.1 billion for their 2018 financial year 
primarily as a result of their mid–2017 interest rate changes. These estimated revenue gains were largely 
due to the Inquiry Banks’ increased interest rates for existing interest-only residential mortgages even 
though the benchmark applied only to new interest-only residential mortgages.

As a result of the mid–2017 interest rate changes, the headline variable interest rates for Inquiry Bank 
borrowers with interest-only repayments increased by an average of 32 basis points. To put this in 
perspective, in the first year it would have added about $1300 in interest charged to the average-sized 
owner-occupier interest-only standard variable residential mortgage held by Inquiry Banks at the time. 
For an equivalent investor residential mortgage, it would have added about $1200 in interest charged in 
the first year.

Media releases announcing interest rate changes don’t always tell the 
full story
In our Interim Report, we observed that there are often multiple factors contributing to the Inquiry 
Banks choosing to change their headline interest rates but some public communications focus on one 
factor, or a subset of the factors, influencing the decision to change interest rates. CBA, Westpac and 
NAB’s media releases attributed their mid–2017 headline variable interest-only rate increases to the 
interest-only benchmark. Consistent with our Interim Report findings, we observe that these banks’ 
media releases do not necessarily disclose the full story.

For example, while the interest-only benchmark applied only to new lending, the Inquiry Banks 
increased interest rates for both new and existing interest-only residential mortgages. While the big 
four banks may have had a desire to encourage existing interest-only borrowers to switch to principal 
and interest repayments, those actions would not help them meet the interest-only benchmark. To 
the extent that this was not clear in their media releases, they may have been interpreted as indicating 
that raising interest rates for existing residential mortgages was required for compliance with the 
interest-only benchmark.

As noted, prior to ANZ’s interest rate change announcement, at least some of the big four banks 
appeared to be on track to comply with the interest-only benchmark. It was largely as a result of ANZ’s 
headline interest rate change announcement that those banks were concerned about their ability to 
comply with the interest-only benchmark.

When compared to its internal documents, we consider that ANZ’s media release presented a broadly 
consistent message for its June 2017 headline interest rate change, including the impact of the 
additional capital it was required to hold against its residential mortgage portfolio.
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Compared to the similarities of the big four banks, Other Banks had 
diverse approaches to pricing
We compared the Inquiry Banks’ approach to pricing with a sample of seven non-Inquiry Banks. The 
term ‘Other Banks’ refers to the seven non-Inquiry Banks in our sample.

We found that the Other Banks had a wider range of headline variable interest rates for standard4 
owner-occupier mortgages with principal and interest repayments (ranging from around 4.30 per cent 
to 5.60 per cent) compared to the Inquiry Banks (5.20 per cent to 5.35 per cent), as at 1 July 2017. We 
also found that the Other Banks had a wider range of average interest rates paid by owner-occupier 
borrowers with principal and interest repayments (4.03 per cent to 4.63 per cent) compared to the 
Inquiry Banks (4.15 per cent to 4.23 per cent), as at 30 June 2017.

We also observed greater diversity among the Other Banks in their pricing strategies, compared to the 
big four banks. For example, we found that three Other Banks explicitly prioritised price competition. 
These banks sought to target price-sensitive customers to win new business. We observed these Other 
Banks seeking to be among the lowest priced on headline interest rates, as well as offering low or no 
fees. These three price-focused Other Banks had the lowest average interest rates paid on standard 
owner-occupier residential mortgages with principal and interest repayments among all Inquiry and 
Other Banks as at 30 June 2017.

Some regulatory requirements exacerbated challenges faced by 
Other Banks
In exploring some of the challenges faced by the Other Banks, we observed that APRA’s benchmarks 
and capital requirements appear to have exacerbated the challenges the Other Banks experienced as a 
result of their smaller scale, including their smaller residential mortgage portfolios. We consider that the 
lack of sensitivity to scale in the design of these regulatory measures has given a competitive advantage 
to the large banks. For example, compliance with APRA’s investor benchmark5 is likely to have been 
particularly challenging for the Other Banks as a direct result of the ‘one-size-fits-all’ cap on growth. 
Based on the reported size of each bank’s investor residential mortgage portfolio as at 30 June 2017, 
the Inquiry Banks had the freedom to grow their investor portfolios by up to $1.2 billion per month, 
while non-Inquiry Banks, including the Other Banks, were limited to less than $100 million per month 
and considerably less for the smallest banks.

In addition, ADIs currently accredited by APRA to use internal modelling as inputs to the risk-weights 
for their credit risk exposures typically have lower average risk-weights for residential mortgages 
compared to other ADIs. As a consequence, they are required to hold relatively less regulatory capital 
against their residential mortgage portfolio compared to other ADIs. This, amongst other things, 
results in a lower cost of funding residential mortgages for ADIs with Internal-Ratings Based (IRB) 
accreditation. We observed some Other Banks identifying IRB accreditation as a strategic priority.

However, ADIs incur significant fixed costs to meet APRA’s IRB accreditation requirements. This 
presents particular issues for ADIs that are smaller in scale. One Other Bank described the cost of 
obtaining IRB accreditation as ‘prohibitive’. It appears that ADIs that have chosen not to pursue this 
accreditation need to find other ways of overcoming their cost disadvantage if they are to compete with 
IRB-accredited ADIs.

Finally, some Other Banks have a heavy reliance on brokers and aggregators to gain market share. For 
example, the ASIC review of mortgage broker remuneration found that for banks other than the big 
four banks, the proportion of residential mortgages originated through brokers in 2015 was as high 
as 95 per cent.6 As a result, Other Banks are likely to be more susceptible to the impacts of regulatory 
changes that affect lenders’ use of brokers as a distribution channel.

4 Residential mortgage products supplied with a full range of add-on features and that are available as part of a package.

5 Implemented by APRA in December 2014 to limit investor lending growth to 10 per cent.

6 Australian Securities and Investments Commission, Report 516: Review of mortgage broker remuneration, ASIC, Sydney, 
2017, p. 61.
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There were no changes in residential mortgage prices specifically to 
recover the costs of the Major Bank Levy
The Treasurer, in the direction to the ACCC to conduct this inquiry, requested an update should the 
ACCC find any evidence of the Inquiry Banks passing on the costs associated with the Major Bank Levy 
to their residential mortgage borrowers.

After reviewing internal bank documents, confidential financial data and publicly available financial 
information for each Inquiry Bank, we found no evidence that the Inquiry Banks changed residential 
mortgage prices specifically to recover the cost of the Major Bank Levy, whether in part or in full, during 
the price monitoring period.

What borrowers can do to get a better deal
We observe that there is more intense competition for borrowers who are actively engaged and well-
informed in their choice of residential mortgage. There are three ways that other borrowers can benefit 
from this:

�� ask their current lender for a better interest rate and lower fees on their residential mortgage

�� switch their residential mortgage to a cheaper product with the same lender

�� switch lenders.

It appears that media attention on banks arising from the Royal Commission, the Productivity 
Commission’s inquiry into competition in financial services and the ACCC’s Interim Report on residential 
mortgage prices prompted some borrowers to review their residential mortgages and consider one or 
more of the actions above. Despite this, the incidence of borrowers switching to another lender in the 
year to 30 June 2018 was low. Less than 4 per cent of variable rate residential mortgages and just over 
2 per cent of fixed rate residential mortgages with the Inquiry Banks’ main brands refinanced to another 
lender in that year.

In comparison, approximately 11 per cent of variable rate residential mortgages with the Inquiry Banks 
obtained a reduced interest rate or reduced fees in the year to 30 June 2018. Many of these price 
reductions were the result of retention offers made available by Inquiry Banks when their borrowers 
were looking to switch to a new lender, were seeking a better price on their residential mortgage or the 
bank believed a borrower may be looking for a new lender. These offers are generally only available for 
variable rate residential mortgages.

A borrower’s willingness to negotiate with their lender has been an important factor in the pricing of 
their residential mortgage. Not all borrowers may be aware they can negotiate with their lender on price 
either before or after they have established their residential mortgage. Even a 10 basis point reduction 
in the interest rate paid on the average new residential mortgage will save a borrower thousands of 
dollars in interest over the life of that residential mortgage.

Borrowers should review their residential mortgage products on a regular basis to ensure they are 
getting the best possible price. The Consumer Data Right (CDR), which comes into effect for residential 
mortgages with the big four banks from 1 February 2020, will help borrowers do this.

The CDR will give borrowers the right to safely access data about them that is held by their lender, and 
direct this information be transferred to trusted and accredited third parties of their choice. In doing 
so, the CDR will improve borrowers’ access to competitive offerings and new and innovative services. 
For instance, it will facilitate the ability to compare and switch between residential mortgage products. 
We believe the CDR will encourage competition between lenders, leading not only to better prices for 
consumers but also more innovative products and services.
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1. Residential mortgage lending in 
Australia

This chapter explores the range of Authorised Deposit-taking Institution (ADI) and non-ADI lenders 
offering residential mortgages in Australia and identifies recent trends in residential mortgage lending. 
The chapter also discusses the Inquiry Banks’ understanding of residential mortgage borrowers’ 
preferences.

The Inquiry is focused on the five banks currently subject to the Major Bank Levy: the big four banks 
and Macquarie Bank. Although there are a range of other ADI and non-ADI lenders who also offer 
residential mortgages, the big four banks held around 80 per cent (by value) of mortgage debt 
outstanding to ADIs, as at June 2018.7

Recent trends indicate that the big four banks’ share of new residential mortgages approved by ADIs 
is declining, although this has not yet had a noticeable impact on their share of residential mortgage 
debt outstanding to ADIs. The beneficiaries of this decline are other Australian-owned banks, who are 
now approving a higher proportion of new residential mortgages. The composition of new residential 
mortgage approvals has also changed, as ADIs approve a lower proportion of high loan-to-valuation 
(LVR) ratio residential mortgages, investor residential mortgages, and residential mortgages with 
interest-only repayments.

Finally, we consider borrowers’ preferences in relation to price, level of service, product features, and 
other non-price aspects of the Inquiry Banks’ product and service offerings. Price appears to be an 
important consideration for many borrowers when choosing a lender or considering whether to switch 
to another lender, although it is not necessarily the only consideration or even the main consideration.

1.1 The range of residential mortgage lenders
Besides the Inquiry Banks, there are a range of other ADI and non-ADI lenders that also offer residential 
mortgages in Australia.

ADI lenders
ADI lenders are supervised and regulated by APRA, and are authorised by APRA to accept deposits 
and carry on banking business in Australia. Collectively, ADI lenders are estimated to account for more 
than 95 per cent (by value) of residential mortgage lending in Australia.8 Almost all ADI lenders who 
offer residential mortgages in Australia can be grouped into one of four categories:

�� Big four banks—the big four banks, ANZ, CBA, NAB, and Westpac, held around 80 per cent 
(by value) of residential mortgage debt outstanding to ADIs, as at June 2018.9

�� Other domestic banks—there are 32 Australian-owned banks, including Macquarie Bank, and seven 
foreign subsidiary banks, which are foreign-owned but locally-incorporated, in this category.10 
Collectively, they held around 16 per cent (by value) of residential mortgage debt outstanding to 
ADIs, as at June 2018.11

7 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Quarterly Authorised Deposit-taking Institution Property Exposures June 2018, 
APRA, Sydney, 2018.

8 Reserve Bank of Australia, Statement on Monetary Policy—August 2018, RBA, Sydney, 2018, p. 45.

9 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Quarterly Authorised Deposit-taking Institution Property Exposures June 2018, 
APRA, Sydney, 2018.

10 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, ‘Register of authorised deposit-taking institutions: as at 15 August 2018’, https://
www.apra.gov.au/register-authorised-deposit-taking-institutions, viewed 19 September 2018.

11 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Quarterly Authorised Deposit-taking Institution Property Exposures June 2018.

https://www.apra.gov.au/register-authorised-deposit-taking-institutions
https://www.apra.gov.au/register-authorised-deposit-taking-institutions
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�� Credit unions and building societies—there are currently 49 credit unions and three building 
societies in Australia12, who collectively held around 2 per cent (by value) of residential mortgage 
debt outstanding to ADIs, as at June 2018.13

�� Branches of foreign banks—there are currently 45 branches of foreign banks in Australia14, who 
collectively held less than 1 per cent (by value) of residential mortgage debt currently outstanding to 
banks, as at July 2018.15

ADIs can obtain funding from a range of sources, including deposits, short-term and long-term 
wholesale debt (such as bonds), equity, and securitisation.16

Non-ADI lenders
There is also a group of non-ADI lenders that offer residential mortgages in Australia. Non-ADIs 
include managed investment funds, Registered Financial Corporations17, and wholesale funders.18 
These non-ADIs are financial services entities that cannot accept retail deposits and are not subject 
to prudential oversight by APRA. However, since March 2018, APRA has the power to make rules for 
non-ADIs if it considers that their lending is materially contributing to risk of instability in the Australian 
financial system.19

It is difficult to identify the exact extent of non-ADIs’ role in residential mortgage lending because these 
statistics are not collected by APRA as they are for ADIs. However, non-ADIs’ share of housing credit in 
Australia has been estimated to be less than 5 per cent.20

Non-ADIs often rely on securitising their residential mortgages in order to fund further residential 
mortgage lending.21 A lender raises funding through securitisation by pooling together its residential 
mortgages and selling them to another entity. This entity then repackages the cash flows from the 
residential mortgages (that comprises of borrowers’ residential mortgages repayments to the bank) as 
assets (such as bonds) that can be sold to investors.

The market for residential mortgage-backed securities contracted during and after the Global Financial 
Crisis22, limiting the funding available to non-ADIs (as well as those ADI lenders who were more reliant 
on securitisation). However, non-ADI issuance of residential mortgage-backed securities has increased 
again in recent years, with non-ADIs issuing more than $4 billion worth during the first quarter of 2017, 
the first time this level had been reached since the second quarter of 2007.23

12 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, ‘Register of authorised deposit-taking institutions: as at 15 August 2018’, https://
www.apra.gov.au/register-authorised-deposit-taking-institutions, viewed 19 September 2018.

13 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Quarterly Authorised Deposit-taking Institution Property Exposures June 2018.

14 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, ‘Register of authorised deposit-taking institutions: as at 15 August 2018’, https://
www.apra.gov.au/register-authorised-deposit-taking-institutions, viewed 19 September 2018.

15 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Monthly Banking Statistics July 2018.

16 Productivity Commission, Competition in the Australian Financial System Final Report, PC, Canberra, August 2018, 
Chapter 8.

17 Registered Financial Corporations (RFCs) are defined in section 7, Financial Sector (Collection of Data) Act 2001 (Cth). In 
summary, they are corporations who engage in the provision of finance in the course of carrying on business in Australia.

18 Michael Gishkariany, David Norman, and Tom Rosewall (Reserve Bank of Australia), Shadow Bank Lending to the Residential 
Property Market, 2017, p.48.

19 Section 38C, Banking Act 1959 (Cth).

20 Reserve Bank of Australia, Statement on Monetary Policy—August 2018, RBA, Sydney, 2018, p.45.

21 ibid.

22 ibid.

23 Michele Bullock (Reserve Bank of Australia), ‘Building Financial Sector Resilience: A Decade Long Transition’, speech, 
Sydney, 20 October 2018.

https://www.apra.gov.au/register-authorised-deposit-taking-institutions
https://www.apra.gov.au/register-authorised-deposit-taking-institutions
https://www.apra.gov.au/register-authorised-deposit-taking-institutions
https://www.apra.gov.au/register-authorised-deposit-taking-institutions
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1.2 Trends in residential mortgage lending
We have observed some key trends over the last five years relating to the size and composition of 
the Inquiry Banks’ existing residential mortgage portfolios, and the composition of new residential 
mortgage lending by ADIs, based on publicly available APRA data.

The Inquiry Banks’ existing mortgage portfolios
The big four banks have maintained their share of outstanding residential mortgages over a long period 
of time. Since at least December 2013, their share of residential mortgage debt outstanding to all ADIs 
has remained steady at around 80 per cent (by value).24 Their share of owner-occupied residential 
mortgage debt outstanding to all ADIs has remained at slightly below 80 per cent (by value)25, and their 
share of investor residential mortgage debt outstanding to all ADIs has remained at around 85 per cent 
(by value) since December 2013.26

Macquarie Bank’s share of residential mortgage debt outstanding to all banks has doubled over 
the five years to July 2018, but remains less than 2 per cent (by value) of residential mortgage debt 
outstanding to all banks across Australia.27

New residential mortgage lending by ADIs
The big four banks’ share of new residential mortgages approved by ADIs began declining in 
late 2016.28 It declined from 79 per cent (by value) in the quarter ending September 2016 to 73 per cent 
(by value) in the quarter ending June 2018 (figure 1.1).29 However, the recent decrease in the big 
four banks’ share of new residential mortgage approvals has not noticeably affected their share of 
residential mortgage debt outstanding to ADIs because the decrease in their share of flow (valued 
at approximately $20 billion annually) is small relative to their share of stock (which was in excess of 
$1.3 trillion as at July 2018).30

Other Australian-owned banks’ share of new residential mortgages began increasing in late 2016. Their 
share of new residential mortgages approved by ADIs has risen from 15 per cent (by value) in the 
quarter ending September 2016 to 20 per cent in the quarter ending June 2018.31 The shares of credit 
unions, building societies and foreign subsidiary banks have remained stable (figure 1.1).

In the five years to June 2018, there were some significant changes in the types of new residential 
mortgages approved by all ADIs. We observe that ADIs were approving a smaller proportion of 
residential mortgages to investors, residential mortgages with interest-only repayments and residential 
mortgages with very high LVR ratios.

24 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Quarterly Authorised Deposit-taking Institution Property Exposures June 2018.

25 ibid.

26 ibid.

27 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Monthly Banking Statistics July 2018.

28 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Quarterly Authorised Deposit-taking Institution Property Exposures June 2018.

29 ibid.

30 ibid.

31 ibid.
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Figure 1.1: ADIs’ share of new mortgage approvals by value: December 2013 to June 2018
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Source: Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Quarterly Authorised Deposit-taking Institution Property Exposures June 
2018.

The proportion of new interest-only residential mortgages approved by ADIs has declined sharply 
over the last five years. In the quarter ending December 2013, nearly 40 per cent (by value) of new 
residential mortgages approved by ADIs had interest-only repayments.32 This increased to 46 per cent 
(by value) in the quarter ending June 2015, before declining to 17 per cent (by value) by the quarter 
ending June 2018.33

The proportion of new investor residential mortgages approved by ADIs has also declined over the past 
five years. Nearly 40 per cent (by value) of new residential mortgages approved by ADIs in the quarter 
ending December 2013 were investor residential mortgages.34 This increased to 43 per cent (by value) 
in the quarter ending June 2015 before declining to 31 per cent (by value) for the quarter ending 
June 2018.35

The decline in the proportion of new residential mortgages to investors and new residential mortgages 
with interest-only repayments is likely explained by the measures imposed by APRA over this period. 
These include APRA’s introduction in December 2014 of the investor benchmark that limited all ADIs’ 
growth in investor lending to 10 per cent36, and APRA’s implementation in March 2017 of the interest-
only benchmark to limit new interest-only lending to 30 per cent of new residential mortgage lending.37

The proportion of new residential mortgages approved by ADIs with an LVR of 90 per cent or more 
has nearly halved over the last five years. Over 13 per cent (by value) of new residential mortgages 
approved by ADIs in the quarter ending December 2013 had an LVR of 90 per cent or more, but this 
declined to less than 7 per cent (by value) for the quarter ending June 2018.38 This change may partly 
be explained by the steps taken by APRA since 2012 to tighten ADI lending standards following its 
targeted review of residential mortgage approval standards.39 This has included monitoring individual 
ADIs’ levels of higher LVR lending.40

32 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Quarterly Authorised Deposit-taking Institution Property Exposures June 2018.

33 ibid.

34 ibid.

35 ibid.

36 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Letter to ADIs: Reinforcing sound residential mortgage lending practices, APRA, 
Sydney, 2014.

37 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Letter to ADIs: Further measures to reinforce sound residential mortgage lending 
practices, APRA, Sydney, 2017.

38 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Quarterly Authorised Deposit-taking Institution Property Exposures June 2018.

39 Heidi Richards (Australian Prudential Regulation Authority), ‘A prudential approach to mortgage lending’, speech, Sydney, 
18 March 2016.

 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, ‘Loan serviceability standards in housing lending’, Insight, Issue 2, 2013, APRA, 
Sydney, pp. 40–54.

40 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Letter to ADIs: Reinforcing sound residential mortgage lending practices, 2014, 
p. 3.
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1.3 Inquiry Banks’ understanding of borrowers’ 
preferences

We have examined how the Inquiry Banks seek to understand, and respond to, borrowers’ preferences 
in relation to price, level of service, product features and other non-price aspects of their product and 
service offerings. Between 1 January 2017 and 12 June 2018, the Inquiry Banks were informed by 
over 50 projects or pieces of research into borrowers’ preferences in respect of residential mortgage 
products.41 These projects or pieces of research included:

�� surveys about the preferences of current residential mortgage borrowers

�� surveys about the preferences of people who were intending to take out residential mortgages in the 
near future

�� trials to test borrower reactions to changes in price or offers of non-price inducements, such as 
frequent flyer points.

There are limited examples at some Inquiry Banks of changes to products and services or approaches 
to pricing as a direct result of these projects and research. However, the work generally informed the 
Inquiry Banks’ decision-making.

Price
It appears that price is an important consideration for many borrowers when choosing a lender or 
considering whether to switch to another lender, although some borrowers require a significant price 
difference before they would consider switching lender. For example:

�� The findings from one study conducted in January 2017 of borrowers who had switched to another 
lender found that the most common ‘initial trigger’ for them to consider changing lenders was that 
another lender was offering a lower interest rate (51 per cent of surveyed borrowers). In the same 
survey, the most common reason for ultimately switching to another lender was because that lender 
offered a lower rate (67 per cent of surveyed borrowers).

�� Another survey conducted in January 2018 indicated that surveyed borrowers who considered 
themselves likely or extremely likely to switch away from that Inquiry Bank in the next 12 months 
were increasingly considering switching due to dissatisfaction with their interest rate. The proportion 
of these borrowers who nominated interest rates as their main reason for considering switching rose 
from 48 per cent in March 2013 to 66 per cent in December 2017.

�� Another survey conducted in September 2017 asked current borrowers ‘if you saw a lower mortgage 
rate at another institution, at what point would you consider switching your mortgage’. The survey 
found that nearly one-third of current borrowers surveyed said they would not consider switching 
unless they were offered an interest rate at least 60 basis points lower than their current one. 
Another third of borrowers surveyed said they would switch for an interest rate between one basis 
point and 59 basis points lower than their current one. The remaining borrowers surveyed said they 
would not switch based purely on interest rates.

�� Another survey conducted in October 2017 reported that current borrowers surveyed had identified 
the four most important reasons for their selection of a mortgage lender as: the interest rate, 
followed by monthly fees and ‘product fits needs’ equally, followed by loan application fees.

Non-price factors
Sometimes price is not the only consideration or even the main consideration for borrowers when 
choosing a lender or considering whether to switch to another lender. There are a large number 
of non-price aspects of residential mortgage products and services that may matter to individual 
borrowers. For example:

�� Some borrowers prefer to remain with their existing lender. For example, in a survey conducted in 
December 2017, current borrowers were asked about why they chose their most recent residential 

41 Some of the projects or pieces of research cited throughout this report may involve small sample sizes.
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mortgage product. The results indicated that the top two reasons were because the lender was their 
main financial institution for their personal banking, and to get the most competitive interest rate.

�� Some borrowers may place weight on certain product features. One survey conducted in 
March 2018 asked borrowers who had taken out their residential mortgage in the last two years 
what the most important factors were in choosing their residential mortgage product, aside from 
interest rates. The top two reasons, each identified by one in six borrowers, were ‘ability to make 
overpayments’ and ‘100% offset account’.

�� Some borrowers may place weight on overall customer service. One survey conducted in 
December 2017 asked borrowers who had switched their most recent residential mortgage to 
another lender in the last three years what their key reason was for that switch. Nearly one in seven 
switchers identified ‘my lender had poor customer service’ as their key reason.

Some borrowers may prioritise certain aspects of service. For example, a borrower who speaks a 
language other than English may prioritise a lender that is able to provide services in that language, 
while a borrower who works extended business hours may prioritise a lender who can provide out of 
business hours services. Some borrowers may also have a preference about the type of lender they 
prefer to deal with (for example, a lender that actively supports the local community).

The Inquiry Banks have identified a range of non-price factors that they consider are likely to matter to 
borrowers when choosing a lender. These factors include, amongst other things:

�� product features, including offset accounts and the ability to bundle products

�� customer service, including application assessment timeframes, clear communication pre- and post-
settlement, ease of use of borrower-facing technologies such as mobile and online banking, and 
access to services like branches

�� brand identity.

The Inquiry Banks appear to have different views on the relative weight borrowers place on price and 
non-price factors when making purchasing decisions. For example, one Inquiry Bank stated that the 
non-price factors it had identified, including, for example, ‘providing consistent and quality customer 
service’, were likely to be prioritised by borrowers more than price. Another Inquiry Bank stated that 
it did not consider that its borrowers or prospective borrowers give greater or equal weight to any 
non-price aspects compared to the weight they give to price.

Further insights and findings from Inquiry Bank projects and pieces of research into borrowers’ 
preferences are discussed throughout this report.
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2. Inquiry Banks profit from opaque 
pricing

This chapter reports on the Inquiry Banks’ pricing of residential mortgages during the period from 
9 May 2017 to 30 June 2018 (the price monitoring period). The focus is on variable rate residential 
mortgages since these account for 85 per cent (by number) of the Inquiry Banks’ outstanding 
residential mortgages as at 30 June 2018.

While the headline interest rates advertised by Inquiry Banks are visible, public and used by the Inquiry 
Banks to attract customers, they are a poor indicator of what borrowers actually pay. The vast majority 
of borrowers pay substantially less than the headline rates that are advertised; a practice the banks call 
‘discounting’.

The discretionary discounts that Inquiry Banks offer borrowers are opaque and the process borrowers 
are required to go through to discover price offers unnecessarily inflates the costs of searching for 
better offers. The Inquiry Banks, particularly the big four banks, do not have a strong incentive to 
reduce borrower costs (including their time and effort) to discover price information; largely because 
they are profiting from the suppression of borrower’s incentives to shop around.

New borrowers continue to pay lower interest rates than existing borrowers, on average. We consider 
that the main reason for this is that the banks do not need to compete vigorously on price to retain 
customers who are not actively engaged in the market and well informed about lenders’ price offers. 
The unnecessary steps that Inquiry Banks require borrowers to follow to discover prices likely deters 
borrowers from shopping around.

Existing borrowers who do not actively shop around for a better deal on a regular basis are the main 
losers from opaque discretionary pricing. They are paying substantially more interest over the life of 
their residential mortgages. Unfortunately, there are many borrowers who fall into this category.

2.1 Residential mortgage interest rates
Headline interest rates
Headline interest rates are the reference or indicator rates that each lender sets and uses to anchor 
their interest rate offers to borrowers. They are not the final prices we expect lenders to actually charge 
borrowers in a competitive market. Rather, they are constructs which enable each lender to make 
instant changes to the actual prices charged to borrowers without having to re-open past contract 
negotiations with those borrowers.

Each lender maintains multiple headline interest rates catering for different combinations of: residential 
mortgage products (standard or basic, variable or fixed rate); borrower categories (owner-occupiers or 
investors)42; and repayment types (principal and interest or interest-only).

When lenders publicly announce changes in their interest rates, they are usually referring to a change 
in their headline interest rates. Changes to headline interest rates for variable rate residential mortgages 
affect both new and existing residential mortgages. However, changes to headline interest rates for 
fixed rate residential mortgages affect only new residential mortgages. Once a fixed rate residential 
mortgage is established, the interest rate does not change for the duration of the fixed rate term.

42 Westpac also had different headline interest rates for resident borrowers and non-resident borrowers.
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Changes in standard variable headline interest rates over the price monitoring 
period
Each Inquiry Bank announced only one round of changes to its headline variable interest rates during 
the price monitoring period. Those announcements occurred within three weeks of each other in 
June 2017. The headline interest rate changes, a significant increase for residential mortgages with 
interest-only repayments and a small decrease for most residential mortgages with principal and 
interest repayments, took effect from mid-June to late-July 201743, depending on the bank (table 2.1).

Table 2.1: Changes to the Inquiry Banks’ headline interest rates for standard variable rate residential 
mortgages*: 9 May 2017 to 30 June 2018^

ANZ WBC NAB CBA Mac

Announcement date 9 June 2017 20 June 2017 23 June 2017 27 June 2017 29 June 2017

Effective date 16 June 2017a 30 June 2017 30 June 2017 7 July 2017 3 July 2017

Loan category

Owner–occupier

Principal and interest 
repayments

5.20%

(–5bps)

5.24%

(–8bps)

5.24%

(–8bps)

5.22%

(–3bps)

5.30%

(–5bps)

Interest–only repayments
5.75%

(+30bps)

5.83%

(+34bps)

5.77%

(+35bps)

5.77%

(+30bps)

5.65%

(+30bps)

Investor

Principal and interest 
repayments

5.80%

(–5bps)

5.79%

(no change)

5.80%

(no change)

5.80%

(no change)

5.87%

(–5bps)

Interest–only repayments
6.26%

(+30bps)

6.30%

(+34bps)

6.25%

(+35bps)

6.24%

(+30bps)

6.22%

(+30bps)

* Standard residential mortgage products are those supplied with a range of add-on features. Standard residential mortgages can 
only be taken as part of a package at Macquarie Bank. At other banks, standard residential mortgages can, but need not, be taken 
as part of a package.

^ The headline variable interest rates reported in this table relate to a single product. The data reported in figures 2.2–2.5 relate to 
more than one product for some Inquiry Banks and some of those products have different headline interest rates to those reported 
in this table. For example, Westpac had different headline interest rates for resident borrowers and non-resident borrowers. The 
headline interest rates reported in figures 2.2–2.5 are value-weighted averages. That is why some of the headline interest rates 
reported in this table differ slightly from those reported in figures 2.2–2.5.

a While the changes were to come into effect on 16 June 2017, they were not implemented for the majority of the bank’s 
interest-only borrowers until July and August 2017.

Sources:  Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited, Update on ANZ interest rates, media release, ANZ, Melbourne, 
9 June 2017, https://media.anz.com/posts/2017/06/update-on-anz-interest-rates, viewed 8 October 2018.

 Commonwealth Bank of Australia, Commonwealth Bank changes home loan interest rates, media release, CBA, 
Sydney, 27 June 2017, https://www.commbank.com.au/guidance/newsroom/Commonwealth-Bank-changes-
home-loan-interest-rates–201706.html, viewed 8 October 2018.

 National Australia Bank Limited, NAB announces changes to variable home loan interest rates, media release, NAB, 
Melbourne, 23 June 2017, https://news.nab.com.au/news_room_posts/nab-announces-changes-to-variable-home-
loan-interest-rates/, viewed 8 October 2018.

 Westpac Banking Corporation, Westpac adjusts home loan interest rates, media release, WBC, Sydney, 20 June 
2017, https://www.westpac.com.au/about-westpac/media/media-releases/2017/20-june/, viewed 8 October 
2018.

 Information supplied by Macquarie Bank.

43 The changes did not come into effect until August 2017 for some ANZ borrowers.

https://media.anz.com/posts/2017/06/update-on-anz-interest-rates
https://www.commbank.com.au/guidance/newsroom/Commonwealth-Bank-changes-home-loan-interest-rates-201706.html
https://www.commbank.com.au/guidance/newsroom/Commonwealth-Bank-changes-home-loan-interest-rates-201706.html
https://news.nab.com.au/news_room_posts/nab-announces-changes-to-variable-home-loan-interest-rates/
https://news.nab.com.au/news_room_posts/nab-announces-changes-to-variable-home-loan-interest-rates/
https://www.westpac.com.au/about-westpac/media/media-releases/2017/20-june/
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The changes resulted in a reduction in the already slight difference between the headline standard 
variable rates of the big four banks. Prior to the changes announced in June 2017, the big four banks’ 
headline rates differed by 6–9 basis points, depending on the standard variable rate residential 
mortgage category. After the change, the difference was 1–8 basis points. The difference in the big four 
banks’ headline rates for investors on standard variable rate residential mortgages with principal and 
interest repayments reduced from 9 basis points to 1 basis point following the rate change.

In their media releases announcing the June 2017 changes to headline variable interest rates, the big 
four banks all mentioned that the changes were needed to comply with or manage their regulatory 
obligations, among other matters.44 Chapter 3 explores the impact of prudential regulation on 
residential mortgage interest rates during the monitoring period.

Headline interest rates are a poor indicator of what borrowers should expect to pay
Headline interest rates were a poor guide to the interest rate most borrowers actually paid during the 
price monitoring period. Borrowers with variable rate residential mortgages through the Inquiry Banks 
were, on average, paying interest rates well below the relevant headline interest rate during the price 
monitoring period.

This means that it is not informative for borrowers to compare headline interest rates when shopping 
around for a lender. The Inquiry Banks that offer the lowest headline rates are often not the ones 
charging their borrowers the lowest interest rates on average. For example, as at 30 June 2018, ANZ 
had the lowest standard variable headline interest rate for owner-occupiers with principal and interest 
repayments (5.20 per cent) but these types of borrowers at Macquarie Bank on average were paying 
the lowest interest rates (3.90 per cent) among the Inquiry Banks.

The gap between a lender’s headline interest rate and the interest rate 
they actually charge a borrower is called a ‘discount’
The interest rate a borrower actually pays is the headline interest rate (fixed or variable) less an amount 
referred to as a ‘discount’ granted by their lender. For example, if the lender’s headline interest rate is 
5.50 per cent and the lender grants a 0.75 percentage points (75 basis points) discount, the actual rate 
paid by the borrower is 4.75 per cent.

In this context, ‘discount’ is not to be understood as an offer below the competitive price since headline 
interest rates are set well above the level we would expect lenders to charge borrowers in a competitive 
market. The framing of residential mortgage interest rates in this way exploits consumers’ bias or 
greater sensitivity to losses than to gains. That is, consumers generally are more positively disposed 
towards accepting a price that is framed as a reference rate less a discount than if the same price was 
presented as a reference rate plus a mark-up.45

44 Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited, Update on ANZ interest rates, media release, 9 June 2017, https://
media.anz.com/posts/2017/06/update-on-anz-interest-rates, viewed 8 October 2018.

 Commonwealth Bank of Australia, Commonwealth Bank changes home loan interest rates, media release, 27 June 2017, 
https://www.commbank.com.au/guidance/newsroom/Commonwealth-Bank-changes-home-loan-interest-rates–201706.
html, viewed 8 October 2018.

 National Australia Bank Limited, NAB announces changes to variable home loan interest rates, media release, 23 June 2017, 
https://news.nab.com.au/news_room_posts/nab-announces-changes-to-variable-home-loan-interest-rates/, viewed 
8 October 2018.

 Westpac Banking Corporation, Westpac adjusts home loan interest rates, media release, 20 June 2017, https://www.
westpac.com.au/about-westpac/media/media-releases/2017/20-june/, viewed 8 October 2018.

45 See, for example, RH Thaler, A Tversky, D Kahneman and A Schwartz, 1997, The effect of myopia and loss aversion on 
risk taking: an experimental test, The Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol. 112, No. 2, pp. 647–661; and A Tversky, and 
D Kahneman, 1992, Advances in prospect theory: cumulative representation of uncertainty, Journal of Risk and Uncertainty, 
5:297–323.

https://media.anz.com/posts/2017/06/update-on-anz-interest-rates
https://media.anz.com/posts/2017/06/update-on-anz-interest-rates
https://www.commbank.com.au/guidance/newsroom/Commonwealth-Bank-changes-home-loan-interest-rates–201706.html
https://www.commbank.com.au/guidance/newsroom/Commonwealth-Bank-changes-home-loan-interest-rates–201706.html
https://news.nab.com.au/news_room_posts/nab-announces-changes-to-variable-home-loan-interest-rates/
https://www.westpac.com.au/about-westpac/media/media-releases/2017/20-june/
https://www.westpac.com.au/about-westpac/media/media-releases/2017/20-june/
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There are two types of discounts offered by residential mortgage lenders: advertised and discretionary. 
Often they work in combination. This means that borrowers are, on average, charged less than the 
lowest advertised interest rate.

Advertised discounts are generally published on the lender’s website and are relatively easy for 
borrowers to discover.46 For example, as at 30 June 2018, all Inquiry Banks advertised a lower interest 
rate (compared to the headline rate) for their standard variable rate residential mortgage products 
taken as part of a package of financial products and services.

Discretionary pricing is opaque, causes inefficiency and stifles price competition
Discretionary discounts are offered on a case-by-case basis to individual borrowers47, usually after the 
lender has assessed their application. Lenders typically use the residential mortgage application process 
to assess risk in order to decide whether to extend credit to the applicant and to inform the price at 
which credit is offered. The assessment process usually includes verifying income and other particulars 
via supporting documentation.48

The level of discretionary discounts offered by each Inquiry Bank is based on criteria that vary across 
lenders and over time, some of which have included:

�� the borrower’s individual risk profile, taking into account income, total assets and liabilities, and 
creditworthiness

�� the geographic location of the residential property and the LVR

�� the borrower’s value or potential value to the bank, taking into account their total borrowings with 
the bank and their willingness to take up other products (including through packages)

�� the bank’s desire to write new business.49

A borrower’s willingness to negotiate with a lender on the interest rate has also been an important 
factor in what, if any, discretionary discount they receive.50 Not all borrowers may be aware 
they can negotiate with their lender on price either before or after they have established their 
residential mortgage.

Discretionary discounts are not transparent, which makes it difficult and costly for borrowers to 
discover the best prices offered by residential mortgage lenders in Australia.

First, the lender offering the bigger discount is not necessarily offering the best price, because the 
headline rate to which the discount applies differs across lenders. Prospective borrowers need to know 
the headline interest rate to which any discount will be applied in order to meaningfully compare offers 
across lenders.

Second, lenders do not publish their criteria for discretionary discounts. Instead they usually require 
prospective borrowers to lodge a residential mortgage application, provide supporting documentation 
and allow time for the lender to assess that application before the borrower may discover the lender’s 
price offer.51

46 Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited 2018, ANZ Breakfree package, Melbourne, https://www.anz.com.au/
personal/home-loans/package/, viewed 8 October 2018.

 Commonwealth Bank of Australia 2018, Wealth Package, Sydney, https://www.commbank.com.au/personal/home-loans/
wealth-package.html, viewed 8 October 2018.

 Macquarie Bank 2018, Home loans, https://www.macquarie.com/au/personal/home-loans/, viewed 10 October 2018.

 National Australia Bank Limited 2018, NAB Choice Package, Melbourne, https://www.nab.com.au/personal/loans/home-
loans/nab-choice-package, viewed 8 October 2018.

 Westpac Banking Corporation 2018, Home loan package, Sydney, https://www.westpac.com.au/personal-banking/home-
loans/home-loan-package/, viewed 8 October 2018.

47 The discretionary nature of these discounts means that not all borrowers will know that a discount offer is potentially 
available to them.

48 Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services, An Overview of Australia’s Housing Market and Residential Mortgage-Backed Securities, 
Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services, Melbourne, March 2015.

49 Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, Residential mortgage price inquiry Interim report, 2018, p. 6.

50 ibid.

51 Productivity Commission, Competition in the Australian Financial System, Inquiry Report, 2018, p. 352.

https://www.anz.com.au/personal/home-loans/package/
https://www.anz.com.au/personal/home-loans/package/
https://www.commbank.com.au/personal/home-loans/wealth-package.html
https://www.commbank.com.au/personal/home-loans/wealth-package.html
https://www.macquarie.com/au/personal/home-loans/
https://www.nab.com.au/personal/loans/home-loans/nab-choice-package
https://www.nab.com.au/personal/loans/home-loans/nab-choice-package
https://www.westpac.com.au/personal-banking/home-loans/home-loan-package/
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In our view, this process is unnecessarily inflating the search costs that borrowers incur to discover price 
offers from lenders that they are not already dealing with. It adds considerably to the time and effort 
a prospective borrower must expend to obtain accurate interest rate offers from multiple lenders and 
determine which lender is likely to offer them the best deal for their circumstances.52

This impacts borrowers’ willingness to shop around, either for a new residential mortgage or when they 
are contemplating switching their existing residential mortgage to another lender. We see this reflected 
in customer surveys obtained from the Inquiry Banks. For example, in responses to a survey undertaken 
in October 2017 for one Inquiry Bank:

�� only 45 per cent of prospective borrowers said they would seek more than one quote before taking 
out their residential mortgage

�� only 30 per cent of borrowers said they had obtained more than one quote before taking out their 
residential mortgage.53

We believe a key reason many borrowers do not obtain multiple quotes or do not follow through on 
their intention to obtain multiple quotes is the unnecessarily high cost of price discovery.

The unnecessarily high cost that prospective borrowers incur to discover price information from lenders 
causes inefficiency. First, by deterring borrowers from seeking more than one or two price offers, these 
costs reduce the likelihood that borrowers will find the best offer available or even an interest rate close 
to the best offer available to them in the market. As a result, some borrowers may choose to not borrow 
as much as they would otherwise, or may decide to defer or not to take out a residential mortgage at 
all. This represents a deadweight loss to the Australian economy and reduces welfare.54 Second, to the 
extent that borrowers do engage in search to discover prices, they will incur unnecessary costs to do 
so. The bearing of these unnecessary costs is a waste of resources.55

Inquiry Banks, particularly the big four banks, lack a strong incentive to reduce the cost that prospective 
borrowers incur to discover price information because they profit from the suppression of borrowers’ 
incentives to shop around. Moreover, the cost of price discovery is increased when Inquiry Banks 
require prospective borrowers to provide evidence of another lender’s offer before revealing whether 
they are willing to match or better that offer.56

Many borrowers are frustrated by discretionary pricing
One of the Inquiry Banks obtained consumer survey information from a consultant that indicated the 
most preferred approach to residential mortgage pricing for 40 per cent of respondents was to be 
offered a low interest rate upfront with no scope to negotiate on that rate.57 The other two options 
presented to survey respondents were a ‘medium rate’ with ‘medium room’ to negotiate on that rate or 
a ‘high rate’ with ‘high room’ to negotiate. A bank presentation considering the survey results noted:

There is strong underlying demand for a “no discount” pricing construct, which [Inquiry Bank] serves 
with [a basic residential mortgage product] and Fixed Rate loans.

52 Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, Residential mortgage price inquiry Interim report, p. 6.

53 The survey was undertaken by a consulting firm in October 2017 and involved 2502 current and future residential mortgage 
borrowers. The survey defined current borrowers as those who obtained a mortgage in the last 24 months whereas future 
borrowers were those that expected to take out a residential mortgage in the next 24 months. Current borrowers included 
those who obtained their mortgage either directly through a lender or through a mortgage broker. The survey results 
showed that borrowers who used a mortgage broker obtained an average of 1.7 quotes compared by an average of 1.5 
quotes by borrowers who went direct to a lender. The wording of the relevant survey question was ‘Which mortgage lenders 
did you/do you expect to receive a price quote from?’

54 Economists refer to this type of inefficiency as allocative inefficiency.

55 Economists refer to this type of inefficiency as productive inefficiency.

56 Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, Residential mortgage price inquiry Interim report, p. 6.

57 2502 respondents were surveyed by a consulting firm in October 2017 and the results were reported via an internal 
presentation at the Inquiry Bank in January 2018.
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A different Inquiry Bank appears to have been aware of borrower frustration with discretionary pricing. 
During the price monitoring period, that bank undertook research into consumer preferences and 
reactions to alternative approaches to pricing, which included incorporating a discount in the rate 
without the need to negotiate. The bank noted in an internal presentation in May 2018:

Discretionary pricing has introduced complexity into the [residential mortgage] business, this has had 
a negative effect on portfolio management and customer experience.

The presentation went on to state that the effectiveness of the bank’s salesforce was being reduced 
by the time taken to negotiate with borrowers on price and that those negotiations were extending the 
time taken to process applications.

The presentation also noted that discretionary discounts were contributing to an erosion of borrower 
confidence and trust. Part of the reason for this was considered by the bank to be that packaged 
interest rates did not reflect the market price.

The bank undertook a pricing trial to test whether borrower experience and business performance 
would improve through offering borrowers a single, transparent price ‘upfront, without the need to 
negotiate or escalate’. This was achieved by increasing the discount to the headline rate embedded 
in the interest rate offered to borrowers upfront. The trial was noted by the bank as proving that 
‘customers did not “expect” or “demand” escalation [of discounts]’ and that borrowers were ‘willing to 
accept pricing offers without further negotiation’ [original emphasis].

The bank did not make any pricing decisions during the price monitoring period as a result of the 
findings from the trial but one recommendation coming out of the trial was for the bank to continue this 
work, subject to refinement and potential expansion.

While many borrowers are frustrated with discretionary pricing, we did not observe any of the Inquiry 
Banks moving away from the discretionary pricing of standard residential mortgages during the price 
monitoring period.

Discounting on variable rate residential mortgages during the price monitoring 
period
As at 30 June 2018, the overwhelming majority (87 per cent) of variable rate residential mortgages 
(by number) with the Inquiry Banks’ main brands received a discount off the bank’s relevant headline 
interest rate and 53 per cent (by number) were charged at least 90 basis points less than the relevant 
headline rate (figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: Inquiry Banks’ residential mortgage portfolios (main brands) by size of discount: 30 June 2017 to 
30 June 2018*
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* The discount on a residential mortgage product has been calculated as the difference between the relevant headline interest rate 
for that product and the actual interest rate paid on that product. As a result, the discounts reported include both advertised and 
discretionary discounts. Eligibility for a discount typically depends on a number of factors, including the borrower’s characteristics 
and the lender’s policies at the time the residential mortgage was sought.

Source: ACCC analysis of data supplied by the Inquiry Banks.
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Throughout the price monitoring period, there were just under 500 000 Inquiry Bank variable rate 
residential mortgages (or about 13 per cent) that did not receive a discount. A further 500 000 
residential mortgages received a discount of 1–60 basis points. The average outstanding balance for 
these two groups of residential mortgages as at 30 June 2018 was $116 000 and $150 000, respectively.

During the price monitoring period there was a marked increase in the number and share of Inquiry 
Bank residential mortgages receiving a discount of 121 basis points or more and a corresponding 
decrease in the number and share receiving a discount of 61–120 basis points.58 The average 
outstanding balance for these two groups of residential mortgages as at 30 June 2018 was $375 000 
and $258 000, respectively.

This finding, that larger residential mortgages tend to receive larger discounts on average, is consistent 
with the RBA’s findings in its March 2018 analysis of the distribution of residential mortgage interest 
rates.59 The RBA found that a borrower with a residential mortgage approval for $1 million could expect 
to receive a discount that was about 12 basis points larger than for a $400 000 residential mortgage 
that otherwise had the same characteristics. The RBA observed that borrowers seeking larger 
residential mortgages may have more bargaining power than other borrowers and that lenders may be 
more willing to offer greater discounts for larger residential mortgages given the fixed costs associated 
with writing residential mortgages.60

Average interest rates paid by borrowers
The actual rates that borrowers pay differ markedly depending on their individual circumstances, 
market conditions when they took out their residential mortgage and many other factors.

In this section, we report the average interest rates paid by Inquiry Bank borrowers with a standard 
variable rate residential mortgage under the main brand of each Inquiry Bank. The material is organised 
according to the following categories of residential mortgages:

�� owner-occupiers with principal and interest repayments

�� owner-occupiers with interest-only repayments

�� investors with principal and interest repayments

�� investors with interest-only repayments.

The difference in average rates paid across these different categories, and across the Inquiry Banks, 
during the price monitoring period was largely driven by:

�� differences in headline interest rates for investor and interest-only residential mortgages (table 2.1). 
These headline rates were the same as those applying to owner-occupier borrowers with principal 
and interest repayments until mid–2015. They began to diverge from July 2015, first in response 
to a growth benchmark set by APRA in relation to investor lending (the investor benchmark) and 
later in response to a second APRA growth benchmark on interest-only lending (the interest-only 
benchmark)61

58 The average outstanding balance for residential mortgages receiving a discount of 150 basis points or more was $427 000.

59 The RBA’s analysis is based on its Securitisation Dataset. At the time of the RBA’s analysis, the dataset contained data on 
1.7 million individual residential mortgages with a total value of around $400 billion, or just under one-quarter of the total 
value of residential mortgages in Australia. The dataset may not be representative of the broader population of residential 
mortgages because the types of mortgages that are securitized may be influenced by the way credit ratings agencies 
assign ratings, the type of lender, investor preferences, and by the RBA’s repo-eligibility framework.

60 Reserve Bank of Australia, The Distribution of Mortgage Rates, RBA, Sydney, March 2018, pp. 10–11.

61 In recent years, APRA and the Council of Financial Regulators judged that current and emerging risks in the housing sector 
required a targeted regulatory response. That response included APRA’s introduction of:

�• an annual 10 per cent growth benchmark for residential mortgage lending to investors (announced in December 2014), 
and

�• a 30 per cent benchmark on the share of new residential mortgage lending to borrowers making interest-only 
repayments (announced in March 2017).

Sources: Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Letter to all ADIs: Reinforcing sound residential mortgage lending 
practices, 2014.

 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Letter to all ADIs: Further measures to reinforce sound residential 
mortgage lending practices, 2017.

 Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, Residential mortgage price inquiry Interim report, p. 40.
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�� differences in other factors including borrowers’ risk profiles, borrowers’ value or potential value to 
the bank, the bank’s desire to write new business, and borrowers’ willingness to negotiate on the 
interest rate paid.

Average interest rates paid by owner-occupiers on standard variable rate residential 
mortgages with principal and interest repayments at each Inquiry Bank
The average interest rates paid on owner-occupier standard variable rate residential mortgages with 
principal and interest repayments as at 30 June 2018 were 110–140 basis points below the relevant 
headline interest rate, depending on the Inquiry Bank (figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2: Average interest rates paid by owner-occupiers on standard variable rate residential mortgages* 
with principal and interest repayments (compared to headline rates**): 30 June 2017 to 30 June 
2018^
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Average interest rate paid: 

Average discount (headline minus average rate): 

CBA WBC Mac 

CBA WBC 

NAB 

NAB 

ANZ 

ANZ Mac 

*  Standard residential mortgage products are those supplied with a range of add-on features. Standard residential mortgages can 
only be taken as part of a package at Macquarie Bank. More generally, standard residential mortgages can, but need not, be taken 
as part of a package. 

**  Some Inquiry Banks reported data for more than one product and some of those products have different headline interest rates. 
For example, NAB had a Standard Variable Rate and a NAB Homeplus Rate which applied to different products offered to owner-
occupiers with a standard variable rate residential mortgage with principal and interest repayments during the price monitoring 
period. For that reason, the headline interest rates in this figure are value-weighted averages. A single headline rate was reported in 
table 2.1 and that is why the headline interest rates reported in this figure may differ slightly from those in table 2.1.

 While each of the Inquiry Banks announced changes to their headline interest rates before 30 June 2017, those changes did not 
come into effect at Macquarie Bank and CBA until 3 July 2017 and 7 July 2017, respectively.

^ The average discounts reported include advertised and discretionary discounts. The average interest rates paid are based on 
the interest rates paid by both new and existing borrowers. The interest rate paid by borrowers typically depends on a number 
of factors, including the borrower’s characteristics and the lender’s policies at the time the residential mortgage was sought. 
Individual products may have different fees which have not been taken into account here. Those fees will affect any comparison of 
the overall cost of these products to borrowers.

Source: ACCC analysis of data supplied by the Inquiry Banks. See appendix B for further details on the data.

The average interest rates paid on these residential mortgages fell over the course of the price 
monitoring period. First, they fell by 3–8 basis points following the reductions in headline interest rates 
that came into effect in mid–2017 (table 2.1). Over the later period from 30 September 2017 to 30 June 
2018, the average interest rates paid fell by a further 6-16 basis points, depending on the Inquiry Bank 
(figure 2.2).

Macquarie Bank recorded the largest reduction in average interest rates paid for these residential 
mortgages. Macquarie Bank’s owner-occupier borrowers with principal and interest repayments paid 
interest rates that were 15 basis points less, on average, than the cheapest of the big four banks for 
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standard variable rate residential mortgages (figure 2.2). This was likely a factor in Macquarie Bank 
growing the value of its main brand portfolio of these residential mortgages by 79 per cent over the 
period from 30 September 2017 to 30 June 2018.

We did not observe the big four banks behaving in a similar way to Macquarie Bank during the price 
monitoring period; that is, pricing in a way that reduces the average variable interest rates paid by these 
borrowers to levels significantly below those of close competitors. In our view, this is a sign that the big 
four banks do not compete vigorously on price to grow market share in this segment.

Average interest rates paid by investors on standard variable rate residential 
mortgages with principal and interest repayments at each Inquiry Bank
The average interest rates paid on investor standard variable rate residential mortgages with principal 
and interest repayments as at 30 June 2018 were 107–158 basis points below the relevant headline 
interest rate, depending on the Inquiry Bank (figure 2.3).

The average interest rates paid on these residential mortgages fell over the course of the price 
monitoring period, though by differing amounts to owner-occupiers (above). Initially, average interest 
rates fell by 5 basis points for borrowers at ANZ and Macquarie Bank following the reductions in 
headline interest rates that came into effect in mid–2017 (table 2.1). Over the later period from 30 
September 2017 to 30 June 2018, average interest rates paid by borrowers at all Inquiry Banks fell by a 
further 5–34 basis points, depending on the Inquiry Bank (figure 2.3).

Once again, Macquarie Bank recorded the largest reduction in average interest rates paid (34 basis 
points) for these residential mortgages across the Inquiry Banks. It resulted in Macquarie Bank’s investor 
borrowers paying an average interest rate that was 34 basis points less, on average, than borrowers at 
the cheapest of the big four banks (figure 2.3). This was likely a factor in Macquarie Bank growing the 
value of its main brand portfolio of these residential mortgages by 103 per cent over the period from 
30 September 2017 to 30 June 2018, although this was on a small initial base.
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Figure 2.3: Average interest rates paid by investors on standard variable rate residential mortgages* with 
principal and interest repayments (compared to headline rates**): 30 June 2017 to 30 June 2018^
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* Standard residential mortgage products are those supplied with a range of add-on features. Standard residential mortgages can 
only be taken as part of a package at Macquarie Bank. More generally, standard residential mortgages can, but need not, be taken 
as part of a package.

** Some Inquiry Banks reported data for more than one product and some of those products have different headline interest rates. 
For example, Westpac had different headline interest rates for resident borrowers and non-resident borrowers. For that reason, the 
headline interest rates in this figure are value-weighted averages. A single headline rate was reported in table 2.1 and that is why 
the headline interest rates reported in this figure may differ slightly from those in table 2.1.

 While three of the Inquiry Banks announced changes to their headline interest rates before 30 June 2017, those changes did not 
come into effect at Macquarie Bank until 3 July 2017.

^ The average discounts reported include advertised and discretionary discounts. The average interest rates paid reported are 
based on the interest rates paid by both new and existing borrowers. The interest rate paid by borrowers depends on a number 
of factors, including the borrower’s characteristics and the lender’s policies at the time the residential mortgage was sought. 
Individual products may have different fees which have not been taken into account here. Those fees will affect any comparison of 
the overall cost of these products to borrowers.

Source: ACCC analysis of data supplied by the Inquiry Banks. See appendix B for further details on the data.

Average interest rates paid by owner-occupiers on standard variable rate residential 
mortgages with interest-only repayments at each Inquiry Bank
For owner-occupier borrowers on a standard variable residential mortgage with interest-only 
repayments, the average interest rate paid was 104–124 basis points below the relevant headline 
interest rate, depending on the Inquiry Bank, as at 30 June 2018 (figure 2.4).

Price competition for these mortgages during the price monitoring period was likely impacted by 
APRA’s interest-only benchmark. This is discussed further in chapter 3.
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Figure 2.4: Average interest rates paid by owner-occupiers on standard variable rate residential mortgages* 
with interest-only repayments (compared to headline rates**): 30 June 2017 to 30 June 2018^
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* Standard residential mortgage products are those supplied with a range of add-on features. Standard residential mortgages can 
only be taken as part of a package at Macquarie Bank.  More generally, standard residential mortgages can, but need not, be taken 
as part of a package.

** Some Inquiry Banks reported data for more than one product and some of those products have different headline interest rates. 
For example, Westpac had different headline interest rates for resident borrowers and non-resident borrowers. For that reason, the 
headline interest rates in this figure are value-weighted averages. A single headline rate was reported in table 2.1 and that is why 
the headline interest rates reported in this figure may differ slightly from those in table 2.1.

 While each of the Inquiry Banks announced changes to their headline interest rates before 30 June 2017, those changes did not 
come into effect at Macquarie Bank and CBA until 3 July 2017 and 7 July 2017, respectively. While the headline interest rate at 
ANZ changed for some borrowers on 16 June 2017, the change did not come into effect for the majority of borrowers until July 
and August 2017.

^ The average discounts reported include advertised and discretionary discounts. The average interest rates paid reported are 
based on the interest rates paid by both new and existing borrowers. The interest rate paid by borrowers depends on a number 
of factors, including the borrower’s characteristics and the lender’s policies at the time the residential mortgage was sought. 
Individual products may have different fees which have not been taken into account here. Those fees will affect any comparison of 
the overall cost of these products to borrowers.

Source: ACCC analysis of data supplied by the Inquiry Banks. See appendix B for further details on the data.

The average interest rates paid on these residential mortgages at all Inquiry Banks increased early in the 
price monitoring period as a result of the changes in headline interest rates (table 2.1). Following those 
initial increases of 30–35 basis points, depending on the Inquiry Bank, a slight decrease in the average 
interest rates paid is apparent at CBA, Westpac and NAB from 30 September 2017 to 30 June 2018. In 
contrast, average interest rates paid at ANZ rose by 4 basis points over the same period (figure 2.4).

Macquarie Bank recorded the largest reduction in average interest rates paid (12 basis points) for 
these residential mortgages during the period from 30 September 2017 to 30 June 2018. Despite this, 
the average interest rates paid by Macquarie Bank’s borrowers were only 1 basis point less than the 
cheapest of the big four banks (figure 2.4). This was due to Macquarie Bank initially having higher 
interest rates on these residential mortgage products compared to most other Inquiry Banks.
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Average interest rates paid by investors on standard variable rate residential 
mortgages with interest-only repayments at each Inquiry Bank
For investor borrowers on a standard variable residential mortgage with interest-only repayments, the 
average interest rate paid was 120–135 basis points below the relevant headline interest rate, depending 
on the Inquiry Bank, as at 30 June 2018 (figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5: Average interest rates paid by investors with standard variable rate residential mortgages* with 
interest-only repayments (compared to headline rates**): 30 June 2017 to 30 June 2018^
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* Standard residential mortgage products are those supplied with a range of add-on features. Standard residential mortgages can 
only be taken as part of a package at Macquarie Bank.  More generally, standard residential mortgages can, but need not, be taken 
as part of a package.

** Some Inquiry Banks reported data for more than one product and some of those products have different headline interest rates. 
For example, Westpac has different headline interest rates for resident borrowers and non-resident borrowers. For that reason, the 
headline interest rates in this figure are value-weighted averages. A single headline rate was reported in table 2.1 and that is why 
the headline interest rates reported in this figure may differ slightly from those in table 2.1.

 While each of the Inquiry Banks announced changes to their headline interest rates before 30 June 2017, those changes did not 
come into effect at Macquarie Bank and CBA until 3 July 2017 and 7 July 2017, respectively. While the headline interest rate at 
ANZ changed for some borrowers on 16 June 2017, the change did not come into effect for the majority of borrowers until July 
and August 2017.

^  The average discounts reported includes advertised and discretionary discounts. The average interest rates paid reported are 
based on the interest rates paid by both new and existing borrowers. The interest rate paid by borrowers depends on a number 
of factors, including the borrower’s characteristics and the lender’s policies at the time the residential mortgage was sought. 
Individual products may have different fees which have not been taken into account here. Those fees will affect any comparison of 
the overall cost of these products to borrowers.

Source: ACCC analysis of data supplied by the Inquiry Banks. See appendix B for further details on the data.

This category of residential mortgages was subject to APRA’s interest-only benchmark and the 
investor benchmark. The effect of the interest-only benchmark on residential mortgage interest rates is 
discussed further in Chapter 3.

As with owner-occupiers with interest-only repayments (figure 2.4), the average interest rates paid by 
these borrowers increased by 30–35 basis points, depending on the Inquiry Bank, early in the price 
monitoring period (figure 2.5). The average interest rates paid by these borrowers then fell by 3–16 
basis points from 30 September 2017 to 30 June 2018, depending on the Inquiry Bank.

The fall in average interest rates paid was once again greatest at Macquarie Bank. As a result, its 
borrowers were paying average interest rates that were 13 basis points lower than the cheapest of the 
big four banks as at 30 June 2018 (figure 2.5). Despite this differential, the value of Macquarie Bank’s 
main brand portfolio for these residential mortgages declined by 1 per cent from 30 September 2017 to 
30 June 2018.
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Borrowers can generally access lower interest rates and fees by packaging their 
banking needs
About 71 per cent (by number) and 79 per cent (by value) of all residential mortgages outstanding with 
the Inquiry Banks as at 30 June 2018 were subject to packaging. Packaging is an arrangement under 
which a borrower is eligible for discounts and/or other forms of favourable treatment on a specified 
range of the lender’s products such as transaction accounts, credit cards and residential mortgages. 
To remain eligible for package benefits a borrower may need to maintain specific products with the 
lender and pay an annual package fee (see Section 2.3), among other conditions.62

The average interest rates paid on variable rate residential mortgages were generally lower for 
borrowers who took a standard residential mortgage as part of a package compared to those who took 
an unpackaged standard product or a basic product (box 2.1). For example, owner-occupiers with 
principal and interest repayments at each Inquiry Bank except Westpac were paying average interest 
rates on packaged standard products that were 7–40 basis points lower than the next cheapest product 
at the same bank as at 30 June 2018 (table 2.2).

At Westpac, basic residential mortgages had the lowest average interest rates paid of any products for 
this category of borrowers as at 30 June 2018 (table 2.2) and also as at 30 June 2017.

Not all borrowers will be eligible or willing to take a package. The other product options for these 
borrowers at the Inquiry Banks during the price monitoring period were an unpackaged standard 
residential mortgage or a basic residential mortgage product (box 2.1).63 

Box 2.1 Basic residential mortgage products

Basic residential mortgage products are often promoted as being a cheaper and simpler option for 
borrowers compared to standard residential mortgage products. For example:

�� Westpac summarises its Flexi First Option Home Loan as:

… our basic home loan with a lower interest rate than our other home loans. You can add on and 
pay for features as you use them. Flexi First Option Home Loan cannot be packaged under our 
Premier Advantage Package and requires full documentation

�� ANZ promotes its Simplicity PLUS product as follows:

If you need a variable rate loan but you don’t want to pay for extra features you won’t use, 
consider ANZ Simplicity PLUS. It’s a basic loan that still gives you the flexibility to make extra 
repayments to pay it off sooner.

�� CBA describes its Economiser product as:

… a Base Variable Rate home loan that offers limited features for a lower rate. May suit anyone 
looking to receive the benefits of a low Base Variable Rate.

Offset accounts are among the add-on features that are not available under the basic 
residential mortgages above but are available under the standard residential mortgages of the 
respective banks.

Basic residential mortgages accounted for about 18 per cent of the outstanding variable rate 
residential mortgages held by Inquiry Banks as at 30 June 2018. The discounts advertised under the 
big four banks’ packages were unavailable for basic products during the price monitoring period.

Sources:  Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited 2018, ANZ Simplicity PLUS low rate home loan, Melbourne, 
https://www.anz.com.au/personal/home-loans/basic-variable/, viewed 17 September 2018.

 Commonwealth Bank of Australia 2018, Economiser/Rate Saver Home Loan Fact Sheet, Sydney, https://www.
commbank.com.au/content/dam/commbank/personal/home-loans/fact-sheets/Economiser.pdf, viewed 
17 September 2018.

 Westpac Banking Corporation 2018, Flexi First Option Home Loan, Sydney, https://www.westpac.com.au/personal-
banking/home-loans/variable/first-home-loan/, viewed 15 September 2018.

62 Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, Residential mortgage price inquiry Interim report, p. 16.

63 Standard residential mortgage products were not available other than as part of a package at Macquarie Bank so there were 
no unpackaged standard products at Macquarie during the price monitoring period.

https://www.anz.com.au/personal/home-loans/basic-variable/
https://www.commbank.com.au/content/dam/commbank/personal/home-loans/fact-sheets/Economiser.pdf
https://www.commbank.com.au/content/dam/commbank/personal/home-loans/fact-sheets/Economiser.pdf
https://www.westpac.com.au/personal-banking/home-loans/variable/first-home-loan/
https://www.westpac.com.au/personal-banking/home-loans/variable/first-home-loan/
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As shown in table 2.2, unpackaged standard residential mortgages had the highest average interest 
rates paid for owner-occupiers making principal and interest repayments at each Inquiry Bank other 
than Macquarie Bank. Macquarie Bank did not offer an unpackaged standard residential mortgage 
product during the price monitoring period.

More generally, the products available to a borrower and that best suit their needs will depend on that 
borrower’s circumstances. For example, a borrower seeking finance to purchase a second residential 
property before selling their existing residential property may find they can only afford interest-
only repayments on that finance until their existing property is sold, especially if they already have a 
mortgage on the existing property. In view of the borrower’s limited ability to repay principal on the 
bridging finance, the lender may only be prepared to offer a 6–12 month bridging loan64 to be repaid 
from the sale of the existing property.

Table 2.2: Interest rates for variable rate residential mortgages to owner-occupiers with principal and 
interest repayments as at 30 June 2018*

CBA WBC ANZ NAB Mac

% % % % %

Standard residential mortgage products^

Headline rate 5.22 5.24 5.20 5.24 5.30

Lowest advertised 
discounted rate under 
a package

4.52 4.34 4.50 4.34 3.69

Average rate paid on 
packaged products

4.03 4.11 4.02 4.09 3.90

Average rate paid on 
unpackaged products

4.33 4.89 4.33 4.26 —a

Basic residential mortgage products

Headline rate 4.56 4.59 4.55 5.11 5.30

Average rate paid 4.15 3.92 4.30 4.16 4.30

Products with the lowest and highest average rates paid

Lowest average rates paid
Packaged 
standard

Basic
Packaged 
standard

Packaged 
standard

Packaged 
standard

Highest average rates paid
Unpackaged 

standard
Unpackaged 

standard
Unpackaged 

standard
Unpackaged 

standard
Basica

* The lowest advertised discounted rate has been calculated based on the relevant headline interest rate less the maximum discount 
available under packages offered under each Inquiry Bank’s main brand. The lowest advertised discounted rate under a package 
as at 30 June 2018  may not reflect the level of advertised discounts available at the time individual borrowers took out their 
residential mortgage. The average interest rates paid are based on the interest rates paid by both new and existing borrowers. 
The interest rate paid by borrowers typically depends on a number of factors, including the borrower’s characteristics and the 
lender’s policies at the time the residential mortgage was sought. Individual products may have different fees which have not been 
taken into account here. Those fees will affect any comparison of the overall cost of these products to borrowers. 

^ Standard residential mortgage products are those supplied with a range of add-on features. Standard residential mortgages can 
only be taken as part of a package at Macquarie Bank. At other banks, standard residential mortgages can, but need not, be taken 
as part of a package.

a  Standard residential mortgage products were not available other than as part of a package at Macquarie Bank so there were no 
unpackaged standard products as at 30 June 2018.

Source: ACCC analysis of data supplied by the Inquiry Banks. See appendix B for further details on the data.

64 A bridging loan is a residential mortgage taken out to purchase a residential property while waiting for another residential 
property to be sold. The lender usually requires the borrower to reduce their mortgage debt within 6–12 months of taking 
out the loan, typically through the sale of the first residential property. Repayments are generally on an interest-only basis 
until the first residential property is sold. Bridging loans are one of the interest-only residential mortgage products captured 
in figures 2.4 and 2.5.
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Advertised packaged interest rates were a poor indicator of what packaged 
borrowers should expect to pay
Borrowers who signed up for a standard variable residential mortgage with an Inquiry Bank as part of a 
package were, on average, charged interest rates significantly below the lowest advertised rate for their 
package as at 30 June 2018. ANZ, CBA and NAB borrowers who did not take their standard variable 
residential mortgage as part of a package were also, on average, charged lower interest rates than the 
lowest advertised rate under a package (table 2.2).

New borrowers continue to pay lower interest rates than existing borrowers
The average interest rates paid by new borrowers65 on variable rate residential mortgages with the 
Inquiry Banks have been less than those paid by existing borrowers since at least June 2015. This is 
due to larger discounts being offered to new borrowers compared to borrowers who took out their 
residential mortgages 12 months or more prior.66

Between 30 June 2017 and 30 June 2018, the difference between the average interest rates paid by 
new and existing borrowers:

�� declined for owner-occupier residential mortgages

�� increased for investors with principal and interest repayments

�� was unchanged for investors with interest-only repayments (table 2.3).

Table 2.3: The difference in average Inquiry Bank interest rates for existing and new standard variable rate 
residential mortgages*: 30 June 2017 and 30 June 2018^

Loan category
30 June 2017 30 June 2018

Existing New Difference Existing New Difference

Owner-occupier

Principal and interest 
repayments

4.25% 3.98% 0.27bps 4.13% 3.89% 0.24bps

Interest-only repayments 4.50% 4.27% 0.23bps 4.62% 4.49% 0.13bps

Investor

Principal and interest 
repayments

4.83% 4.55% 0.28bps 4.73% 4.41% 0.32bps

Interest-only repayments 5.01% 4.78% 0.23bps 5.10% 4.87% 0.23bps

* Standard residential mortgage products are those supplied with a range of add-on features. Standard residential mortgages can 
only be taken as part of a package at Macquarie Bank. At other banks, standard residential mortgages can, but need not, be taken 
as part of a package.

^ The average interest rates paid are based on the interest rates paid by both new and existing borrowers.  The interest rate paid by 
borrowers typically depends on a number of factors, including the borrower’s characteristics and the lender’s policies at the time 
the price was sought. Individual products may have different fees which have not been taken into account here. Those fees will 
affect any comparison of the overall cost of these products to borrowers.

Source: ACCC analysis of data supplied the Inquiry Banks. See appendix B for further details on the data.

65 In this report, new borrowers are those who have established a residential mortgage during the 12 months prior to a 
given date. For example, new borrowers as at 30 June 2018 were those who established a residential mortgage between 
1 July 2017 and 30 June 2018. Existing borrowers are those who established a residential mortgage more than 12 months 
prior to a given date.

66 Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, Residential mortgage price inquiry Interim report.
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The differences in average interest rates paid suggests that many existing borrowers may be able to 
achieve significant savings by negotiating with their current lender, or switching lender, to receive ‘new 
borrower’ treatment.  For example, as at 30 June 2018:

�� An existing borrower with an average-sized residential mortgage67 who negotiated to pay the same 
interest rate as the average new borrower could initially save about $550–850 a year in interest, 
depending on the category of residential mortgage. 

�� An owner-occupier borrower with an existing average-sized principal and interest standard variable 
rate residential mortgage68 with an Inquiry Bank who makes median monthly repayments could 
expect to pay about $600 more in interest in 2018–19, compared to what they would pay if they 
were charged the same interest rate as the average new borrower. Over the remaining life of such 
a loan, an average existing borrower could expect to pay, in net present value terms, around $6700 
more in interest than an average new borrower. 

�� For existing borrowers with a larger than average residential mortgage, the savings from a 32 basis 
point reduction in the interest rate they pay could add up to tens of thousands of dollars over the full 
term of their residential mortgage in net present value terms.

The ACCC considers that the main reason for the difference between average interest rates paid by new 
and existing borrowers is that banks do not need to compete vigorously on price to retain borrowers 
who are not actively engaged in the market and well-informed about lenders’ price offers.

Many borrowers, once they have taken out a residential mortgage, do not remain actively engaged 
in the market. Survey data obtained by at least three Inquiry Banks indicates that consistently since 
at least June 2015 there has been a low (20 per cent or less) likelihood that borrowers would seek to 
refinance or switch their mortgage within the next 12 months (figure 2.6). Even allowing that some 
of these borrowers may not have been looking to refinance or switch lender because they had only 
recently taken out their residential mortgage, these survey results suggest that Inquiry Banks can 
expect that more than half of their existing borrowers are unlikely to actively shop around for a better 
deal within the next 12 months.

Moreover, for borrowers who are engaged and intend to shop around for a better deal within the next 
12 months, the opaque pricing practices and unnecessary steps that they must follow to discover 
prices offered by other lenders is likely to deter some from searching for better deals, and others from 
searching as widely as they otherwise would. The ACCC considers that this may explain the low rates 
of borrower switching to another residential mortgage lender. As discussed in section 2.2, less than 
4 per cent of residential mortgage borrowers switched lender during the 12 months to 30 June 2018.

As a result, there are many existing borrowers who remain with a lender that does not offer them the 
best deal and earns higher profits as a result of the loyalty of those borrowers. We believe that lenders, 
including the Inquiry Banks, know they do not need to compete vigorously on price to retain the 
business of such borrowers. Offering lower prices to these borrowers is simply giving up margin.

67 As at 30 June 2018, the average outstanding balance of existing residential mortgages with the Inquiry Banks ranged from 
$257 065 to $413 834, depending on the category of residential mortgage.

68 The Inquiry Banks had 1.26 million existing owner-occupier, principal and interest standard variable rate residential 
mortgages as at 30 June 2018.
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Figure 2.6: Share of residential mortgage borrowers intending to refinance or switch lender over the next 
12 months: survey data obtained by one Inquiry Bank*
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* The survey question was ‘How likely would you be to refinance your mortgage in the next 12 months?’. The share of borrowers 
reported in the figure represents borrowers who said they were ‘highly likely’ (8–10 on a scale of 10). For each tranche of the 
survey from September 2014 to March 2018 there were over 2000 respondents. The survey for March 2018 was completed online 
by 2031 mortgage holders and was said to be nationally representative by age, gender and location of the respondents.

Source: Information supplied by an Inquiry Bank.

Other factors that are likely to have contributed to lower average interest rates paid by new borrowers 
during the price monitoring period include:

�� as noted earlier, lenders tend to offer larger discounts, the larger the amount borrowed. Since new 
borrowers on average have larger residential mortgages than existing borrowers, they tend to 
qualify for larger discretionary discounts. The average size of new standard variable rate residential 
mortgages for owner-occupiers with principal and interest repayments at the big four banks was 
$347 000–$405 000 (depending on the bank) as at 30 June 2018, compared to $236 000–$273 000 
for existing mortgages. There was a similar difference at Macquarie Bank where the average 
outstanding balance for new residential mortgages exceeded the average outstanding balance of 
existing residential mortgages by over $100 000 as at 30 June 2018

�� new borrowers, as a group, likely had a lower risk profile compared to existing borrowers during 
the price monitoring period. In April 2018, APRA observed there had been a reduction in higher 
risk lending by ADIs and improvements in lending policies, including in the rigour of serviceability 
assessments, since 2014.69 In May 2018, the RBA noted ‘…lenders had been competing for high-
quality borrowers, which had led to a decline of around 15 basis points in the average mortgage 
interest rate on outstanding loans since August 2017’.70

69 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Letter: Embedding sound residential mortgage lending practices, APRA, Sydney, 
April 2018.

70 Reserve Bank of Australia, Minutes of the Monetary Policy Meeting of the Reserve Bank Board, 5 June 2018, Sydney.
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2.2 What can borrowers do to benefit from the more 
intense competition for actively engaged and 
well-informed borrowers?

The residential mortgage lending market in Australia would work better if:

�� The opaque pricing practices of lenders were reformed, or otherwise circumvented, to reduce the 
costs borrowers incur to discover price offers from multiple lenders in a timely manner and easily 
understood format.

�� More borrowers regularly review their residential mortgage arrangements and take steps to 
ensure they too are benefiting from the more intense competition for actively engaged and 
well-informed borrowers.

On the first point, the ACCC notes that, to circumvent the opaque pricing practices of lenders, the 
PC has recommended that an online calculator be developed that reports, with an elapsed time of no 
more than six weeks, median interest rates for loans issued according to different combinations of loan 
and borrower characteristics.71 The average price information published in this report may also assist 
borrowers to identify which lenders they might approach first to discover whether they can get a better 
deal from another lender.

On the second point, there are three ways that borrowers can benefit from the more intense 
competition for actively engaged and well-informed borrowers:

�� ask their lender for a better price on their existing residential mortgage product

�� switch to a cheaper residential mortgage product with the same lender

�� switch lender.

Requesting a price reduction on an existing residential mortgage
The Inquiry Banks have a particular type of discretionary pricing offer, sometimes referred to as a 
retention offer, which they make available to their borrowers when those borrowers are looking to 
switch to a new lender, are seeking a better price on their residential mortgage or when the bank 
believes a borrower may be looking for a new lender. These offers are generally only available for 
variable rate residential mortgages.

We have seen evidence of the Inquiry Banks evaluating the effectiveness of their retention offers during 
the price monitoring period. Two Inquiry Banks increased the size of the discounts they made under 
retention offers during the year to 30 June 2018.

The number of price reductions72 granted by the Inquiry Banks to borrowers holding a residential 
mortgage with them increased steadily over the price monitoring period. In the quarter ending 
30 June 2017, 88 000 residential mortgages received a price reduction. In the final quarter of the 
monitoring period, just over 144 000 residential mortgages received a price reduction (figure 2.7). In the 
12 months to 30 June 2018, approximately 11 per cent of variable rate residential mortgages with the 
Inquiry Banks received a price reduction.

71 Productivity Commission, Competition in the Australian Financial System, p. 44.

72 A price reduction is any reduction in the interest rate or recurring fees granted to an individual borrower after a residential 
mortgage has been established, other than via a reduction in headline interest rates. In most instances, the data supplied to 
the ACCC has not been adjusted for products subject to more than one price reduction during the period. The ACCC has 
reported approximate figures for this reason.
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It appears that increased media attention on residential mortgage pricing over the price monitoring 
period prompted more borrowers to review their residential mortgage and contributed to the quarter-
on-quarter increase in price reductions observed over that period (figure 2.7). Consumer research73 
obtained by at least one Inquiry Bank indicates that:

The proportion of borrowers looking to refinance [either with the same lender or another lender] in 
the next 12 months has increased from 14% in Dec–17 to 19% in Mar–18. This may be driven by recent 
media attention on the mortgage market as a result of the Royal Commission and the ACCC’s interim 
report on mortgage pricing, suggesting that lenders should closely monitor these developments.

Figure 2.7: Number of price reductions* granted for all variable residential mortgage products: five quarters 
to 30 June 2018
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* A price reduction is any reduction in the interest rate or recurring fees granted to an individual borrower after a residential 
mortgage has been established, other than via a reduction in headline interest rates. The price reductions reported relate to 
variable rate residential mortgages only as the Inquiry Banks do not generally renegotiate interest rates for residential mortgages 
on fixed interest rates.

Source: ACCC analysis of data supplied by the Inquiry Banks. See appendix B for further details on the data.

Switching to a cheaper product with the same lender
During the price monitoring period, the number of interest-only residential mortgages with the Inquiry 
Banks fell by about 350 000 (or 20 per cent). Many of these residential mortgages appear to have been 
switched to products with principal and interest repayments, generally with the same lender.

CBA, Westpac, NAB and ANZ encouraged borrowers to switch to products with principal and interest 
repayments in media releases during June 2017. ANZ waived switching fees for borrowers moving from 
residential mortgages with interest-only repayments to residential mortgages with principal and interest 
repayments from June 2017 onward to encourage that switching.74 The other Inquiry Banks, who made 
announcements after ANZ, also told borrowers that no fees would apply for switching from a residential 
mortgage with interest-only repayments to one with principal and interest repayments.75

73 These findings were based on consumer surveys conducted every three months from September 2014. The survey for 
March 2018 was completed online by 2031 mortgage holders and was said to be nationally representative by age, gender 
and location of the respondents.

74 Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited, Update on ANZ interest rates, media release, ANZ, Melbourne, 9 June 
2017, https://media.anz.com/posts/2017/06/update-on-anz-interest-rates, viewed 8 October 2018.

75 Commonwealth Bank of Australia, Commonwealth Bank changes home loan interest rates, media release, CBA, Sydney, 
27 June 2017, https://www.commbank.com.au/guidance/newsroom/Commonwealth-Bank-changes-home-loan-interest-
rates–201706.html, viewed 8 October 2018.

 National Australia Bank Limited, NAB announces changes to variable home loan interest rates, media release, NAB, 
Melbourne, 23 June 2017, https://news.nab.com.au/news_room_posts/nab-announces-changes-to-variable-home-loan-
interest-rates/, viewed 8 October 2018.

 Westpac Banking Corporation, Westpac adjusts home loan interest rates, media release, WBC, Sydney, 20 June 2017, 
https://www.westpac.com.au/about-westpac/media/media-releases/2017/20-june/, viewed 8 October 2018.

https://media.anz.com/posts/2017/06/update-on-anz-interest-rates
https://www.commbank.com.au/guidance/newsroom/Commonwealth-Bank-changes-home-loan-interest-rates-201706.html
https://www.commbank.com.au/guidance/newsroom/Commonwealth-Bank-changes-home-loan-interest-rates-201706.html
https://news.nab.com.au/news_room_posts/nab-announces-changes-to-variable-home-loan-interest-rates/
https://news.nab.com.au/news_room_posts/nab-announces-changes-to-variable-home-loan-interest-rates/
https://www.westpac.com.au/about-westpac/media/media-releases/2017/20-june/
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The difference in interest rates between the two product groups (table 2.1) was also very likely a factor 
in many borrowers’ decision to switch products.

Switching lenders
Compared to the rates at which borrowers obtained price reductions and switched products during the 
year to 30 June 2018, the incidence of switching to another lender was very low. Less than 4 per cent of 
variable rate residential mortgages (or about 136 000 residential mortgages), and just over 2 per cent 
of fixed rate residential mortgages (or about 14 000 residential mortgages with the Inquiry Banks’ main 
brands refinanced to another lender during this period.

Survey data obtained by at least two Inquiry Banks suggests that, as at September 2017, less than one 
in five borrowers would switch lender for an interest rate saving of 39 basis points or less.76 To put this in 
context, we note:

�� the difference in the headline variable interest rates of the big four banks on standard residential 
mortgages during the price monitoring period was 1–8 basis points (table 2.1)

�� the difference in average interest rates paid by borrowers at the bank with the highest average 
interest rates and the bank with the lowest average interest rates for each category of standard 
variable rate residential mortgages was 17–43 basis points (figures 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5)

�� the difference in average interest rates paid by new and existing borrowers on standard variable rate 
residential mortgages across the Inquiry Banks was 13–32 basis points as at 30 June 2018 (table 2.3)

�� the difference in headline variable interest rates for interest-only products and those with principal 
and interest repayments was 35–59 basis points, depending on the bank and type of borrower 
(table 2.1).

The ACCC considers that some survey respondents may not have been well informed about how a 
39 basis point saving would affect them when they gave their response. For instance:

�� When the survey was conducted in September 2017, an owner-occupier borrower with an average-
sized77 principal and interest residential mortgage with an Inquiry Bank who was making median 
monthly repayments78 could have expected to save around $1000 in interest in the first year by 
switching to a lender who offered them a 39 basis point interest rate saving, all else equal.

�� Over the remaining life of such a residential mortgage, this borrower could have expected to save 
around $10 800 in interest by switching to a lender who offered them a 39 basis point in interest rate 
saving in September 2017.79

Chapter 4 considers the headline interest rates and average interest rates charged by Other Banks 
during the review period. In short, the data presented in that chapter suggests that some borrowers 
may obtain a significant saving by switching to an Other Bank, but caution is required since some Other 
Banks charge more than the Inquiry Banks.

76 The survey for September 2017 was completed online by 2067 mortgage holders and was said to be nationally 
representative by age, gender and location of the respondents.

77 The average outstanding balance on these residential mortgages was $257 900 as at 30 September 2017.

78 The median repayment used was $1755 per month. It is based on latest available census data. We assume constant monthly 
repayments until the loan is repaid.

 Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics 2018, 2016 Census QuickStats, Canberra, http://quickstats.censusdata.abs.gov.au/
census_services/getproduct/census/2016/quickstat/036, viewed 17 October 2018.

79 The (nominal) discount rate used for this net present value calculation is the weighted average interest rate paid on loans of 
this type as at 30 September 2017.

http://quickstats.censusdata.abs.gov.au/census_services/getproduct/census/2016/quickstat/036
http://quickstats.censusdata.abs.gov.au/census_services/getproduct/census/2016/quickstat/036
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The Consumer Data Right will help borrowers compare the offers of different 
lenders
On 9 May 2018, the Australian Government announced, in response to the Review into Open 
Banking80, funding for the implementation of a consumer data right (CDR) in Australia. The CDR will 
give consumers the right to safely access data about them that is held by businesses, and direct this 
information be transferred to trusted and accredited third parties of their choice. It is essentially a data 
portability right.

The CDR is fundamentally a competition and consumer initiative. It will improve consumers’ access 
to competitive offerings and new and innovative services. For instance, it will facilitate the ability to 
compare and switch between products and services, including residential mortgages. It will encourage 
competition between service providers, leading not only to better prices for consumers but also more 
innovative products and services.

The CDR will first apply to the banking sector.81 Under the CDR, borrowers will be able to transfer data 
on their residential mortgage to accredited third parties82 in order to get information on the prices 
available to them from a range of lenders. We expect that CDR will reduce the costs borrowers incur to 
discover better price offers from multiple lenders.

It is expected that borrowers with the big four banks will be able to transfer their data to accredited 
third parties from 1 February 2020. Borrowers with other lenders should be able to transfer their data 
from 1 February 2021.

2.3 Fees on residential mortgages
There are four types of fees and charges that a residential mortgage borrower may have to pay to their 
lender during the life of their residential mortgage:

�� upfront fees to establish the residential mortgage83

�� annual package fees to continue to qualify for package discounts

�� monthly fees over the life of the residential mortgage

�� fees triggered by a borrower’s actions or circumstances. For example, a fee may apply for the 
preparation of a discharge of mortgage after the borrower has repaid their residential mortgage or a 
break fee can apply if they repay their residential mortgage before the expiry of a fixed rate term.84

Table 2.4 sets out the level of the establishment fees and recurring fees at each Inquiry Bank as at 
30 June 2018.

80 Australian Government, Review into Open Banking: giving customers choice, convenience and confidence, December 2017.

81 In the banking sector, CDR will apply to a range of banking products including savings accounts, transaction accounts, term 
deposits, residential mortgages, personal loans, overdrafts and credit cards (among others).

82 The ACCC is responsible for accrediting the entities that can receive data under the CDR regime.

83 Establishment fees may not be the only costs a borrower incurs at the start of a residential mortgage. For example, 
Westpac and ANZ apply a $200 guarantor fee where a residential mortgage is to be guaranteed by a third party, such as 
a parent or partner of the borrower. For Macquarie Bank, the establishment fee can increase to $484 (from $363) when 
complex security documentation, such as a third party guarantee, is required. Also, the establishment fees applied by the 
Inquiry Banks typically do not cover government charges such as those applying to the registration of a mortgage on a land 
titles register. Borrowers pay these costs separately.

84 Australian Securities and Investments Commission 2018, Moneysmart, Sydney, https://www.moneysmart.gov.au/
borrowing-and-credit/home-loans/fees, viewed 8 October 2018.
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Table 2.4: Establishment and recurring fees for standard residential mortgages*: 30 June 2018^

CBA WBC ANZ NAB Mac

Unpackaged standard residential mortgages

Loan establishment fee $600a $600 $600b $600 $363c

Monthly fee $8 $8 $5 $10 Nil

Packaged standard residential mortgages

Annual package fees $395 $395 $395 $395 $248

* Standard residential mortgage products are those supplied with a range of add-on features. Standard residential mortgages can 
only be taken as part of a package at Macquarie Bank. At other banks, standard residential mortgages can, but need not, be taken 
as part of a package.

^ Establishment fees and monthly fees reported are those applying to unpackaged standard variable rate residential mortgage 
for owner-occupiers under the Inquiry Banks’ main brands. Depending on the bank, ‘establishment fees’ are referred to as 
establishment fees (CBA and Westpac), application fees (NAB), documentation fees (Macquarie Bank) or approval fees (ANZ).

a  The fee increases to $800 for residential properties purchased from off the plan.

b A lodgement fee of $160 is also payable on the registration of each mortgage security.

c This is a documentation fee to cover the cost of having a law firm act for the bank in the documentation and settling of a 
residential mortgage. Borrowers may also have to pay for the cost of a property valuation where the cost of that valuation 
exceeds $300.

Source: ACCC analysis of data supplied the Inquiry Banks.

The majority of borrowers did not pay the establishment or monthly fees set out in table 2.4 during the 
price monitoring period. That was because the majority of residential mortgages were taken as part of 
a package (section 2.1). The establishment fees and monthly fees did not apply to standard residential 
mortgages products taken as part of a package under the main brands of the big four banks during the 
pricing monitoring period. Basic products at Westpac, NAB, ANZ and Macquarie Bank, and some of 
CBA’s basic products, did not incur a monthly fee during the price monitoring period.

Fees and charges borrowers incur when switching lenders
The Inquiry Banks usually levy a discharge fee and/or settlement fee when a residential mortgage is 
repaid and the mortgage over the residential property or properties is released (table 2.5). These fees 
also apply to borrowers wishing to refinance their residential mortgage to another lender because the 
incoming lender requires unencumbered title to the security property.

Table 2.5: Residential mortgage discharge and settlement fees: 30 June 2018

CBA WBC ANZ NAB Mac

Mortgage discharge feea $350b $350 $160 $350 $400

Settlement fee — — $160 — —

a The fee includes the preparation of a discharge of mortgage and the bank’s attendance at settlement for CBA, WBC, NAB and 
Macquarie Bank. The fee is referred to as ‘discharge settlement fee’ at CBA.

b The fee does not apply to residential mortgages taken under the bank’s ‘No Fee’ products.

Source: ACCC analysis of data supplied the Inquiry Banks.
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There are other charges a borrower may incur as part of refinancing their residential mortgage. 
For example, a borrower may need to pay the charges applied by the state lands titles offices 
for registering the discharge of the previous lender’s mortgage(s) over the security property or 
properties.85

Fixed rate borrowers may also have to pay a break fee to their lender if they repay their residential 
mortgage before the expiry of their fixed rate contract. The amount of this break fee will depend on 
how interest rates have changed since the borrower locked in their fixed rate.86

During the price monitoring period, three of the Inquiry Banks offered to reimburse borrowers at 
least some of the various fees and charges they incurred to refinance a residential mortgage to them. 
The three banks were:

�� ANZ, who advertised a $1200 cash back offer for borrowers switching to them between 1 July 2017 
and 30 June 201887

�� CBA, who had an unadvertised discretionary $1250 cash back offer for borrowers switching to them 
during the period 1 July 2017 to 22 May 2018. This offer was superseded by an advertised $2000 
cash back offer available from 23 May 2018 to 30 June 201888

�� Westpac, who advertised a $1250 cash back offer for borrowers switching to them during the period 
between 1 July 2017 and 18 June 2018.

While the eligibility criteria for the offers varied from bank to bank, there were three common criteria:

�� a minimum borrowing amount of $250 00089

�� the residential mortgage products had to be taken as part of a package

�� owner-occupiers with interest-only repayments were ineligible for the offer.

85 The applicable charges from 1 July 2018 were:

�• $141.60 (including GST) in New South Wales

�• $116.80 for paper transactions and $108.10 for electronic transactions in Victoria

�• $187.00 in Queensland

�• $171.20 in Western Australia

�• $163.00 in South Australia

�• $167.48 in Tasmania

�• $145.00 in the Northern Territory

�• $145.00 in the ACT.

Sources: Access Canberra 2018, Land title lodgements, registrations and searches, Canberra, https://www.accesscanberra.
act.gov.au/app/answers/detail/a_id/2108/~/land-title-lodgements%2C-registrations-and-searches#!tabs–4, viewed 
8 October 2018.

 Business Queensland 2018, Titles fee calculator, Brisbane, https://www.business.qld.gov.au/industries/building-
property-development/titles-property-surveying/titles-property/payments/fee-calculator, viewed 8 October 2018.

 Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and Environment, Land Titles Office Brief Schedule of Fees, Hobart, 
2018, https://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/Documents/Brief%20Schedule%20of%20Fees%202018.pdf, viewed 8 October 2018.

 Department for Transport, Energy and Infrastructure 2018, LTO Fee Calculator, Adelaide, https://www.landservices.
sa.gov.au/1Online_Services/60Fee_Calculator/_Fee_Calculator/Default.aspx?sect=form&fid=53, viewed 8 October 
2018.

 Landgate, Lodgement and Search fees payable, Landgate, Perth, 2018, http://www0.landgate.wa.gov.au/__data/
assets/pdf_file/0020/15383/Lodgement-and-Search-fees-payable–2018–2.pdf, viewed 8 October 2018.

 New South Wales Land Registry Services 2018, NSW LRS Fees 2018/19, Sydney, http://www.nswlrs.com.au/land_
titles/current_nsw_land_registry_fees, viewed 8 October 2018.

 Northern Territory Government 2018, Lands Title Forms and Fees, Darwin, https://nt.gov.au/property/land/get-or-
change-a-land-title/land-titles-forms-and-fees/lands-title-forms-and-fees, viewed 8 October 2018.

 Victoria Environment, Land, Water and Planning 2018, Forms, guides and fees, Melbourne, https://www.
propertyandlandtitles.vic.gov.au/forms-guides-and-fees/fees, viewed 8 October 2018.

86 Australian Securities and Investments Commission 2018, Moneysmart, Sydney, https://www.moneysmart.gov.au/
borrowing-and-credit/home-loans/fees, viewed 8 October 2018.

87 This offered continued to be available after 30 June 2018.

88 The $1250 offer was not advertised and was made available at the bank’s discretion. The $2000 offer continued to be 
available after 30 June 2018.

89 For CBA, the minimum loan amount related to the minimum amount to be refinanced from another lender.

https://www.accesscanberra.act.gov.au/app/answers/detail/a_id/2108/~/land-title-lodgements%2C-registrations-and-searches#!tabs-4
https://www.accesscanberra.act.gov.au/app/answers/detail/a_id/2108/~/land-title-lodgements%2C-registrations-and-searches#!tabs-4
https://www.business.qld.gov.au/industries/building-property-development/titles-property-surveying/titles-property/payments/fee-calculator
https://www.business.qld.gov.au/industries/building-property-development/titles-property-surveying/titles-property/payments/fee-calculator
https://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/Documents/Brief Schedule of Fees 2018.pdf
https://www.landservices.sa.gov.au/1Online_Services/60Fee_Calculator/_Fee_Calculator/Default.aspx?sect=form&fid=53
https://www.landservices.sa.gov.au/1Online_Services/60Fee_Calculator/_Fee_Calculator/Default.aspx?sect=form&fid=53
http://www0.landgate.wa.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/15383/Lodgement-and-Search-fees-payable-2018-2.pdf
http://www0.landgate.wa.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/15383/Lodgement-and-Search-fees-payable-2018-2.pdf
http://www.nswlrs.com.au/land_titles/current_nsw_land_registry_fees
http://www.nswlrs.com.au/land_titles/current_nsw_land_registry_fees
https://nt.gov.au/property/land/get-or-change-a-land-title/land-titles-forms-and-fees/lands-title-forms-and-fees
https://nt.gov.au/property/land/get-or-change-a-land-title/land-titles-forms-and-fees/lands-title-forms-and-fees
https://www.propertyandlandtitles.vic.gov.au/forms-guides-and-fees/fees
https://www.propertyandlandtitles.vic.gov.au/forms-guides-and-fees/fees
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Also, borrowers with any of Westpac brands, such as St. George and Bank of Melbourne, were unable 
to use the offer to switch to a product issued under Westpac’s main brand. A similar restriction applied 
at CBA with Bankwest borrowers being ineligible for the offer. Non-resident borrowers with foreign-
sourced income were also ineligible for the Westpac’s $1250 cash back offer.

Of the approximately 90 000 residential mortgages refinanced into those three banks in the year to 
30 June 2018, over 35 000 were refinanced under the refinancing cash back offers. In total, just over 
$44 million was paid to the incoming borrowers by the three banks under the cash back offer.
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3. Responses to APRA’s regulatory 
requirements

In March 2017, APRA announced that ADIs should limit the flow of new interest-only lending to 
30 per cent of new residential mortgage lending (interest-only benchmark). At the time, APRA and the 
Council of Financial Regulators judged that current and emerging risks in the housing sector required a 
targeted regulatory response including, amongst other things, measures designed to limit certain types 
of residential mortgage lending. This chapter outlines the way in which this interest-only benchmark 
created a focal point for the Inquiry Banks, and in particular the big four banks, to increase headline 
variable interest rates for interest-only residential mortgages.

This chapter begins by explaining how ANZ came to be in a position of initiating an increase in 
interest rates in response to a requirement to hold additional regulatory capital against its residential 
mortgage portfolio.

ANZ was the first Inquiry Bank to raise headline interest rates for interest-only residential mortgages 
during the price monitoring period. In our view, it is likely that ANZ raised these rates expecting that 
competitors would follow its lead and this expectation proved correct. Shortly after ANZ announced 
its interest rate increases, the other Inquiry Banks all announced similar rate increases. The interest-only 
benchmark strengthened the other Inquiry Banks’ incentive to follow.

Despite the interest-only benchmark applying only to new interest-only residential mortgages, the 
Inquiry Banks all followed ANZ’s decision to increase interest rates for both new and existing interest-
only residential mortgages. While the Inquiry Banks cited various reasons for doing so, we also consider 
this to be a further illustration of accommodative pricing behaviour among the big four banks. Together, 
the big four banks estimated revenue gains of over $1.1 billion for their 2018 financial year primarily as a 
result of these mid–2017 interest rate increases.90 These estimated revenue gains were largely due to the 
big four banks’ increased variable rates for existing interest-only residential mortgages.

While APRA’s interest-only benchmark had the objective of contributing to financial system stability, we 
find it lessened price competition for interest-only lending. We consider that the benchmark provided 
the opportunity for the banks to synchronise their significant increases to interest-only rates during the 
price monitoring period, at a significant cost to those borrowers.

3.1 ANZ’s regulatory capital requirements
ANZ has stated to the ACCC that the requirement to hold additional regulatory capital against its 
residential mortgages, and the need to recover the associated cost, were the key drivers for its June 
2017 changes to its headline interest rates for standard variable rate residential mortgages.

Commencing in June 2015, APRA implemented a series of changes to the treatment of risk weights for 
Internal-Ratings Based (IRB) accredited ADIs (see box 3.1). As noted in our Interim Report, in October 
2015 the big four banks increased their headline variable interest rates to recover the costs associated 
with some of these changes.91

90 For three of the big four banks, this figure is based on their estimates around the time of making their rate change decision. 
For the other big four bank, the estimated revenue gains were not explicitly assessed at the time of making its decision; 
it made a calculation of the revenue gains some months later in November 2017 and it is this calculation that has been 
included in the estimate of over $1.1 billion of combined revenue gains across the big four banks.

91 Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, Residential mortgage price inquiry Interim report, p. 36.
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Box 3.1 APRA’s recent changes to IRB risk-weights and review of IRB models

APRA requires ADIs to hold a minimum level of regulatory capital based on the credit risk of their 
loan portfolios. The level of regulatory capital to be held is determined by an ADI’s risk weighted 
assets. There are two approaches to risk weighting for credit risk exposures: the standardised 
approach and the IRB approach. The Inquiry Banks are all accredited by APRA to use the 
IRB approach.

On 20 July 2015, APRA announced an increased amount of capital to be held against Australian 
residential mortgage exposures for IRB-accredited ADIs. Effective 1 July 2016, IRB-accredited 
ADIs’ average risk weights increased from approximately 16 per cent to at least 25 per cent on their 
total Australian residential mortgage exposures. The increased risk weights were to address the 
recommendations of the 2014 Financial System Inquiry, including that APRA narrow the difference 
in risk weights on residential mortgages between the IRB and standardised approaches.

On 5 August 2016, APRA reaffirmed its position on raising the Australian residential mortgage risk 
weights applied by ADIs using the IRB approach to credit risk to an average of at least 25 per cent. 
APRA also clarified the increase to these risk weights to an average of at least 25 per cent was a 
measurement across all IRB-accredited ADIs.

APRA’s 2016 announcement also noted that in addition to its July 2015 changes, it had also required 
IRB-accredited ADIs to make other changes to their IRB models to improve their comparability, 
reliability and risk sensitivity. However, APRA noted that the impact of these modelling changes 
when combined with the risk weight adjustments announced in July 2015 would have resulted in 
average risk weights well in excess of the 25 per cent target.

As a result, APRA advised the relevant ADIs that it would recalibrate the July 2015 adjustments to 
ensure the original target of an average risk weight for Australian residential mortgages of at least 
25 per cent is achieved, while not significantly exceeding this target.

Sources:  Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, Box 4.1: Prudential requirements for the management of credit 
risks and liquidity risks, Residential mortgage price inquiry Interim report, March 2018, p. 42

 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, APRA increases capital adequacy requirements for residential mortgage 
exposures under the internal ratings-based approach, media release, APRA, Sydney, 20 July 2015, https://www.
apra.gov.au/media-centre/media-releases/apra-increases-capital-adequacy-requirements-residential-mortgage, 
viewed on 14 September 2018

 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, APRA reaffirms revised mortgage risk weight target, media release, 
APRA, Sydney, 5 August 2016, https://www.apra.gov.au/media-centre/media-releases/apra-reaffirms-revised-
mortgage-risk-weight-target, viewed on 26 October 2018.

On 8 August 2016, ANZ announced it would be submitting its new mortgage capital model to APRA 
for approval and recalibration of its required risk weighting for residential mortgages.92 ANZ noted 
the exact increase to its risk weighting would not be known until APRA had done its approval and 
recalibration.93 In March 2017, ANZ submitted its new mortgage capital model to APRA following 
discussions with APRA on its higher risk weighting.

On 1 June 2017, ANZ announced that APRA had approved its mortgage capital model and that its 
average risk weights for residential mortgages had increased.94 As a result, ANZ was required by 
APRA to hold additional regulatory capital against its residential mortgages. ANZ’s June 2017 internal 
documents show that it needed to hold an estimated additional $1 billion of regulatory capital against 
its residential mortgages. It calculated that this would increase its costs of funding its residential 
mortgage portfolio (as a result of the costs associated with holding additional regulatory capital) by 
over $100 million annually.

92 Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited, ANZ comments on APRA revised mortgage risk weight target, media 
release, ANZ, Melbourne, 8 August 2016, https://media.anz.com/posts/2016/08/anz-comments-on-apra-revised-
mortgage-risk-weight-target- , viewed on 14 September 2018.

93 ibid.

94 ANZ announced on 1 June 2017 that APRA had approved its mortgage capital model which subsequently increased the 
average risk weight applied to its Australian mortgage portfolio to approximately 28.5 per cent. See: Australia and New 
Zealand Banking Group Limited, ANZ update on APRA mortgage risk weight target, media release, ANZ, Melbourne, 
1 June 2017, https://media.anz.com/posts/2017/06/anz-update-on-apra-mortgage-risk-weight-target, viewed 
14 September 2018.

https://www.apra.gov.au/media-centre/media-releases/apra-increases-capital-adequacy-requirements-residential-mortgage
https://www.apra.gov.au/media-centre/media-releases/apra-increases-capital-adequacy-requirements-residential-mortgage
https://www.apra.gov.au/media-centre/media-releases/apra-reaffirms-revised-mortgage-risk-weight-target
https://www.apra.gov.au/media-centre/media-releases/apra-reaffirms-revised-mortgage-risk-weight-target
https://media.anz.com/posts/2016/08/anz-comments-on-apra-revised-mortgage-risk-weight-target-
https://media.anz.com/posts/2016/08/anz-comments-on-apra-revised-mortgage-risk-weight-target-
https://media.anz.com/posts/2017/06/anz-update-on-apra-mortgage-risk-weight-target
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We understand that the other Inquiry Banks also had their mortgage capital models reviewed by APRA 
during the price monitoring period, with differing outcomes in terms of changes to risk weights and 
regulatory capital requirements. As a result of these reviews, these Inquiry Banks reported increases in 
their risk-weighted assets during 2017.95 However, these changes did not appear to be a key part of the 
decision-making for their June 2017 headline variable interest rate changes.

3.2 APRA’s interest-only benchmark created a focal 
point for interest rate increases

On 9 June 2017, ANZ announced changes to its headline interest rates for standard variable rate 
residential mortgages (see table 2.1).96 ANZ chose to increase its headline interest rates on variable rate 
residential mortgages with interest-only repayments by 30 basis points and reduce its headline interest 
rates on variable rate residential mortgages with principal and interest repayments by five basis points. 
Both of these interest rate changes applied to new and existing residential mortgages.

As noted above, ANZ has stated to the ACCC that the primary driver of its headline variable interest 
rate increases on interest-only residential mortgages was the need to recover the costs associated 
with holding additional regulatory capital. The ACCC notes that ANZ’s requirement to hold additional 
regulatory capital against its residential mortgages, and the associated costs of holding this additional 
capital, did not apply differentially to interest-only mortgages.

ANZ has also stated to the ACCC that its decision to increase headline variable interest rates for 
borrowers with interest-only repayments while decreasing headline variable interest rates for borrowers 
with principal and interest repayments was driven by two further factors:

�� to incentivise new borrowers to choose a residential mortgage with principal and interest 
repayments and support ANZ’s compliance with the interest-only benchmark, and

�� to incentivise existing ANZ borrowers with interest-only repayments to switch to principal and 
interest repayment residential mortgages in order to help ANZ reduce the size of its interest-only 
mortgage portfolio.

In March 2017, APRA announced that ADIs should limit the flow of new interest-only lending to 
30 per cent of new residential mortgage lending (interest-only benchmark). This would be measured 
over the course of each quarterly period. The first compliance period was the quarter ending 
September 2017. APRA stated that it would likely impose additional requirements on ADIs if their 
proportion of new interest-only lending exceeded the interest-only benchmark (see box 3.2).

There was, however, no immediate need for ANZ to make changes to its interest-only interest rates in 
order to achieve compliance with the interest-only benchmark. At the time that ANZ announced its 
June 2017 rate changes, it was on target to comply with the interest-only benchmark. In an internal 
email dated 23 May 2017, an ANZ executive noted that following its forthcoming policy changes it 
expected its interest-only residential mortgage lending to be between 25 per cent and 28 per cent of 
total residential mortgage flows by September 2017.

95 Commonwealth Bank of Australia, Basel III Pillar 3: Capital adequacy and risks disclosures as at 30 June 2017, APS 330 table 
6b to 6f—Basel III Capital Requirements (RWA), CBA, Sydney, 9 August 2017, https://www.commbank.com.au/content/
dam/commbank/about-us/shareholders/pdfs/results/fy17/cba-basel-III-pillar–3-disclosure-as-at–30-june–2017.pdf, viewed 
11 October 2018

 National Australia Bank, Pillar 3 Report 2017: Incorporating the requirements of APS 330 as at 30 September 2017, table 
4.1A: Risk-Weighted Assets, NAB, Melbourne, 14 November 2017, https://capital.nab.com.au/docs/2017-full-year-pillar–3-
report.pdf, viewed 11 October 2018

 Macquarie Bank, Pillar 3 disclosures: Macquarie Bank December 2017, APS 330 table 3(a–e), Macquarie, Sydney, 12 February 
2018, https://static.macquarie.com/dafiles/Internet/mgl/global/shared/about/investors/regulatory-disclosures/2017/
Macquarie-Dec–2017-Pillar–3.pdf?v=2, viewed 11 October 2018

 Westpac, December 2017 Pillar 3 report: Incorporating the requirements of APS330, p. 3, WBC, Sydney, 5 February 
2018, https://www.westpac.com.au/content/dam/public/wbc/documents/pdf/aw/ic/Westpac_Pillar_3_Report_
December_2017.pdf viewed 11 October 2018.

96 Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited, Update on ANZ interest rates, media release, ANZ, Melbourne, 9 June 
2017, https://media.anz.com/posts/2017/06/update-on-anz-interest-rates, viewed 8 October 2018.

https://www.commbank.com.au/content/dam/commbank/about-us/shareholders/pdfs/results/fy17/cba-basel-III-pillar-3-disclosure-as-at-30-june-2017.pdf
https://www.commbank.com.au/content/dam/commbank/about-us/shareholders/pdfs/results/fy17/cba-basel-III-pillar-3-disclosure-as-at-30-june-2017.pdf
https://capital.nab.com.au/docs/2017-full-year-pillar-3-report.pdf
https://capital.nab.com.au/docs/2017-full-year-pillar-3-report.pdf
https://static.macquarie.com/dafiles/Internet/mgl/global/shared/about/investors/regulatory-disclosures/2017/Macquarie-Dec-2017-Pillar-3.pdf?v=2
https://static.macquarie.com/dafiles/Internet/mgl/global/shared/about/investors/regulatory-disclosures/2017/Macquarie-Dec-2017-Pillar-3.pdf?v=2
https://www.westpac.com.au/content/dam/public/wbc/documents/pdf/aw/ic/Westpac_Pillar_3_Report_December_2017.pdf
https://www.westpac.com.au/content/dam/public/wbc/documents/pdf/aw/ic/Westpac_Pillar_3_Report_December_2017.pdf
https://media.anz.com/posts/2017/06/update-on-anz-interest-rates
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Box 3.2 APRA’s interest-only benchmark

In recent years, APRA and the Council of Financial Regulators judged that current and emerging 
risks in the housing sector required a targeted regulatory response. That response included, 
amongst other things, two measures designed to limit certain types of residential mortgage lending.

APRA introduced the first of these measures on 9 December 2014 when it wrote to all ADIs 
noting that investor lending growth materially above an annual 10 per cent benchmark (investor 
benchmark) would be an important risk indicator for APRA in considering the need for a 
supervisory response. As this measure related to total investor portfolio growth, internal switching of 
residential mortgages from owner occupier to investor affected ADIs’ compliance with the investor 
benchmark. The letter also set out APRA’s monitoring of higher risk mortgage lending (for example, 
high loan-to-income loans) and loan affordability tests for new borrowers.

APRA introduced the second of these measures on 31 March 2017 when it wrote to all ADIs with 
additional requirements primarily targeted at limiting the growth of new interest-only lending. In 
particular, APRA set out its expectations that ADIs:

�� limit the flow of new interest-only lending to 30 per cent of new residential mortgage lending 
(interest-only benchmark) over the course of each quarterly period, and within that:
 – place strict internal limits on the volume of interest-only lending at loan-to-valuation ratios 

(LVRs) above 80 per cent
 – ensure there is strong scrutiny and justification of any instances of interest-only lending at an 

LVR above 90 per cent
 – manage lending to investors in such a manner so as to comfortably remain below the 

previously advised benchmark of 10 per cent growth
 – review and ensure that serviceability metrics, including interest rate and net income buffers, 

are set at appropriate levels for current conditions
 – continue to restrain lending growth in higher risk segments of the portfolio (e.g. high 

loan-to-income loans, high LVR loans and loans for very long terms).

Similar to the December 2014 letter, APRA set out that further supervisory actions may be 
considered for ADIs operating outside these limits. The March 2017 letter updated and replaced the 
guidance and expectations set out in the December 2014 letter.

As noted in the Interim Report, the Inquiry Banks have implemented a range of measures in 
response to the interest-only benchmark including one or more of the following:

�� restricting the availability of interest-only repayments on higher risk residential mortgages (such 
as those with high LVR or high loan to income ratios)

�� restricting interest-only lending to some groups of applicants (for example, one of the Inquiry 
Banks limited the availability of interest-only residential mortgages to non-residents)

�� increasing interest rates on fixed rate interest-only residential mortgages

�� reducing the discretionary discounts available to borrowers of interest-only residential mortgages

�� reducing the interest-only period available on some residential mortgages

�� placing restrictions on new customers with principal and interest residential mortgages from 
switching to interest-only residential mortgages.

The Inquiry Banks implemented these measures prior to ANZ’s headline variable interest rate 
increases on interest-only residential mortgages in June 2017.

On 26 April 2018, APRA announced plans to remove the investor benchmark and replace it with 
more permanent measures to strengthen lending standards.

Sources:  Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, Residential mortgage price inquiry Interim report.

 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Letter to ADIs: Reinforcing sound residential mortgage lending practices, 
2014.

 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Letter to ADIs: Further measures to reinforce sound residential 
mortgage lending practices, 2017.

 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Embedding sound residential mortgage lending practices, 2018.
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ANZ’s expectations of competitor responses
From mid-April 2017, ANZ had been monitoring the other big four banks’ progress in complying with 
the interest-only benchmark.97 In an internal email dated 23 May 2017, an ANZ executive observed that 
the other big four banks’ interest-only lending flows were all currently above 40 per cent of their total 
loan flows. The ANZ executive also assessed that one big four bank in particular was likely to make 
further policy and price adjustments to comply with the interest-only benchmark.

When making its decision to change its headline variable interest rates, ANZ’s internal documents show 
that it knew that its interest-only interest rate increase would affect the ability of its competitors to 
comply with the interest-only benchmark by resulting in more interest-only applications being lodged 
with competitors. ANZ’s analysis underpinning its June 2017 interest rate changes stated that as a 
result of its interest rate changes ANZ expected to redirect approximately $30 billion of interest-only 
residential mortgage lending to its competitors, ‘resulting in a significant risk to managing their APRA 
30 per cent IO cap’.

ANZ’s internal documents also reveal that it had reason to believe that its price strategy would be 
successful because competitors would need to respond to its interest rate changes. The internal 
analysis underpinning ANZ’s June 2017 interest rate changes considered three potential scenarios for 
ANZ competitor responses to ANZ’s interest rate changes:

�� Competitors do not make price changes: ANZ considered that competitors would act in this way if 
they were confident that their current prices would enable them to manage their compliance with 
the interest-only benchmark. ANZ noted that, under this scenario, its principal and interest lending 
would increase but it would lose over [$XX billion] of its existing interest-only residential mortgages 
to competitors, which would contribute to a net revenue loss of over $50 million.

�� Competitors follow ANZ’s changes to headline interest rates: Under this scenario, ANZ identifies 
four reasons for competitors to respond in this way: revenue gains, reduced new interest-only 
lending, maintained principal and interest lending and internal switching of existing borrowers from 
interest-only to principal and interest repayments. ANZ also considered it would not experience 
any significant losses due to external refinances and would achieve a net revenue gain of over 
$100 million. Under this scenario, ANZ would fully offset the associated costs of holding additional 
regulatory capital against its residential mortgages.

�� Competitors use front book discounts only in response to ANZ’s interest rate changes: This scenario 
produced similar financial results for ANZ as scenario two (net revenue gain of over $100 million). 
However, ANZ expected it would result in less revenue gain for its competitors compared to 
the second scenario and competitors would also not see increased internal switching of existing 
borrowers from interest-only to principal and interest repayments.

ANZ knew that, had competitors not responded at all to its rate changes, it stood to incur a substantial 
net revenue loss from its June 2017 interest rate decision. The ACCC considers that ANZ was unlikely 
to have chosen to increase interest-only rates in June 2017 without the expectation that its competitors 
would follow its lead.

Inquiry Bank responses to ANZ’s mid–2017 interest rate changes
Significantly, at around the time of ANZ’s interest rate change announcement, internal documents from 
three of the other Inquiry Banks noted that prior to ANZ’s rate changes, they were on track to comply 
with the interest-only benchmark.

Prior to ANZ’s headline rate change announcement, the Inquiry Banks had all made various policy 
and price changes in response to the interest-only benchmark (see box 3.2). While at least two Inquiry 
Banks had also given consideration to the possibility of headline variable interest rate changes around 
May 2017, one was considering it only in the event that one of its competitors changed their headline 
rates and the other had made no decision to change headline rates at the time of ANZ’s announcement.

97 ANZ draws on a number of sources for its monitoring of the other big four banks’ interest-only lending including APRA data 
and shareholder reports.
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After ANZ announced changes to its headline interest rates on 9 June 2017, all other Inquiry Banks 
decided to make similar changes as they considered that they would otherwise risk an increased volume 
of new interest-only lending. At least one Inquiry Bank considered that they would also be at risk of a 
reduced volume of new principal and interest residential mortgages. Both of these outcomes would 
compromise their ability to comply with the interest-only benchmark. Following ANZ’s lead, each of 
the other Inquiry Banks in quick succession announced similar changes to their headline interest rates 
for residential mortgages in June 2017. These changes applied to both new and existing interest-only 
residential mortgages.

Figures 3.1 and 3.2 set out the Inquiry Banks’ June 2017 headline variable interest rate changes. 
Both figures demonstrate the short timeframes in which the Inquiry Banks responded to ANZ’s 
announcement and the similarities of their decisions.

Figure 3.1: Inquiry Banks’ mid–2017 headline variable rate changes for owner occupier residential mortgage 
categories*
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OO P&I denotes owner-occupier residential mortgages with principal and interest repayments.

OO IOL denotes owner-occupier residential mortgages with interest-only repayments.

* The headline variable interest rates reported in figures 3.1 and 3.2 relate to a single product. The data reported in figures 2.2–2.5 
relates to more than one product for some Inquiry Banks and some of those products have different headline interest rates to 
those reported in this table. For example, Westpac has different headline interest rates for resident borrowers and non-resident 
borrowers. The headline interest rates reported in figures 2.2–2.5 are value-weighted averages. That is why some of the headline 
interest rates reported in this table differ slightly from those reported in figures 2.2–2.5.

 Note for ANZ data: while the changes were to come into effect on 16 June 2017, they were not implemented for the majority of 
borrowers until July and August 2017.

Sources:  Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited, Update on ANZ interest rates, media release, ANZ, Melbourne, 
9 June 2017, https://media.anz.com/posts/2017/06/update-on-anz-interest-rates, viewed 8 October 2018.

 Commonwealth Bank of Australia, Commonwealth Bank changes home loan interest rates, media release, CBA, 
Sydney, 27 June 2017, https://www.commbank.com.au/guidance/newsroom/Commonwealth-Bank-changes-
home-loan-interest-rates–201706.html, viewed 8 October 2018.

 National Australia Bank Limited, NAB announces changes to variable home loan interest rates, media release, NAB, 
Melbourne, 23 June 2017, https://news.nab.com.au/news_room_posts/nab-announces-changes-to-variable-home-
loan-interest-rates/, viewed 8 October 2018.

 Westpac Banking Corporation, Westpac adjusts home loan interest rates, media release, WBC, Sydney, 20 June 
2017, https://www.westpac.com.au/about-westpac/media/media-releases/2017/20-june/, viewed 8 October 
2018.

 Information supplied by Macquarie Bank.

https://media.anz.com/posts/2017/06/update-on-anz-interest-rates
https://www.commbank.com.au/guidance/newsroom/Commonwealth-Bank-changes-home-loan-interest-rates-201706.html
https://www.commbank.com.au/guidance/newsroom/Commonwealth-Bank-changes-home-loan-interest-rates-201706.html
https://news.nab.com.au/news_room_posts/nab-announces-changes-to-variable-home-loan-interest-rates/
https://news.nab.com.au/news_room_posts/nab-announces-changes-to-variable-home-loan-interest-rates/
https://www.westpac.com.au/about-westpac/media/media-releases/2017/20-june/
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Figure 3.2: Inquiry Banks’ mid-2017 headline variable rate changes for investor residential mortgage 
categories*
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INV P&I denotes investor residential mortgages with principal and interest repayments.

INV IOL denotes investor residential mortgages with interest-only repayments.

* The headline variable interest rates reported in figures 3.1 and 3.2 relate to a single product. The data reported in figures 2.2-2.5 
relates to more than one product for some Inquiry Banks and some of those products have different headline interest rates to 
those reported in this table. For example, Westpac has different headline interest rates for resident borrowers and non-resident 
borrowers. The headline interest rates reported in figures 2.2–2.5 are value-weighted averages. That is why some of the headline 
interest rates reported in this table differ slightly from those reported in figures 2.2–2.5.

 Note for ANZ data: while the changes were to come into effect on 16 June 2017, they were not implemented for the majority of 
borrowers until July and August 2017.

Sources:  Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited, Update on ANZ interest rates, media release, ANZ, Melbourne, 
9 June 2017, https://media.anz.com/posts/2017/06/update-on-anz-interest-rates, viewed 8 October 2018.

 Commonwealth Bank of Australia, Commonwealth Bank changes home loan interest rates, media release, CBA, 
Sydney, 27 June 2017, https://www.commbank.com.au/guidance/newsroom/Commonwealth-Bank-changes-
home-loan-interest-rates–201706.html, viewed 8 October 2018.

 National Australia Bank Limited, NAB announces changes to variable home loan interest rates, media release, NAB, 
Melbourne, 23 June 2017, https://news.nab.com.au/news_room_posts/nab-announces-changes-to-variable-home-
loan-interest-rates/, viewed 8 October 2018.

 Westpac Banking Corporation, Westpac adjusts home loan interest rates, media release, WBC, Sydney, 20 June 
2017, https://www.westpac.com.au/about-westpac/media/media-releases/2017/20-june/, viewed 8 October 
2018.

 Information supplied by Macquarie Bank.

Following ANZ’s announcement, the other Inquiry Banks considered that increasing their headline 
variable interest rates for interest-only residential mortgages would ensure that they complied with the 
interest-only benchmark. At least one Inquiry Bank considered that ANZ’s interest rate changes and 
potential competitor price responses would put its compliance with APRA’s investor benchmark at 
risk. While not all of these Inquiry Banks quantified the likely impact on their interest-only lending they 
were concerned about their relative pricing positions and the risk of an increase in the number of new 
interest-only residential mortgages. For example:

�� One Inquiry Bank considered:

Recent pricing changes by ANZ and potential pricing positions by others will potentially add an 
additional 7% to the IO flows. This will put July target at risk, increasing it to [above 30]%...

�� Another Inquiry Bank’s internal memorandum noted:

Given the impact pricing has on borrower demand, this announcement will impact [the Bank’s] 
portfolio and put at risk our ability to meet the 30% limit if no changes are made.

https://media.anz.com/posts/2017/06/update-on-anz-interest-rates
https://www.commbank.com.au/guidance/newsroom/Commonwealth-Bank-changes-home-loan-interest-rates-201706.html
https://www.commbank.com.au/guidance/newsroom/Commonwealth-Bank-changes-home-loan-interest-rates-201706.html
https://news.nab.com.au/news_room_posts/nab-announces-changes-to-variable-home-loan-interest-rates/
https://news.nab.com.au/news_room_posts/nab-announces-changes-to-variable-home-loan-interest-rates/
https://www.westpac.com.au/about-westpac/media/media-releases/2017/20-june/
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�� An internal email between executives of another Inquiry Bank noted that:

Following recent competitor IO interest rate changes… [the Bank’s] interest rate position, if sustained, 
would increase our IO flows and result in us being unable to meet APRA’s new 30% IO limit.

We observe the other Inquiry Banks’ considerations and rate changes in response to ANZ’s June 2017 
interest rate changes were consistent with ANZ’s internal view that its interest rate changes would 
impact its competitors’ ability to comply with the interest-only benchmark if they did not take action 
in response.

The interest-only benchmark facilitated accommodative pricing behaviour
We consider that the interest-only benchmark served as a convenient focal point for the Inquiry Banks, 
in particular the big four banks, to engage in accommodative and synchronised pricing behaviour, 
consistent with their history of such behaviour (see box 3.3). Absent the interest-only benchmark, we 
consider it likely that the big four banks would not have moved so swiftly to increase headline variable 
rates on interest-only residential mortgages, and would not have increased rates for interest-only 
residential mortgages to the same extent, or at all.

In effect, the interest-only benchmark created a common understanding that the Inquiry Banks (and 
other ADIs) should all strive to limit new interest-only residential mortgages to no than 30 per cent of 
all new residential mortgages, with regulatory consequences for failure to comply. ANZ knew that its 
pricing decision in June 2017 would have spill over consequences for its competitors’ ability to comply 
with the interest-only benchmark.

We consider that without this common understanding and knowledge, it is likely that ANZ would 
have been less certain that its competitors would follow its lead to implement significant interest 
rate increases for interest-only residential mortgages and may not have acted as it did. Some Inquiry 
Banks may have been reluctant to follow ANZ’s lead and announce significant interest rate 
increases during the price monitoring period without an ability to publicly attribute those changes to 
government regulation.

The interest-only benchmark may have fulfilled the objective of contributing to financial system stability, 
but we find it lessened price competition for interest-only lending. As a result of the mid–2017 interest 
rate changes, the headline standard variable rates for Inquiry Banks’ interest-only residential mortgages 
increased by an average of 32 basis points for much of the price monitoring period.

To put this in perspective, in the first year it would have added about $1300 in interest charged to the 
average-sized98 owner-occupier interest-only standard variable residential mortgage held by Inquiry 
Banks at the time. For an equivalent investor residential mortgage, it would have added about $1200 in 
interest charged in the first year.99

Between them, the big four banks estimated revenue gains of over $1.1 billion for their 2018 financial 
years primarily as a result of their mid–2017 rate changes.100

98 The average outstanding balance on these residential mortgages was $411 152 as at 30 June 2017.

99 The average outstanding balance on these residential mortgages was $374 028 as at 30 June 2017.

100 For three of the big four banks, this figure is based on their estimates around the time of making their rate change decision. 
For the other big four bank, the estimated revenue gains were not explicitly assessed at the time of making its decision; 
it made a calculation of the revenue gains some months later in November 2017 and it is this calculation that has been 
included in the estimate of over $1.1 billion of combined revenue gains across the big four banks.
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Box 3.3 Inquiry Banks’ accommodative and synchronised pricing behaviour

In the Interim Report, our review of internal Inquiry Bank documents relating to their pricing 
decisions during the period from 30 June 2015 to 30 June 2017 revealed a lack of vigorous price 
competition between the Inquiry Banks, and the big four banks in particular. The pricing behaviour 
of each of the Inquiry Banks over this period appeared to be more consistent with ‘accommodating’ 
a shared interest in avoiding the disruption of mutually beneficial pricing outcomes, rather 
than consistently vying for market share by offering the lowest interest rates. We found this 
accommodative behaviour had likely affected residential mortgage rates.

For example, we observed that:

�� The Inquiry Banks generally do not seek to compete by consistently offering the lowest headline 
variable interest rates. Two of the Inquiry Banks aimed to maintain a ‘mid-market’ position 
among the big four banks and not be the lowest priced.

�� During late 2016 and early 2017, two of the big four banks decided (independently of each other) 
to take action to reduce discounting in the market. They each reduced their own discounts and 
sought to trigger reduced discounting by rivals, even though this was likely to be costly for them 
if other banks did not follow their lead. We observe that by early 2017 the two banks considered 
they had been successful in leading competitors to reduce discounts for a time.

�� One of the big four bank’s accommodating approach to pricing in order to avoid disrupting 
mutually beneficial pricing outcomes is reflected in some of the language used when its 
executives contemplated changes to residential mortgage interest rates. For example, in various 
documents prepared by senior executives at the bank during 2015, there are explicit references 
to ‘encouraging rational market conduct’, ‘maintaining orderly market conduct’ and maintaining 
‘industry conduct’.

The Interim Report also revealed the synchronisation of the Inquiry Banks’ pricing decisions and 
announcements. We observed that the big four banks intensely focus on each other when setting 
variable interest rates with little regard given to smaller lenders. We also observed that when one 
big four bank made headline interest rate changes this was quickly followed by an interest rate 
change response by the other big four banks.

During the period between 30 June 2015 and 30 June 2017, we observed six times when the big 
four banks announced changes to their headline interest rates in close succession. In some cases 
the decision on how to respond to a big four bank’s headline interest rate changes were made in a 
matter of days and sometimes on the same day.

We found that the Inquiry Banks seemed to find it easier to manage the adverse media attention 
and public criticism that can follow a decision to increase interest rates (or ‘hold back’ part of a 
reduction in the official cash rate) if they made their announcement soon after a big four bank had 
announced its intention to increase interest rates (or hold back part of an OCR reduction).

Source: Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, Residential mortgage price inquiry Interim Report.

We observe that three of the Inquiry Banks explicitly assessed and considered the likely revenue 
benefits when contemplating their interest rate changes. For ANZ, this was because it was aiming to 
recover the cost of holding additional regulatory capital. For the other two Inquiry Banks, revenue 
benefits were not the primary consideration. One of these Inquiry Banks stated in a response to the 
ACCC that:

Any positive impact to Profitability and Return on Equity as a result of [the Bank]’s changes to 
Prices following the introduction of the APRA [interest-only benchmark] was a positive externality 
associated with changes primarily made to comply with APRA’s requirements. In addition, while 
the immediate impact on profitability as a result of repricing activity was assessed and considered, 
when assessing potential pricing changes in response to APRA’s [interest-only benchmark], the 
total impact of any given change on profitability was uncertain given the dynamic market and 
changing customer preferences for P&I lending (that is, [interest-only] borrowers switching to P&I, or 
refinancing to other lenders).
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3.3 Application of mid–2017 interest rate increases to 
existing interest-only residential mortgages

While the interest-only benchmark introduced in March 2017 applied only to new residential mortgages, 
the Inquiry Banks’ mid–2017 interest rate changes applied to both new and existing interest-only 
residential mortgages.

At least part of ANZ’s motivation to apply its mid–2017 interest rate changes (both its increase to 
interest-only residential mortgages and its decrease to principal and interest residential mortgages) 
to existing customers was, as outlined above, to incentivise existing borrowers with interest-only 
repayments to switch to principal and interest repayments in order to reduce the size of its 
interest-only portfolio.

One reason cited by the other four Inquiry Banks in written responses to the ACCC was a similar desire 
to manage the size of their interest-only portfolios and to encourage existing customers to switch 
from interest-only to principal and interest repayments. This was not required by the interest-only 
benchmark, but was an internal decision largely based on their risk appetites.

APRA’s letter to ADIs on 31 March 2017 recognised interest-only lending as a higher risk category of 
lending at that time:

While there are a range of reasons why an individual borrower might seek interest-only terms, at an 
aggregate level this creates additional vulnerabilities to ‘payment shock’ (the increase in payments 
when loans revert from interest-only to amortising), interest rate increases or house price falls.

Against this background, APRA views a higher proportion of interest-only lending in the current 
environment to be indicative of a higher risk profile.101

There is evidence that in late 2016 and early 2017, before the interest-only benchmark was introduced, 
the Inquiry Banks were aware of the growth in interest-only residential mortgages on their books. 
Each of the Inquiry Banks had taken various steps such as imposing maximum interest-only terms or 
restricting interest-only lending above certain LVRs, sometimes in response to feedback from APRA. 
Their different approaches to managing the higher risk associated with interest-only lending at that time 
reflected their different risk appetites.

One Inquiry Bank stated to the ACCC that another factor that influenced its decision to apply the 
mid–2017 interest rate changes to existing borrowers was connected to the interest-only benchmark. 
It stated that where significant changes are required to meet regulatory requirements, changes to 
headline variable interest rates were considered to be the most effective mechanism through which 
to influence consumer behaviour given that they are ‘visible, public and often an important factor 
in advertising to attract customers (e.g. ‘lowest standard variable rate’), as well as being a robust 
mechanism in that they apply across the whole portfolio’. In the context of another big four bank (ANZ) 
having already adjusted its interest rates, the bank considered that these changes were necessary 
‘to send a clear message to customers’ that it was committed to compliance with the interest-only 
benchmark. However, as noted in chapter 2 we found that headline interest rates are a poor indicator of 
what borrowers should expect to pay.

Further illustration of accommodative and synchronised pricing practices
We consider that an additional explanation for why the Inquiry Banks followed ANZ’s lead in applying 
their mid–2017 interest rate changes to existing interest-only residential mortgages lies with the 
accommodative and synchronised approach that the Inquiry Banks take to pricing, as was previously 
observed and documented in the Interim Report (see box 3.3).

Prior to ANZ’s headline rate change announcement, the Inquiry Banks had all made various policy 
and price changes in response to the interest-only benchmark. Once ANZ announced its headline 
interest rate changes, which would apply to existing interest-only borrowers as well as new borrowers, 
it does not appear that the other Inquiry Banks gave significant consideration to whether there 

101 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Letter to all ADIs: Further measures to reinforce sound residential mortgage 
lending practices, 2017.
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might have been other ways to respond besides following ANZ’s approach and making headline 
interest rate changes for all interest-only residential mortgages: rather, they turned to the question 
of when to announce headline interest rate changes, and the extent of those changes for all interest-
only residential mortgages. As set out above, it appears that the Inquiry Banks’ considerations were 
focused on following ANZ with their own similar headline interest rate changes. We consider it likely 
that the revenue benefits they stood to gain from the change were also relevant considerations for all 
Inquiry Banks.

We also note that at least three of the Inquiry Banks considered that their competitors were likely to 
make similar headline interest rate changes, so the risk of existing interest-only borrowers leaving the 
bank as a result of an interest rate increase was low. For the other Inquiry Banks, there is no explicit 
evidence that they gave any consideration to the risk of losing existing interest-only borrowers to 
other lenders.

3.4 Public explanations of the mid–2017 interest rate 
changes

With the exception of ANZ, each of the big four banks’ media releases attributed their interest-only 
interest rate increases to the interest-only benchmark:102

APRA’s limit on new interest only lending is 30% of new residential mortgage lending, so we have to 
continue to make changes to our interest only rates and lending policies to meet this benchmark. 
(Westpac, 20 June 2017)103

We need to comply with our regulatory requirements, including APRA’s 30 per cent limit on new 
interest only lending for residential mortgages, while balancing the needs of customers across our 
entire portfolio and continuing to provide competitive rates. (NAB, 23 June 2017)104

We are supportive of the banking regulator’s moves to manage the level of growth and resiliency in 
the housing market. To meet our regulatory requirements, variable interest only home loan rates for 
owner-occupiers and investors will increase by 30 basis points. (CBA, 27 June 2017)105

Consistent with our findings in the Interim Report, these banks’ media releases do not necessarily 
disclose the full story. For CBA, NAB and Westpac, as outlined above, the main driver of their headline 
interest rate changes in June 2017 was the need to comply with the interest-only benchmark in the 
wake of ANZ’s headline variable interest rate changes.

However, first, as noted above, the interest-only benchmark did not apply to existing residential 
mortgages. While the big four banks may have had a desire to encourage existing interest-only 
borrowers to switch to principal and interest repayments, those actions would not help them meet 
the interest-only benchmark. To the extent that this was not clear in the banks’ media releases, 
they may have been interpreted as indicating that raising headline interest rates for both new 
and existing interest-only residential mortgages was required by APRA for compliance with the 
interest-only benchmark.

Second, prior to ANZ’s announcement on 9 June 2017, at least some of the big four banks appeared 
to be on track to comply with the interest-only benchmark. It was largely as a result of ANZ’s headline 
interest rate change announcement that those banks were concerned about their ability to comply with 
the interest-only benchmark.

102 Macquarie Bank has been excluded from the discussion of announcement dates because it does not publish media releases 
regarding interest rate changes.

103 Westpac Banking Corporation, Westpac adjusts home loan interest rates, media release, WBC, Sydney, 20 June 2017, 
https://www.westpac.com.au/about-westpac/media/media-releases/2017/20-june/, viewed 8 October 2018.

104 National Australia Bank Limited, NAB announces changes to variable home loan interest rates, media release, NAB, 
Melbourne, 23 June 2017, https://news.nab.com.au/news_room_posts/nab-announces-changes-to-variable-home-loan-
interest-rates/, viewed 8 October 2018.

105 Commonwealth Bank of Australia, Commonwealth Bank changes home loan interest rates, media release, CBA, Sydney, 
27 June 2017, https://www.commbank.com.au/guidance/newsroom/Commonwealth-Bank-changes-home-loan-interest-
rates–201706.html, viewed 8 October 2018.

https://www.westpac.com.au/about-westpac/media/media-releases/2017/20-june/
https://news.nab.com.au/news_room_posts/nab-announces-changes-to-variable-home-loan-interest-rates/
https://news.nab.com.au/news_room_posts/nab-announces-changes-to-variable-home-loan-interest-rates/
https://www.commbank.com.au/guidance/newsroom/Commonwealth-Bank-changes-home-loan-interest-rates-201706.html
https://www.commbank.com.au/guidance/newsroom/Commonwealth-Bank-changes-home-loan-interest-rates-201706.html
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Consistent with the different motivations for its interest rate changes, ANZ’s media release dated 9 June 
2017 presented the change somewhat differently:

While we know those only paying interest on their loans will be disappointed, we need to manage our 
regulatory obligations and we are now required to hold additional capital against our home loans. We 
also need to better balance our portfolio towards those paying off their homes.106

When compared to its internal documents, we consider that ANZ’s media release presented a broadly 
consistent message on the reasons for its June 2017 headline interest rate change.

3.5 Price adjustments for new interest-only loans after 
June 2017

Within a few months of the changes, all Inquiry Banks observed a significant reduction in interest-only 
flows and appeared to be tracking below the interest-only benchmark. One Inquiry Bank’s new interest-
only lending had reduced to 12 per cent of new lending by early September 2017.

Having achieved this reduction, we observe that two Inquiry Banks saw an opportunity to recalibrate 
their pricing to encourage greater flows into higher margin interest-only products while remaining 
within the interest-only benchmark.

Rather than reducing headline variable interest-only interest rates, we observed these two Inquiry Banks 
using discretionary discounting to increase their flows of investor interest-only lending. We consider 
that in contrast to headline interest rate changes, this gave the banks a greater degree of flexibility to 
price residential mortgages on an individual basis to maximise margins, and to re-adjust easily if they 
began to attract too many interest-only residential mortgages.

One of these Inquiry Banks increased the maximum discretionary discounts available on investor 
interest-only residential mortgages at least six times between September 2017 and April 2018 to 
increase investor interest-only lending.

The other Inquiry Bank identified an opportunity to drive more flow to ‘higher margin’ investor lending 
as it was ‘comfortably operating within the APRA guidelines’ for both investor and interest-only 
residential mortgages. The Inquiry Bank found that its limits on available discounts for investor interest-
only residential mortgages were impacting its ability to win market share in that customer segment. It 
was also aware that competitors were discounting more heavily on these residential mortgages. The 
bank therefore stated that there was an opportunity to ‘increase average Variable Rate discounting 
to compete in the high margin segments, which can deliver improved revenue, growth and margin 
outcomes, without compromising composition targets’.

This increased discounting activity may have resulted in some new investor interest-only residential 
mortgages at those Inquiry Banks being charged lower interest rates, on average, than existing 
investor interest-only residential mortgages at the same Inquiry Bank. However, as noted in chapter 2, 
between 30 June 2017 and 30 June 2018 there was no change in the difference between the average 
interest rates paid by new and existing standard variable rate mortgages for investors with interest-only 
repayments. This suggests that the number of new residential mortgages receiving larger discounts 
was relatively small.

106 Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited, Update on ANZ interest rates, media release, ANZ, Melbourne, 9 June 
2017, https://media.anz.com/posts/2017/06/update-on-anz-interest-rates, viewed 8 October 2018.

https://media.anz.com/posts/2017/06/update-on-anz-interest-rates
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3.6 Concluding comments
The Inquiry Banks’ mid–2017 interest rate changes illustrate how accommodative pricing behaviour and 
regulatory requirements can interact and impact price competition. We observe that the APRA interest-
only benchmark and the mid-2017 interest rate changes, and a history of accommodative pricing 
behaviour between the big four banks, resulted in reduced price competition for interest-only lending 
during the price monitoring period.

In effect, the interest-only benchmark created a focal point for the Inquiry Banks, and in particular the 
big four banks, to raise interest rates knowing that their competitors were likely to follow. The ACCC 
considers that without this common understanding, and a history of accommodative pricing practices 
between the big four banks, ANZ would have been less certain that its competitors would respond to 
its interest rate increases and may not have acted as it did.

The big four banks estimated revenue gains of over $1.1 billion for their 2018 financial year primarily 
as a result of the mid-2017 interest rate changes.107 These estimated revenue gains were largely due to 
interest rate increases for existing interest-only residential mortgages, although that was not required 
by APRA for compliance with the interest-only benchmark. At least three Inquiry Banks considered that 
the risk of interest-only borrowers switching to another lender was low, and there is no explicit evidence 
that the other Inquiry Banks gave it any consideration.

We therefore observe that the net effect of the Inquiry Banks’ mid–2017 interest rate changes was an 
additional revenue benefit to the Inquiry Banks which they were able to attribute to the interest-only 
benchmark, despite the fact that for most of the Inquiry Banks the evidence indicates that, absent 
price changes by competitors, they were on track to comply with the interest-only benchmark without 
headline variable interest rate changes.

107 For three of the big four banks, this figure is based on their estimates around the time of making their rate change decision. 
For the other big four bank, the estimated revenue gains were not explicitly assessed at the time of making its decision; 
it made a calculation of the revenue gains some months later in November 2017 and it is this calculation that has been 
included in the estimate of over $1.1 billion of combined revenue gains across the big four banks.
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4. Comparison with Other Banks
This chapter considers the pricing and strategies adopted by non-Inquiry Banks for their residential 
mortgage products, and how they compare to the Inquiry Banks. It focuses on the decisions made 
by a sample of seven non-Inquiry Banks during the period 1 July 2015 to 21 November 2017 (review 
period).108 The term ‘Other Banks’ refers to the seven non-Inquiry Banks in the ACCC’s sample. This 
chapter also draws on publicly available information from a range of non-Inquiry Banks.

In contrast to the many similarities between the Inquiry Banks, and the big four banks in particular, we 
find that the Other Banks are diverse, including in their approach to pricing. Among the seven Other 
Banks, three were found to have explicitly focused on price competition to win new customers. As at 
30 June 2017, the range of average interest rates paid by owner-occupier borrowers with principal and 
interest repayments was considerably wider among the Other Banks (4.03 per cent to 4.63 per cent) 
than the Inquiry Banks (4.15 per cent to 4.23 per cent). The three price-focused Other Banks had the 
lowest average rates paid by borrowers among all Inquiry Banks and Other Banks at this time.

The chapter also identifies further evidence of some market-wide pricing practices. For example, we 
observe that, like the Inquiry Banks, there is evidence that existing borrowers at Other Banks pay more, 
on average, than new borrowers at the same bank. The difference is more pronounced at some Other 
Banks, where existing owner-occupier borrowers with principal and interest repayments pay as much as 
62 basis points more, on average, than new borrowers.

Finally, in exploring some of the challenges faced by Other Banks, we observe that APRA’s benchmarks 
and capital requirements appear to have exacerbated the challenges that Other Banks experience as a 
result of their smaller scale, including their smaller residential mortgage portfolios. We consider that the 
lack of sensitivity to scale in the design of these regulatory measures has given a sizeable competitive 
advantage to larger banks. We also observe that some Other Banks have a heavy reliance on brokers 
and aggregators to gain market share. As a result, Other Banks are likely to be more susceptible to the 
impacts of regulatory changes that affect lenders’ use of brokers as a distribution channel.

4.1 The diverse strategies of Other Banks
Target customers
Many Other Banks, and non-Inquiry Banks more generally, seek to appeal to specific types of 
customers. This may be based on customer characteristics (such as age, location or profession), 
customer preferences (such as having access to a local branch or access to online service), the bank’s 
affiliations or its business model. While this does not mean that the bank’s residential mortgage 
products are exclusively available to these types of borrowers, typically there are a range of price, 
sales or distribution strategies that are in place to enable the bank to reach these particular customers. 
Box 4.1 sets out some of the customers targeted by non-Inquiry Banks.

It appears that some Other Banks seek to target specific customer segments in order to 
differentiate themselves to prospective borrowers, and it appears to represent a low cost way of 
attracting customers.

By contrast, the big four banks’ main brands appear to have a strategy of appealing to a broad range of 
customers. For example, we observe that all four banks have significant nation-wide branch networks, 
advanced digital capabilities and a national marketing presence. However, we note that the big four 
banks’ other brands, as well as some specific products, may target more specific customer segments.

108 The ACCC issued notices to seven Other Banks seeking price data for the financial years 2015, 2016 and 2017, along with 
pricing information and documents largely relating to the period 1 July 2015 to 21 November 2017.

 This chapter has primarily focused on variable rate residential mortgages as they represent the majority of loans originated 
by the Other Banks.
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Box 4.1 Customers targeted by some non-Inquiry Banks

Younger, digitally savvy consumers—online-only banks such as ING Bank and ME Bank target 
consumers who value digital experience and accessibility over access to physical branches.109

Regional customers—banks such as Bendigo & Adelaide Bank and Bank of Queensland have 
established and maintained a high branch presence in regional communities.110 Other non-Inquiry 
Banks also have a focus on particular regions, such as IMB Bank, which is headquartered in the 
Illawarra region of New South Wales and MyState Bank, which is headquartered in Tasmania.111

Local communities—Heritage Bank and Bendigo & Adelaide Bank both utilise a ‘Community Bank’ 
model, where local communities enter into partnerships with the bank to operate a local branch.112 
A portion of Bank of Queensland’s branches operate as franchises run by local owner-managers.113

Professionals—Bank of Queensland’s ‘BOQ Specialist’ brand offers banking services to the medical, 
dental, veterinary and accounting professions.114

Wealth management customers—a high proportion of AMP Bank’s mortgage customers are 
sourced from its large financial advisor network.115

Members of particular industries—the Teachers Mutual Bank (also trading as Firefighters Mutual 
Bank and UniBank), Defence Bank Ltd and Police Bank Ltd focus on those working within a 
particular industry.116

Members of affiliated organisations—ME Bank offers special rates to customers who are members 
of eligible industry superannuation funds and unions. As at the end of its 2017 financial year, 
ME Bank generated 13 per cent of its residential mortgage settlements through this channel.117 

Price strategies
In the Interim Report we observed signs of a lack of vigorous price competition between the Inquiry 
Banks, and the big four banks in particular. For example, we observed that the Inquiry Banks generally 
did not seek to compete by consistently offering the lowest headline variable interest rates.118

Compared to the big four banks, we observed greater diversity among the Other Banks in their pricing 
strategies. Unlike our review of the big four banks’ pricing documents, our review of the Other Banks’ 
pricing documents revealed three that explicitly prioritised price competition. These banks sought to 
target price-sensitive consumers to win new business. We observed these Other Banks seeking to be 
among the lowest priced on headline rates, as well as offering low or no fees.

109 ING Bank, Ways to bank, Sydney, https://www.ing.com.au/ways-to-bank.html, viewed 26 October 2018.

 ME Bank, Does ME have branches?, Melbourne, https://www.mebank.com.au/support/does-me-have-branches/, viewed 
26 October 2018. 

110 Bank of Queensland, Company overview: About us, Brisbane, https://www.boq.com.au/About-us/company-overview, viewed 
26 October 2018.

 Bendigo Bank, Locate us, Bendigo, https://www.bendigobank.com.au/public/locate-us, viewed 26 October 2018.

111 IMB Bank, About, Wollongong, https://www.imb.com.au/about.html, viewed 26 October 2018.

 MyState Bank, About us, Hobart, https://mystate.com.au/about-us, viewed 26 October 2018.

112 Heritage Bank, Community banking, Toowoomba, https://www.heritage.com.au/about/community-banking, viewed 
26 October 2018.

 Bendigo Bank, Community bank, Bendigo, https://www.bendigobank.com.au/public/community/community-bank, viewed 
26 October 2018. 

113 Bank of Queensland, 2017 Annual Report: Year ended 31 August 2017, BOQ, Brisbane, October 2017, p. 16.

114 Bank of Queensland, BOQSpecialist, Brisbane, https://www.boqspecialist.com.au/, viewed 26 October 2018. 

115 Home loans experts, AMP, Rhodes, https://www.homeloanexperts.com.au/lender-reviews/amp-home-loan-review/, viewed 
26 October 2018; AMP, Investor report: Full year 2017, 8 February 2018, p. 15.

116 Teachers Mutual Bank, About us, Homebush, https://www.tmbank.com.au/about, viewed 26 October 2018.

 Defence Bank, About us, Melbourne, https://www.defencebank.com.au/about-defence-bank, viewed 26 October 2018.

 Police Bank, Who is Police Bank, Surry Hills, https://www.policebank.com.au/about-us/, viewed 26 October 2018. 

117 ME Bank, Annual review 2017, Melbourne, 14 September 2017, p. 8.

118 Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, Residential mortgage products price inquiry Interim Report, p. 29.

https://www.ing.com.au/ways-to-bank.html
https://www.mebank.com.au/support/does-me-have-branches/
https://www.boq.com.au/About-us/company-overview
https://www.bendigobank.com.au/public/locate-us
https://www.imb.com.au/about.html,
https://mystate.com.au/about-us
https://www.heritage.com.au/about/community-banking
https://www.bendigobank.com.au/public/community/community-bank,
https://www.boqspecialist.com.au/
https://www.homeloanexperts.com.au/lender-reviews/amp-home-loan-review/
https://www.tmbank.com.au/about
https://www.defencebank.com.au/about-defence-bank
https://www.policebank.com.au/about-us/
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For example:

�� An internal pricing paper by one Other Bank in August 2017 recommending an advertised special 
interest rate campaign stated that:

The variable rate proposed will be the strongest in the market above the line amongst the major 
banks, which will encourage customers to consider [the Bank] for their residential lending.

�� An internal presentation by another bank in August 2016 stated that:

Compared to the major bank’s (sic) [the bank]’s published rates are highly competitive.

Some Other Banks were not necessarily aiming to be among the lowest priced but were instead 
primarily focusing on the non-price aspects of their residential mortgage offering, such as customer 
service. For example, a pricing strategy document of one Other Bank stated that ‘we make pricing 
decisions with service in mind’. A pricing paper of another stated that ‘we trade on value, not price 
(or product) alone’.

Distribution channels
Distribution channels are the pathways by which lenders originate residential mortgages. Banks may 
establish their own distribution channels, known as proprietary channels, including physical branches, 
digital infrastructure (online residential mortgage applications through websites or apps) or a mobile 
banking service allowing bank staff to visit current customers and potential borrowers, including outside 
business hours. Banks also typically use third party channels, such as mortgage brokers, to originate 
residential mortgages. Most banks utilise both proprietary and third party channels to some extent.

The big four banks use a similar mix of proprietary versus third party distribution channels to originate 
residential mortgages. Recent financial results show that each of the big four banks originates over 
half of its residential mortgage flows through proprietary channels (such as branches), and at least 
40 per cent through the broker channel.119 Each of the big four banks has at least 680 branches, and in 
some cases over 1000 branches.120

In contrast, some Other Banks generated a high proportion of their business through their branch 
networks, while others had a heavy reliance on mortgage brokers. For example, ASIC’s Review of 
mortgage broker remuneration found that for banks other than the big four banks, the proportion of 
residential mortgages originated through brokers in 2015 could be as high as 95 per cent.121

119 Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited, 2018 Half Year Results: Results presentation & investor discussion pack, 
ANZ, Melbourne, 1 May 2018, p. 79.

 Commonwealth Bank of Australia, Results presentation and investor discussion pack: For the full year ended 30 June 2018, 
CBA, Sydney, 8 August 2018, p. 87.

 National Australia Bank, Half Year Results 2018, Investor presentation, NAB, Melbourne, 3 May 2018, p. 69.

 Westpac Banking Corporation, Interim Results: For the six months ended 31 March 2018: Presentation and investor 
discussion pack, WBC, Sydney, 7 May 2018, p. 75.

 Macquarie Bank has been omitted from this discussion as it does not have a comparable branch network to the big 
four banks.

120 Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited, ANZ Shareholder Centre: Australia, Melbourne, http://shareholder.anz.
com/our-company/business-structure/australia, viewed 26 October 2018.

 Commonwealth Bank of Australia, Results presentation and investor discussion pack: For the full year ended 30 June 2018, 
CBA, Sydney, 8 August 2018, p. 33.

 National Australia Bank, Half Year Results 2018, Investor presentation, NAB, Melbourne, 3 May 2018, p. 55.

 Westpac Banking Corporation, Interim Results: For the six months ended 31 March 2018: Presentation and investor 
discussion pack, WBC, Sydney, 7 May 2018, p 96.

121 Australian Securities and Investments Commission, Report 516: Review of mortgage broker remuneration, p. 61.

http://shareholder.anz.com/our-company/business-structure/australia
http://shareholder.anz.com/our-company/business-structure/australia
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We observed that some Other Banks, typically those without a significant branch network, generate 
a very high proportion of new residential mortgages via brokers compared to the big four banks. The 
advantages of this approach may include:

�� The PC Inquiry Final Report noted that the costs of setting up a branch may be in the range of 
$1 million, in contrast to the relatively few upfront investments required for a lender to distribute 
residential mortgages through the broker channel.122 The PC Inquiry Final Report estimated that 
by distributing residential mortgages through brokers, smaller lenders had increased their market 
shares by, on average, 1.55 per cent. If mortgage brokers were not available, the report estimated 
that these lenders would need to have an additional 118 branches on average in order to maintain 
their current shares.123

�� Brokers also enable Other Banks to achieve geographic diversity in their residential mortgage 
portfolio. This can be important in managing a bank’s risk exposure, as geographic diversity helps to 
limit the consequences for the bank of a housing market downturn in a particular region.

A survey of residential mortgage borrowers conducted in June 2017 and obtained by some Inquiry 
Banks noted an increase in borrower preferences for online residential mortgage applications, 
suggesting that online originations may become more important in future. None of the Other Banks 
originated residential mortgages solely through online channels during the review period.

4.2 How Other Banks’ prices compare to the 
Inquiry Banks

Headline rates
Like the Inquiry Banks, the Other Banks’ residential mortgage variable interest rate products are 
typically priced relative to a headline interest rate that is differentiated by borrower type (owner-
occupier or investor) and repayment type (principal and interest or interest-only). Some Other Banks 
and Inquiry Banks also advertise different interest rates to borrowers depending on the loan size 
and/or LVR.

We have observed greater variation in the headline interest rates of the Other Banks compared to 
the Inquiry Banks. For example, for standard owner-occupier mortgage products with principal and 
interest repayments, the Inquiry Banks’ headline interest rates were 5.20 per cent to 5.35 per cent as at 
1 July 2017.124 By contrast, the headline interest rates of the Other Banks for the same products ranged 
from approximately 4.30 per cent to 5.60 per cent at the same date.

Use of discounting
Like the Inquiry Banks, Other Banks typically apply discounts off headline interest rates. However, the 
distribution and level of discounting among Other Banks is much more varied than the big four banks 
(figure 4.1).125 For example, figure 4.1 shows that while about 65 to 85 per cent of borrowers at each 
of the big four banks receive discounts of over 60 basis points off the headline rate, at the Other Banks 
20 to 80 per cent of borrowers receive that level of discount.126

122 Productivity Commission, Competition in the Financial System: Final Report, p. 311.

123 ibid., pp. 312–313.

124 Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, Residential mortgage price inquiry Interim report, table 4.1, p. 41.

125 One Other Bank used a different approach to pricing its residential mortgages during the review period and has not been 
included in figure 4.1.

126 A borrower’s eligibility for a discount typically depends on a number of factors including the borrower’s characteristics and 
the lender’s policies at the time the discount is sought.
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Figure 4.1: Total variable rate residential mortgage portfolio by size of discount: 30 June 2017*
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* Discounts are calculated relative to the relevant headline interest rate(s) at the individual banks as at 30 June 2017. One Other 
Bank that used a different approach to pricing its residential mortgages during the review period has been excluded from this 
figure. Discounts for the big four banks relate to residential mortgages sold under their main brand only.

 The discounts reported include advertised and discretionary discounts. A borrower’s eligibility for a discount typically depends on 
a number of factors, including the borrower’s characteristics and the lender’s policies at the time the discount is sought.

 The big four banks’ data is presented in ascending order based on the percentage of their residential mortgage portfolio receiving 
a discount over 90 basis points. The Other Banks’ data is presented in descending order based on the percentage of their 
residential mortgage portfolio receiving a discount over 90 basis points. The number allocated to a particular bank is therefore not 
consistent across all charts. For example, the bank numbered 1 in this chart may not be numbered 1 in other charts.

Source: ACCC analysis of data supplied by the big four banks and Other Banks.

As with the Inquiry Banks, the level and frequency of discounting by Other Banks off headline interest 
rates is not, of itself, a useful indicator of the vigour of price competition in residential mortgage lending 
in Australia. We note that the Other Banks offering the highest discounts off headline interest rates 
(figure 4.1) are not the banks with the lowest average rates paid by borrowers (figure 4.3).127 Generally, 
we observe that banks with the highest discounts (or the lowest headline interest rates) are not 
necessarily the banks with the lowest average interest rates paid by borrowers.

Chapter 2 discusses the effect of the Inquiry Banks’ use of discretionary discounting on price 
transparency. It explains how the different approaches to discretionary discounting are making it 
difficult for borrowers to assess the relative attractiveness of a residential mortgage product based on 
headline interest rates and advertised discounts alone. The same issues arise in relation to most Other 
Banks. Some of these issues are discussed further below.

Like the Inquiry Banks, in recent years Other Banks have made greater use of discounts. While the 
proportion of Other Banks’ residential mortgages receiving no discount is still higher than the Inquiry 
Banks, it declined by approximately 13 per cent between 30 June 2015 and 30 June 2017 (figure 4.2).

Further, and again similarly to the Inquiry Banks, between 2015 and 2017 the Other Banks made greater 
use of larger discounts. Alongside the decline in the proportion of Other Banks’ residential mortgages 
receiving no discount, we observe that the proportion of Other Banks’ residential mortgages receiving a 
discount over 90 basis points doubled between 30 June 2015 and 30 June 2017 (figure 4.2). While this 
is still a lower proportion than the Inquiry Banks, for whom over 45 per cent of residential mortgages 
were receiving discounts over 90 basis points on 30 June 2017, the use of discounts is increasing over 
time across all the Inquiry Banks and Other Banks.

127 The average rate paid by a borrower reflects the combination of headline interest rate and discount applied to 
that borrower.
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One Other Bank began offering discretionary discounts via its proprietary channel following research 
findings that:

[C]ustomers like banks to ‘win them over’ at point of sale. This is even more important for a 
[proprietary] channel where unlike a broker they can’t give customers alternative options or lenders 
to proceed with.

This suggests that the trend towards increased use of discounting may be, at least in part, a response to 
customer expectations.

Figure 4.2: Proportion of variable rate residential mortgages receiving zero discount and over 90 basis 
points discount: big four banks and Other Banks: 30 June 2015 to 30 June 2017*
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* Discounts are calculated relative to the relevant headline interest rate(s) at the individual banks as at 30 June 2015, 30 June 2016 
and 30 June 2017. As one of the Other Banks does not use headline interest rates in its pricing of residential mortgages, it has 
been excluded from this figure. Discounts for the big four banks relate to residential mortgages sold under their main brand only.

 The proportion of discounts in each tier is calculated as a percentage of the total number of variable rate residential mortgages 
held by the big four banks or the Other Banks, as applicable.

 The discounts reported include advertised and discretionary discounts. A borrower’s eligibility for a discount typically depends on 
a number of factors, including the borrower’s characteristics and the lender’s policies at the time the discount is sought.

Source: ACCC analysis of data supplied by the big four banks and Other Banks.

Rates paid by borrowers
We observe greater variation in the average interest rate paid by borrowers at Other Banks compared 
with the Inquiry Banks. Figure 4.3 compares the average interest rates paid by owner-occupier 
borrowers with principal and interest repayments for standard variable residential mortgages as at 
30 June 2017. These account for the largest share of residential mortgages. The average interest rates 
paid by borrowers at Inquiry Banks ranged from 4.15 per cent to 4.23 per cent, while at the Other 
Banks the average interest rates paid range from 4.03 per cent to 4.63 per cent as at 30 June 2017.

In figure 4.3, we also observe that the three Other Banks with an explicit focus on price competition 
(see section 4.1) had the lowest average interest rates paid by borrowers as at 30 June 2017.
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Figure 4.3: Average interest rates paid for standard variable rate owner-occupier residential mortgages* with 
principal and interest repayments: 30 June 2017^
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* Standard residential mortgage products are those supplied with a range of add-on features. Standard residential mortgages can 
only be taken as part of a package at Macquarie Bank. More generally, standard residential mortgages can, but need not, be taken 
as part of a package.

^ The interest rates reported are value weighted average interest rates, and are based on the interest rates paid by both new and 
existing borrowers. For the Inquiry Banks, the underlying data represents the top five or top 95 per cent of products by value 
(whichever is lower) within this residential mortgage category sold under the bank’s main brand during the period 1 July 2015 to 
30 June 2017. For the Other Banks, the underlying data represents the top five or top 85 per cent of products by value (whichever 
is lower) within this residential mortgage category sold during the period 1 July 2015 to 30 June 2017.

 Individual products may have different fees and features, neither of which have been taken into account here. Those fees and 
features will affect any comparison of these products by borrowers.

 The Other Banks’ data is presented in ascending order based on the interest rate reported for that bank. The number allocated 
to a particular bank is therefore not consistent across all charts. For example, the bank numbered 1 in this chart may not be 
numbered 1 in other charts.

Source: ACCC analysis of data supplied by the Inquiry Banks and Other Banks.

New versus existing customers
In the Interim Report we observed that the Inquiry Banks have been increasing the discounts offered 
to their new borrowers, resulting in new borrowers paying lower interest rates on average than existing 
borrowers.128 Other Banks also appear to be offering significant discounts to new customers over time 
with a similar result.

Across all Inquiry Banks and Other Banks, existing owner-occupier borrowers with principal and interest 
repayments were paying higher interest rates than new borrowers in the same category at the same 
bank, as at 30 June 2017 (figure 4.4). In the case of some Other Banks, there appears to be an even 
larger difference between new and existing borrower interest rates than observed for the Inquiry Banks. 
The new borrowers of one Other Bank were paying, on average, 62 basis points less than the bank’s 
existing borrowers.

128 Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, Residential mortgage price inquiry Interim report, p. 7
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Figure 4.4: Average interest rates paid by new and existing customers for standard variable rate owner-
occupier residential mortgages* with principal and interest repayments: 30 June 2017^
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* Standard residential mortgage products are those supplied with a range of add-on features. Standard residential mortgages can 
only be taken as part of a package at Macquarie Bank. More generally, standard residential mortgages can, but need not, be taken 
as part of a package.

^ The interest rates reported are value weighted average interest rates, and are based on the interest rates paid by both new and 
existing borrowers. For the Inquiry Banks, the underlying data represents the top five or top 95 per cent of products by value 
(whichever is lower) within this residential mortgage category sold under the bank’s main brand during the period 1 July 2015 to 
30 June 2017. For the Other Banks, the underlying data represents the top five or top 85 per cent of products by value (whichever 
is lower) within this residential mortgage category sold during the period 1 July 2015 to 30 June 2017.

 New residential mortgages are those settled between 1 July 2016 and 30 June 2017. Existing residential mortgages are those 
settled prior to 1 July 2016.

 Individual products may have different fees and features, neither of which have been taken into account here. Those fees and 
features will affect any comparison of these products by borrowers.

 The Other Banks’ data is presented in ascending order based on the interest rate reported for existing residential mortgages 
for that bank. The number allocated to a particular bank is therefore not consistent across all charts. For example, the bank 
numbered 1 in this chart may not be numbered 1 in other charts.

Source: ACCC analysis of data supplied by the Inquiry Banks and Other Banks.

While this finding is limited to the seven Other Banks in our sample, we suggest that this is further 
confirmation of a market-wide practice. It suggests that many residential mortgage borrowers may 
achieve significant savings by regularly reviewing the interest rates they are paying and switching 
residential mortgages or mortgage providers to take up the best available offers.

Comparison of price change announcements
When the Other Banks changed their headline interest rates during the review period, we observed 
that the reasons they gave for the change were generally similar to those of the Inquiry Banks, for 
example changes to regulatory requirements such as the APRA investor benchmark and interest-only 
benchmark, OCR changes and price changes by competitors.

During the review period, the Other Banks also tended to announce changes to headline variable 
interest rates at around the same time as the Inquiry Banks. However, they did not always adjust their 
interest rates in the same way. For example, in December 2016 and January 2017, the Inquiry Banks 
adjusted headline variable interest rates for investors, whereas some Other Banks adjusted all headline 
variable interest rates.
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In October 2015, the Inquiry Banks announced interest rate increases that they attributed to APRA’s 
July 2015 announcement that those banks would be required to hold more regulatory capital.129 
Although APRA’s announcement did not apply to the Other Banks, all Other Banks nonetheless 
increased their own interest rates. One Other Bank’s pricing paper in response to an Inquiry Bank 
changing its headline variable interest rates stated its rationale as follows:

If majority of the market moves, [the Bank] should also move to ensure it protects margin/[value of 
existing residential mortgage book] and creates a war chest to compete with the other banks in the 
owner occupier segment.

4.3 Challenges faced by Other Banks
This section discusses some of the challenges that we observed the Other Banks facing during the 
review period in making decisions about their residential mortgage product offering. These are: 
APRA’s prudential benchmarks, APRA’s regulatory capital requirements, service levels to brokers and 
aggregators, and customer loyalty to the big four banks and customer inertia.

APRA’s prudential benchmarks
APRA applied two prudential benchmarks to all ADIs during the review period: the investor benchmark 
(introduced in December 2014) and the interest-only benchmark (introduced in March 2017).130

Like the Inquiry Banks131, the Other Banks responded to these benchmarks in a number of ways in 
order to limit growth in investor and interest-only lending, including:

�� tightening residential mortgage approval criteria, for example by reducing the maximum LVR for 
investor and interest-only lending

�� reducing or removing discretionary discounts for investor and interest-only residential mortgages

�� introducing differential pricing of their residential mortgage products based on the borrower type 
(owner-occupier or investor) and repayment type (principal and interest or interest-only)

�� increasing headline variable interest rates for investor and interest-only residential mortgages.

We observed both Inquiry Banks and Other Banks taking steps to reduce the flow of investor residential 
mortgages. However, unlike the Inquiry Banks, we also observed some Other Banks making the 
decision to temporarily cease offering investor residential mortgages to new-to-bank borrowers in 
response to the investor benchmark, when other measures, including price adjustments, were not 
sufficient to ensure compliance.

For the Other Banks, compliance is likely to have been particularly challenging as a direct result of 
the ‘one-size-fits-all’ cap on growth. For example, based on the reported size of each bank’s investor 
residential mortgage portfolio as at 30 June 2017, the Inquiry Banks had freedom to grow their investor 
portfolios by up to $1.2 billion per month, while non-Inquiry Banks were limited to less than $100 million 
per month and considerably less for the smallest banks.132 An August 2017 internal pricing paper 
prepared by one Other Bank stated that:

Since the introduction of the 10% [APRA investor benchmark] in 2015 [the Bank] has had to monitor 
its INV portfolio on an almost daily level. This is because of the relatively small size of our portfolio 
and the fact that we can only grow by around $[XX]m each month. Trying to balance the new 
business volumes and attrition throughout seasonal changes and competitive movements continues 
to prove difficult.

While many lenders reduced their owner-occupier headline interest rates alongside increases to 
their investor headline interest rates, for one Other Bank an important consideration in making these 

129 Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, Residential mortgage products price inquiry Interim Report, p. 36.

130 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Letter to all ADIs: Reinforcing sound residential mortgage lending practices, 2014 
and Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Letter to all ADIs: Further measures to reinforce sound residential mortgage 
lending practices, 2017.

131 Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, Residential mortgage price inquiry Interim report, pp. 38–40.

132 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Monthly Banking Statistics June 2017, APRA, Sydney, 2017.
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interest rate changes was the longer-term impact on the bank’s relationship with brokers. A July 2015 
internal pricing paper recommending that this bank increase interest rates for investor lending also 
recommended that the changes be accompanied by price reductions for owner-occupier residential 
mortgages because:

If we lose [XX]% of our inflows we will be deselected as a lender for a large portion of brokers ... It 
won’t just be growth we won’t reach but could continue to impact profit for the next few years as it 
will take a substantial amount of time for us to be accepted back as a reliable lender…

APRA’s regulatory capital requirements
APRA requires ADIs to hold a minimum level of regulatory capital based on the credit risk of their 
residential mortgage portfolios.133 The level of regulatory capital to be held is determined by an ADI’s 
risk-weighted assets. High-risk residential mortgages receive a greater weighting in the assessment 
process and result in an ADI needing to hold more regulatory capital than it would for lower risk 
residential mortgages. There are two approaches to risk-weighting for credit risk exposures: the 
standardised approach and the internal ratings-based (IRB) approach.

The majority of ADIs use the standardised approach, which is the default. Under the standardised 
approach, APRA prescribes fixed risk weights for different types of residential mortgages based on 
the LVR.

ADIs require APRA’s approval to use the IRB approach. Once approved, an ADI may use internal 
modelling as inputs to the risk weights for their credit risk exposures, subject to various constraints 
and APRA’s periodic review. The Inquiry Banks have held IRB accreditation since around 2008.134 The 
benefit of the IRB approach to the Inquiry Banks is that their average risk weights are typically lower for 
residential mortgages than those determined under the standardised approach and, as a consequence, 
they are required to hold relatively less regulatory capital against their residential mortgage portfolio 
compared to ADIs using the standardised approach.135 This, amongst other things, results in a lower 
cost of funding residential mortgages for IRB-accredited ADIs. The PC Inquiry Final Report found that:

For otherwise identical ADIs, the advantage of a 25% average risk weight (APRA’s minimum for IRB 
banks) compared to the 39% average risk weight of standardised ADIs is a reduction of approximately 
0.14 percentage points in the cost of funding the loan portfolio. This difference translates into an 
annual funding cost advantage of almost $750 on a residential mortgage of $500 000, or about 
$15 000 over the 30 year life of a residential mortgage (assuming an average interest rate of 7% over 
that period).136

This estimate is indicative only. No allowance has been made for the cost to IRB-accredited ADIs of 
achieving or maintaining their IRB accreditation, or for other differences between IRB and standardised 
ADIs in funding their residential mortgage portfolios, such as differences in wholesale funding costs 
and other aspects of APRA’s capital adequacy regime which impose additional capital costs on 
IRB-accredited banks.

On 19 March 2018, APRA announced that it had granted IRB accreditation to ING Bank with effect from 
1 April 2018, making it the first non-Inquiry Bank to obtain IRB accreditation. In its media release, APRA 
noted that it was continuing to engage with other ADIs seeking IRB accreditation.137

133 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Prudential Standard APS 112: Capital Adequacy: Standardised approach to 
Credit Risk, APRA, Sydney, 2012.

134 Reserve Bank of Australia, ‘Developments in the Financial System Infrastructure’ Financial Stability Review, RBA, Sydney, 
2008, pp. 66–67.

135 Productivity Commission, Competition in the Financial System: Final Report, p. 239.

136 ibid.

137 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, APRA approves ING Bank (Australia) Limited to use internal models to calculate 
regulatory capital, APRA, Sydney, 19 March 2018, https://www.apra.gov.au/media-centre/media-releases/apra-approves-
ing-bank-australia-limited-use-internal-models-calculate, viewed 26 October 2018.

https://www.apra.gov.au/media-centre/media-releases/apra-approves-ing-bank-australia-limited-use-internal-models-calculate
https://www.apra.gov.au/media-centre/media-releases/apra-approves-ing-bank-australia-limited-use-internal-models-calculate
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We observed some Other Banks identifying IRB accreditation as a strategic priority. In a June 2016 
strategy paper, one Other Bank identified IRB accreditation as a ‘must do’ strategic initiative. Another 
noted in its business plan that:

[IRB Accreditation] is needed to compete effectively with the Majors. The program will improve 
shareholder returns through capital efficiency and sophisticated risk management practices. The risk 
management capability needed to sustain an “advanced” business is fully embedded in the function’s 
cost base, albeit the benefits will accrue over time. The program will improve the capital efficiency of 
new retail lending from [date], subject to APRA approvals.

However, ADIs incur significant fixed costs to meet the requirements for IRB accreditation.138 This 
presents particular issues for ADIs that are smaller in scale. It appears that banks that have chosen not 
to pursue IRB accreditation need to find other means of compensating for the cost disadvantages of 
using the standardised approach to risk-weighting if they are to compete with IRB-accredited ADIs. 
One Other Bank observed that:

For [the Bank] the cost of obtaining [IRB] accreditation today is considered prohibitive. Accordingly 
for [the Bank] to effectively compete and achieve a reasonable return on equity it will need to be 
more efficient than its key competitors.

Service levels to brokers and aggregators
Mortgage brokers act as an intermediary between consumers and residential mortgage lenders, 
facilitating access to a range of residential mortgage products from different lenders. Mortgage brokers 
can help by matching the needs of consumers with a residential mortgage product and lender. They 
also assist with the residential mortgage application and finalisation process.139

Most of the residential mortgage applications sourced by mortgage brokers are submitted to a lender 
through a mortgage aggregator. Aggregators act as an intermediary between lenders and brokers, 
providing technology, administrative support and access to a panel of lenders with whom they have a 
contractual relationship.

Maintaining relationships with brokers and aggregators appears to be very important for many 
Other Banks. As noted in section 4.1 above, nearly all Other Banks generate a high proportion of 
new residential mortgages via brokers, particularly those that lack a significant branch network. For 
example, ASIC’s Review of mortgage broker remuneration found that for banks other than the big 
four, the proportion of residential mortgages originated through brokers in 2015 could be as high as 
95 per cent.140

Moreover, there are more than 140 lenders in Australia and brokers and aggregators do not need to 
offer products from all or even most of these lenders. Once an aggregator has a sizeable panel of 
lenders, the marginal value they derive from selling the products of an additional lender is low and 
diminishing. At a certain point, the additional revenue they obtain from adding a lender to their panel 
will be outweighed by the additional cost they incur to have a relationship with that lender and deal in 
their products.

138 For further information, see letter from APRA to all ADIs, Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Internal ratings-based 
(IRB) approach to credit risk: accreditation process, APRA, Sydney, 16 December 2015, https://www.apra.gov.au/sites/
default/files/20151216LetterADIsStagedDecoupled.pdf, viewed 26 October 2018.

139 For further information on mortgage brokers and aggregators, refer to Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, 
Residential mortgage price inquiry Interim report, Box 1.1: Who are mortgage brokers and aggregators?, p. 13.

140 Australian Securities and Investments Commission, Report 516: Review of mortgage broker remuneration, p. 61.

https://www.apra.gov.au/sites/default/files/20151216LetterADIsStagedDecoupled.pdf
https://www.apra.gov.au/sites/default/files/20151216LetterADIsStagedDecoupled.pdf
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ASIC’s Review of mortgage broker remuneration asked aggregators about the range of lenders that 
they considered their panel required. All the aggregators ASIC surveyed responded that the panel 
should include all of the big four banks.141 ASIC’s Review further stated that:

As a general observation, it appears that major banks are generally selected for panels because 
they are major banks. Other lenders seem to need a reason to be added to a panel, either based on 
products they offer or because they offer an alternative that may appeal to some consumers (e.g. an 
alternative to a major bank).142

It appears that a critical factor determining whether brokers and aggregators direct residential 
mortgages to a particular bank is the bank’s service levels, such as the time taken for a bank to process 
applications. One Other Bank’s board presentation in July 2016 cited research which found that ‘97% of 
brokers rated turnaround time as ‘important’ or ‘very important’ when selecting a Bank’. An internal 
presentation by another bank in November 2016 demonstrates the importance to Other Banks of being 
able to provide turnaround times that compare with competitors:

A faster experience allows us to compete on service against those offering much quicker turnaround 
times than [the Bank] has been able to offer. This is one key driver of broker choice of lender.

We observe that underperformance on service levels to brokers and aggregators may have financial 
consequences for Other Banks. For example:

�� A paper prepared for executives of one Other Bank in May 2017 noted that one factor contributing 
to lower than expected profits was ‘slow turnaround time to brokers’.

�� A pricing paper prepared by another bank noted that one factor contributing to lower than 
expected growth was ‘process friction’ between the bank and brokers due to changes to the bank’s 
lending practices.

During the review period, we observed some Other Banks investing in their service offering to brokers. 
For example, a board presentation by one Other Bank in July 2016 noted that ‘[t]o develop a winning 
proposition for intermediaries we need to invest in turnaround times, online services, communications 
and credit policy’, and cited a survey showing that it scored lower than the industry average on 
these metrics.

Customer loyalty to big four banks and customer inertia
A very substantial share of total residential mortgages are held with the big four banks (approximately 
80 per cent by value). In addition, there is widespread consumer inertia. Large numbers of existing 
residential mortgage borrowers do not regularly review their choice of lender. All banks profit from the 
inertia of their customers. However, widespread inertia makes it challenging for Other Banks to win 
market share from the big four banks.

One factor that appears to contribute to consumer inertia is the packaging of residential mortgage 
products with other financial products and services. Both the Inquiry Banks and Other Banks seem to 
be aware of evidence indicating that customers who hold multiple products are less likely to switch. 
During the review period, one Other Bank undertook research into switching behaviour, with findings 
indicating that borrowers who had an active transaction account and/or insurance product with the 
bank were significantly less likely to refinance away from the bank.

As at 30 June 2017, Other Banks on average had a lower proportion of residential mortgages on 
packages compared to the big four banks (figure 4.5).

However, the proportion of Other Banks’ residential mortgages on a package has increased in recent 
years (figure 4.6). Over the same period, the proportion of big four bank residential mortgages on a 
package has remained relatively stable.

141 Australian Securities and Investments Commission, Report 516: Review of mortgage broker remuneration, p. 71.

142 ibid., p. 73.
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Figure 4.5: Share of total variable rate residential mortgage book on a package: 30 June 2017*
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* The proportion of residential mortgages on a package has been calculated using the number of variable rate residential mortgages 
taken as part of a package at each bank and the total number of variable rate residential mortgages with each bank.

 The Other Banks’ data is presented in ascending order based on the proportion of their variable rate residential mortgage book 
on a package. The number allocated to a particular bank is therefore not consistent across all charts. For example, the bank 
numbered 1 in this chart may not be numbered 1 in other charts.

Source: ACCC analysis of data supplied by the Inquiry Banks and Other Banks.

During the review period, we observed some Other Banks taking steps to increase the stickiness of their 
customer base. For example, a key part of one bank’s strategy was to increase the number of existing 
customers taking out additional products including mortgages. Another bank had a strategy of making 
offers to consumers involving multiple products to ‘improve stickiness’.

It appears these initiatives were having the desired effect for the Other Banks. The proportion of Other 
Banks’ residential mortgages on a package is increasing over time (figure 4.6).

Figure 4.6: Share of total variable rate residential mortgage book on a package: big four banks average 
versus Other Banks average (30 June 2015 to 30 June 2017)*
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* The proportion reported of residential mortgages on a package has been calculated using the number of variable rate residential 
mortgages taken as part of a package at each bank and the total number of variable rate residential mortgages with each bank.

Source: ACCC analysis of data supplied by the big four banks and Other Banks.
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5. The Major Bank Levy
The Major Bank Levy was announced on 9 May 2017 and came into effect from 1 July 2017. This 
chapter examines whether the cost or expected cost of the Major Bank Levy was passed through to 
residential mortgage prices during the price monitoring period.

After reviewing internal bank documents, confidential financial data and publicly available financial 
information for each Inquiry Bank, we found no evidence that the Inquiry Banks changed residential 
mortgage prices specifically to recover the cost of the Major Bank Levy, whether in part or in full, during 
the price monitoring period.

5.1 Our approach to assessing the impact of the Major 
Bank Levy

The Treasurer, in the direction to the ACCC to conduct this inquiry, requested an update should the 
ACCC find any evidence of the Inquiry Banks passing on the costs associated with the Major Bank Levy 
(box 5.1) to their residential mortgage borrowers (appendix A).

We investigated whether recovering all or part of the cost of the Major Bank Levy from residential 
mortgage borrowers was a consideration for the Inquiry Banks in any of the pricing decisions made 
during the price monitoring period. Our scrutiny was not limited to price increases. Price decreases and 
decisions to leave prices unchanged were also reviewed to see whether the recovery of the Major Bank 
Levy was a consideration that limited the extent to which prices were decreased or why rates were left 
unchanged when the bank was considering whether to reduce them.

We also reviewed public and confidential financial data for each Inquiry Bank to assess how the revenue 
raised from residential mortgage borrowers changed from 2016-17 to 2017–18 and compared this to 
changes in their costs, including the Major Bank Levy, in the same period. This approach provided 
additional insights into the Inquiry Banks’ treatment of the Major Bank Levy.143

Box 5.1 About the Major Bank Levy

The Major Bank Levy is not a tax on products sold by the Inquiry Banks.

The Major Bank Levy applies to authorised deposit-taking institutions (ADIs) whose total liabilities, 
essentially their sources of funding for loans (including residential mortgages), exceed the levy 
threshold of $100 billion in any quarter.144 The Major Bank Levy is applied to applicable liabilities at 
a rate of 0.015 per cent each quarter, or 0.06 per cent annually.145 ANZ, CBA, Macquarie Bank, NAB 
and Westpac have been subject to the Major Bank Levy since it commenced on 1 July 2017.

143 The financial years of the Inquiry Banks end on 31 March, 30 June or 30 September, depending on the Inquiry Bank. In 
this chapter:

�• 2016–17 refers to the period 1 July 2016 to 30 June 2017, the first full year before the Major Bank Levy came into effect.

�• 2017–18 refers to the period 1 July 2017 to 30 June 2018, the first full year after the Major Bank Levy came into effect.

144 The Major Bank Levy threshold is indexed to grow in line with Australia’s nominal gross domestic product.

145 The applicable liabilities are an ADI’s total liabilities less exclusions such as certain debt instruments that qualify as regulatory 
capital, the balances in the Exchange Settlement Account with the RBA and deposits protected by the Financial Claims 
Scheme. The deposits protected under the Financial Claims Scheme are those up to $250 000 for each account holder at 
each ADI.
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5.2 There were no changes to residential mortgage 
prices specifically to recover the cost of the Major 
Bank Levy

We did not find any evidence of an Inquiry Bank making a pricing decision during the price monitoring 
period in order to recover all or part of the cost of the Major Bank Levy from residential mortgage 
borrowers. We came to this conclusion having reviewed decisions made by the Inquiry Banks in relation 
to headline variable interest rates, headline fixed interest rates, discounting policies and fees.

Headline variable interest rates
The only changes to headline variable interest rates made by the Inquiry Banks during the price 
monitoring period were those that came into effect in mid-2017 (table 2.1). The Inquiry Banks increased 
headline variable rates for interest-only residential mortgages and decreased or made no change to 
headline variable rates for residential mortgages with principal and interest repayments. As set out in 
chapter 3, these changes were made for reasons unrelated to the Major Bank Levy. In our view, the 
mid–2017 interest rate changes would have occurred even in the absence of the Major Bank Levy.

ANZ was the first Inquiry Bank to change headline variable interest rates in mid-2017. ANZ stated 
that the primary driver of that change was that it needed to recover the cost associated with holding 
additional regulatory capital against its residential mortgage portfolio (see chapter 3). ANZ’s forecast 
for the increase in revenue from its mid-2017 interest rate changes was about equal to the bank’s 
estimate of the cost of the additional regulatory capital. We consider this further evidence that 
ANZ’s mid–2017 interest rate changes were not undertaken in order to recover the cost of the Major 
Bank Levy.

Once ANZ announced its mid–2017 interest rate changes on 9 June 2017, all other Inquiry Banks 
decided to make similar interest rate changes as they considered that they would otherwise risk 
increased volume of new interest-only residential mortgages (see chapter 3).

The Inquiry Banks have stated publicly that the changes were either not in response to, or were 
unrelated to, the Major Bank Levy.146

Headline fixed interest rates
We also found no evidence that the Major Bank Levy was a factor in the Inquiry Banks’ decisions to 
change headline fixed interest rates during the price monitoring period. For example, one Inquiry Bank 
decided to reduce headline fixed rates for interest-only residential mortgages to (among other reasons) 
attract borrowers to a product earning a higher margin for the bank. The Major Bank Levy was not a 
consideration in that decision.

Some of the other reasons contributing to headline fixed rates changes during the price monitoring 
period included:

�� to ‘ease the margin erosion’ occurring at one Inquiry Bank as borrowers switched from variable rate 
to fixed rate residential mortgages and from products with interest-only repayments to those with 
principal and interest repayments, and

�� to ‘better manage our margins and market position in these [certain] segments’ at a different 
Inquiry Bank.

146 Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited, Update on ANZ interest rates, media release, ANZ. Melbourne, 9 June 
2017, https://media.anz.com/posts/2017/06/update-on-anz-interest-rates, viewed 24 October 2018.

 Commonwealth Bank of Australia, Commonwealth Bank changes home loan interest rates, media release, CBA, Sydney, 
27 June 2017, https://www.commbank.com.au/guidance/newsroom/Commonwealth-Bank-changes-home-loan-interest-
rates–201706.html, viewed 24 October 2018.

 National Australia Bank Limited, NAB announces changes to variable home loan interest rates, media release, NAB, 
Melbourne, 23 June 2017, https://news.nab.com.au/news_room_posts/nab-announces-changes-to-variable-home-loan-
interest-rates/, viewed 24 October 2018.

 Westpac Banking Corporation, Westpac adjusts home loan interest rates, media release, WBC, Sydney, 20 June 2017, 
https://www.westpac.com.au/about-westpac/media/media-releases/2017/20-june/, viewed 24 October 2018.

 Information supplied by Macquarie Bank to the ACCC.

https://www.commbank.com.au/guidance/newsroom/Commonwealth-Bank-changes-home-loan-interest-rates-201706.html
https://www.commbank.com.au/guidance/newsroom/Commonwealth-Bank-changes-home-loan-interest-rates-201706.html
https://news.nab.com.au/news_room_posts/nab-announces-changes-to-variable-home-loan-interest-rates/
https://news.nab.com.au/news_room_posts/nab-announces-changes-to-variable-home-loan-interest-rates/
https://www.westpac.com.au/about-westpac/media/media-releases/2017/20-june/
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Discounting policies and fees
Changes in the Inquiry Banks’ discounting policies and the fees they charged in relation to residential 
mortgages over the price monitoring period were due to factors other than the Major Bank Levy. 
For example:

�� As we observed in chapter 3, some Inquiry Banks increased the discounts available for variable 
rate interest-only residential mortgages in the second half of 2017 in order to attract more of 
those residential mortgages. For one of the Inquiry Banks, this category of residential mortgages 
was viewed as a higher margin segment and its decision on discounting was prompted by what it 
considered to be an opportunity to ‘deliver improved revenue, growth and margin outcomes, without 
compromising composition targets’.

�� ANZ waived the fees for switching from residential mortgages with interest-only repayments to 
residential mortgages with principal and interest repayments from June 2017 onward. This was to 
encourage borrowers to switch to residential mortgages with principal and interest repayments. The 
other Inquiry Banks, whose announcements followed ANZ’s, also told borrowers that no fees would 
apply for switching from a residential mortgage with interest-only repayments to one with principal 
and interest repayments.147

5.3 Factors that may have alleviated pressure on Inquiry 
Banks to increase residential mortgage prices 
specifically to recover the cost of the Major Bank 
Levy during the price monitoring  period

Following analysis of the Inquiry Banks’ financial data we found that each Inquiry Bank increased 
revenue, as measured by net interest income (NII)148, from their residential mortgage portfolio in 
2017–18 compared to 2016–17. There were a number of reasons for the growth in revenue, including 
increases in headline variable interest rates in March 2017 and mid-2017. The growth in revenue, as 
measured by NII, means that the increase in interest received from residential mortgage borrowers was 
more than any increase in the cost of funds incurred by the banks.

During the price monitoring period, each Inquiry Bank allocated part of the cost of the Major Bank Levy 
to their divisions holding a residential mortgage portfolio (the residential mortgage division).149 We 
observe that the increase in revenue earned in 2017-18 from the residential mortgage portfolio of at 
least four Inquiry Banks was at least equal to the annual cost of the Major Bank Levy allocated to their 
residential mortgage division. Our view is that, to the extent these banks anticipated this result, it may 
have alleviated pressure to increase residential mortgage prices specifically to recover the Major Bank 
Levy during the price monitoring period.

147 Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited, Update on ANZ interest rates, media release, ANZ. Melbourne, 9 June 
2017, https://media.anz.com/posts/2017/06/update-on-anz-interest-rates, viewed 24 October 2018.

 Commonwealth Bank of Australia, Commonwealth Bank changes home loan interest rates, media release, CBA, Sydney, 
27 June 2017, https://www.commbank.com.au/guidance/newsroom/Commonwealth-Bank-changes-home-loan-interest-
rates–201706.html, viewed 24 October 2018.

 National Australia Bank Limited, NAB announces changes to variable home loan interest rates, media release, NAB, 
Melbourne, 23 June 2017, https://news.nab.com.au/news_room_posts/nab-announces-changes-to-variable-home-loan-
interest-rates/, viewed 24 October 2018.

 Westpac Banking Corporation, Westpac adjusts home loan interest rates, media release, WBC, Sydney, 20 June 2017, 
https://www.westpac.com.au/about-westpac/media/media-releases/2017/20-june/, viewed 24 October 2018.

 Information supplied by Macquarie Bank to the ACCC.

148 The NII calculated by the ACCC does not include cost of the Major Bank Levy as an interest expense.

149 Where there were two or more division holding a residential mortgage portfolio at an Inquiry Bank, ‘residential mortgage 
division’ refers to those divisions combined.

https://www.commbank.com.au/guidance/newsroom/Commonwealth-Bank-changes-home-loan-interest-rates-201706.html
https://www.commbank.com.au/guidance/newsroom/Commonwealth-Bank-changes-home-loan-interest-rates-201706.html
https://news.nab.com.au/news_room_posts/nab-announces-changes-to-variable-home-loan-interest-rates/
https://news.nab.com.au/news_room_posts/nab-announces-changes-to-variable-home-loan-interest-rates/
https://www.westpac.com.au/about-westpac/media/media-releases/2017/20-june/
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The internal financial reporting of at least four Inquiry Banks outlined the cost of the Major Bank Levy 
alongside changes in revenue, amongst other matters, or detailed its impact on the net interest margin 
(NIM). The financial reporting observed was for the bank as a whole and the residential mortgage 
division, although not always for both at each bank. For example:

�� One bank said in a financial performance update on the residential mortgage division in September 
2017 that the Major Bank Levy had ‘reduced the benefit from [mid–2017] IO [interest-only] backbook 
repricing (+XXbps, $XXm benefits)’.

�� Another bank said that for its whole of bank financial performance to 30 November 2017, ‘The Bank 
Levy impact is offset by 4Q17 repricing benefits’.

This internal commentary is consistent with public statements made by some of the Inquiry Banks. 
For example, in August 2018, CBA reported in its 2018 financial year results announcement that NIM 
had improved by 5 basis points from the bank’s 2017 financial year:150

The increase in NIM was driven by asset pricing (+4 bpts). This was largely due to the repricing of 
interest only and investor loans undertaken in order to manage regulatory requirements. It was 
also supported by a favourable change in funding mix from strong growth in transaction deposits 
(+2 bpts). The gains were partly offset by higher funding costs (–1 bpt) due to the impact of the 
major bank levy and higher wholesale funding costs.151

The effect of the Major Bank Levy on performance against financial targets
An important consideration for the Inquiry Banks in their decisions on residential mortgage prices has 
been achieving the performance targets they set for themselves.152 On several occasions between July 
2015 and June 2017, individual Inquiry Banks reconsidered their residential mortgage interest rates in 
light of their expected performance against their financial performance targets.153 Box 5.2 explains how 
the Major Bank Levy could affect the financial performance targets of the Inquiry Banks and the Inquiry 
Banks’ performance against those targets.

Box 5.2 The Major Bank Levy and financial performance targets

The Inquiry Banks’ internal financial performance targets include one or more profit measures, such 
as: net interest income (NII); net interest margin (NIM); cash net profit after tax; and return on equity 
(ROE). Such targets may be specific to the residential mortgage division or may be set for the 
Inquiry Bank as a whole.154

Each Inquiry Bank decided to treat the cost of the Major Bank Levy as an interest expense in their 
financial statements and internal financial reporting.155 As a result, the Major Bank Levy would affect 
the performance of the Inquiry Banks and their residential mortgage division against profitability 
targets (such as those set out above), unless those targets were adjusted to exclude the cost of 
Major Bank Levy. For example:

�� NII measures the difference between the interest income and the interest expense. NIM is NII 
divided by the average interest earning assets of the Inquiry Bank or division, as applicable. 
All else being equal, an increase in interest expense reduces both NII and NIM.

�� Cash net profit after tax measures the underlying sustainable cash earnings of a bank and 
excludes one-off or non-cash items such as amortisation of intangible assets. As part of the 
Inquiry Banks’ interest expense, the Major Bank Levy would reduce cash net profit after tax.

�� ROE is a measure of net profit after tax compared to a bank’s total shareholder equity. 
An increase in interest expense reduces ROE.

150 The Commonwealth Bank of Australia’s 2018 financial year was from 1 July 2017 to 30 June 2018.

151 Commonwealth Bank of Australia, Profit Announcement For the full year ended 30 June 2018, CBA, 8 August 2018, p. v.

152 Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, Residential mortgage price inquiry Interim report, p. 26.

153 ibid.

154 ibid.

155 ibid., p. 43.
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The Inquiry Banks took different approaches to dealing with the potential impact of the Major Bank 
Levy on their ability to achieve financial performance targets.

Three Inquiry Banks effectively reduced the performance targets for their respective 2018 financial 
years by the cost of the Major Bank Levy. One of the three Inquiry Banks said this change was intended 
to make clear to that Inquiry Bank’s divisions that it did not anticipate that the cost associated with 
the Major Bank Levy would be recovered from its customers. A different Inquiry Bank noted that the 
consequence of reducing its target was to:

…neutralise the financial impact of the MBL [Major Bank Levy] for the purposes of meeting the 
target…

It is our view that, for these three banks, reduced financial performance targets may have further 
alleviated pressure to increase residential mortgage prices specifically to recover the Major Bank Levy 
during the price monitoring period.

For the other two Inquiry Banks, we consider it likely that the increase in revenue from the mid-2017 
interest rate increases, among other matters, helped them achieve their targets.
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Appendix A:  Direction to the ACCC
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Appendix B:  Further information on the 
Inquiry Banks’ price data
The ACCC sought data from the Inquiry Banks in relation to their residential mortgage portfolios as 
at: 30 June 2017, 30 September 2017, 31 December 2017, 31 March 2018, and 30 June 2018. In broad 
terms, the Inquiry Banks were required to provide information on:

�� the total value and number of residential mortgages in their portfolio

�� headline interest rates

�� the average interest rates paid by borrowers

�� the fees paid or payable by borrowers

�� the distribution of residential mortgages across different discount tiers

�� the number and value of residential mortgages refinanced from another lender to each Inquiry Bank

�� the number and value of residential mortgages refinanced to another lender from each Inquiry Bank, 
and

�� the number of residential mortgage products receiving a reduction in price after they 
were established.

Data on the value of residential mortgages, number of residential mortgages and average interest rates 
paid were required for different categories, such as:

�� new borrowers and existing borrowers, and

�� packaged borrowers and unpackaged borrowers.

Separately, the ACCC also sought information on consumer research used by the Inquiry Banks 
between 1 January 2017 and 12 June 2018.

B.1  Data collection and reporting
The ACCC assessed the reliability and accuracy of the data supplied by each of the Inquiry Banks. 
A particular focus of this assessment was to ensure that comparisons of the Inquiry Banks could be 
made on a like-for-like basis. 

The Inquiry Banks differ in how they define a residential mortgage product within their respective 
businesses and/or internal banking systems. We are satisfied that those differences have been 
adequately controlled for and are unlikely to affect the comparability of price data contained in this 
report. We acknowledge, however, that the way we have reported the data may not exactly align with 
how each of the Inquiry Banks considers its products internally.

Further details of the data collection and reporting processes relevant to the tables and figures in 
chapter 2 are set out in tables B.1 and B.2, respectively.
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Table B.1: The data underlying the tables contained in chapter 2

About the data

Table 2.1 Changes to the 
Inquiry Banks’ headline 
interest rates for standard 
variable rate residential 
mortgages: 9 May 2017 to 
30 June 2018

�� The data for the big four banks was sourced from public sources 
such as media releases. 

�� The headline rates for Macquarie are those supplied by Macquarie.

Table 2.2 Interest 
rates for variable rate 
residential mortgages 
to owner-occupiers with 
principal and interest 
repayments as at 30 June 
2018

�� A Package is defined as an arrangement under which a customer is 
eligible for discounts or other benefits on a specified range of the 
bank’s products, including at least one residential mortgage, subject 
to maintaining specific products with the bank.

�� The interest rates reported relate to the Inquiry Banks’ main brand 
standard variable rate residential mortgage products. The Inquiry 
Banks’ main brand products exclude all white label residential 
mortgage products and those offered under subsidiary brands. 
For example, the main brand products of CBA exclude those offered 
under the Bankwest brand. Similar exclusions apply for Westpac, 
NAB and Macquarie.

�� The headline interest rates and average interest rates paid were 
taken directly from data supplied by the Inquiry Banks. The data 
supplied by the Inquiry Banks relate to the lesser of the following 
(measured in terms of value of loans outstanding for each 
category of residential mortgages during the period 1 July 2015 to 
30 June 2017):
 – the top 10 standard residential mortgage products with variable 

interest rates sold under the bank’s main brand, or
 – the top 95 per cent of standard residential mortgage products 

with variable interest rates sold under the bank’s main brand.

�� The average interest rates paid have been determined on a 
value-weighted basis. The value of the residential mortgages used 
in those calculations was the total outstanding amount owed on 
the residential mortgage as at the relevant date, excluding redraw 
facilities and payments in advance.
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About the data

Table 2.3 The difference 
in average Inquiry Bank 
interest rates for existing and 
new standard variable rate 
mortgages: 30 June 2017 and 
30 June 2018

�� A new residential mortgage is one that was originated less than 12 
months prior to the specified date: either 30 June 2017 or 30 June 
2018. An existing residential mortgage at a specified date is defined 
as being originated 12 months or more prior.

�� The data relates to the Inquiry Banks’ main brand standard variable 
rate residential mortgage products. The Inquiry Banks’ main brand 
products exclude all white label residential mortgage products and 
those offered under subsidiary brands. For example, the main brand 
products of CBA exclude those offered under the Bankwest brand. 
Similar exclusions apply for Westpac, NAB and Macquarie.

�� The data supplied by the Inquiry Banks was for the average interest 
rates paid in relation to the lesser of the following (measured in 
terms of value of loans outstanding for each category of residential 
mortgages during the period 1 July 2015 to 30 June 2017):
 – the top 10 standard residential mortgage products with variable 

interest rates sold under the bank’s main brand, or
 – the top 95 per cent of standard residential mortgage products 

with variable interest rates sold under the bank’s main brand.

�� The average interest rates paid reported by the Inquiry Banks were 
calculated on a value-weighted basis. The value of the residential 
mortgages used in those calculations was the total outstanding 
amount owed on the residential mortgage as at the relevant date, 
excluding redraw facilities and payments in advance.

�� The average interest rate data was taken directly from that supplied 
by the Inquiry Banks. The ACCC calculated the difference between 
average interest rates for new and existing borrowers using this data.

Table 2.4 Establishment and 
recurring fees for standard 
residential mortgages: 
30 June 2018

�� The data reported was taken directly from that supplied by the 
Inquiry Banks.

Table 2.5 Residential 
mortgage discharge and 
settlement fees: 30 June 2018

�� The data reported was taken directly from that supplied by the 
Inquiry Banks.
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Table B.2: The data underlying the figures contained in Chapter 2

About the data

Figure 2.1 Inquiry Banks’ 
residential mortgage 
portfolios (main brands) by 
size of discount: 30 June 
2017 to 30 June 2018

�� The data reported represents an aggregation of the data supplied 
by the Inquiry Banks.

�� The data relates to the Inquiry Banks’ main brand residential 
mortgage products. The Inquiry Banks’ main brand products 
exclude all white label residential mortgage products and those 
offered under subsidiary brands. For example, the main brand 
products of CBA exclude those offered under the Bankwest brand. 
Similar exclusions apply for Westpac, NAB and Macquarie.

Figure 2.2 Average interest 
rates paid by owner-
occupiers on standard 
variable rate residential 
mortgages with principal 
and interest repayments 
(compared to headline rates): 
30 June 2017 to 30 June 
2018

�� The data reported was taken directly from that supplied by the 
Inquiry Banks.

�� The data relates to the Inquiry Banks’ main brand standard variable 
rate residential mortgage products. The Inquiry Banks’ main brand 
products exclude all white label residential mortgage products 
and those offered under subsidiary brands. For example, the main 
brand products of CBA exclude those offered under the Bankwest 
brand. Similar exclusions apply for Westpac, NAB and Macquarie.

�� The data supplied by the Inquiry Banks relates to the lesser of the 
following (measured in terms of value of loans outstanding for this 
category of residential mortgages during the period 1 July 2015 to 
30 June 2017): 
 – the top 10 standard residential mortgage products with variable 

interest rates sold under the bank’s main brand, or
 – the top 95 per cent of products standard residential mortgage 

products with variable interest rates under the bank’s main 
brand.

�� The average interest rates paid were calculated by the Inquiry 
Banks on a value-weighted basis. The value of the residential 
mortgages used in those calculations was the total outstanding 
amount owed on the residential mortgage as at the relevant date, 
excluding redraw facilities and payments in advance. 
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About the data

Figure 2.3 Average interest 
rates paid by investors 
on standard variable rate 
residential mortgages 
with principal and interest 
repayments (compared to 
headline rates): 30 June 2017 
to 30 June 2018

�� The data reported was taken directly from that supplied by the 
Inquiry Banks.

�� The data relates to the Inquiry Banks’ main brand standard variable 
rate residential mortgage products. The Inquiry Banks’ main brand 
products exclude all white label residential mortgage products 
and those offered under subsidiary brands. For example, the main 
brand products of CBA exclude those offered under the Bankwest 
brand. Similar exclusions apply for Westpac, NAB and Macquarie.

�� The data supplied by the Inquiry Banks relates to the lesser of the 
following (measured in terms of value of loans outstanding for this 
category of residential mortgages during the period 1 July 2015 to 
30 June 2017): 
 – the top 10 standard residential mortgage products with variable 

interest rates sold under the bank’s main brand, or
 – the top 95 per cent of standard residential mortgage products 

with variable interest rates sold under the bank’s main brand.

�� The average interest rates paid were calculated by the Inquiry 
Banks on a value-weighted basis. The value of the residential 
mortgages used in those calculations was the total outstanding 
amount owed on the residential mortgage as at the relevant date, 
excluding redraw facilities and payments in advance.

Figure 2.4 Average 
interest rates paid by 
owner-occupiers on standard 
variable rate residential 
mortgages with interest-only 
repayments (compared to 
headline rates): 30 June 2017 
to 30 June 2018

�� The data reported was taken directly from that supplied by the 
Inquiry Banks.

�� The data relates to the Inquiry Banks’ main brand standard variable 
rate residential mortgage products. The Inquiry Banks’ main brand 
products exclude all white label residential mortgage products 
and those offered under subsidiary brands. For example, the main 
brand products of CBA exclude those offered under the Bankwest 
brand. Similar exclusions apply for Westpac, NAB and Macquarie.

�� The data supplied by the Inquiry Banks relates to the lesser of the 
following (measured in terms of value of loans outstanding for this 
category of residential mortgages during the period 1 July 2015 to 
30 June 2017): 
 – the top 10 standard residential mortgage products with variable 

interest rates sold under the bank’s main brand, or
 – the top 95 per cent of standard residential mortgage products 

with variable interest rates sold under the bank’s main brand.

�� The average interest rates paid were calculated by the Inquiry 
Banks on a value-weighted basis. The value of the residential 
mortgages used in those calculations was the total outstanding 
amount owed on the residential mortgage as at the relevant date, 
excluding redraw facilities and payments in advance
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About the data

Figure 2.5 Average interest 
rates paid by investors 
with standard variable rate 
residential mortgages with 
interest-only repayments 
(compared to headline 
rates): 30 June 2017 to 
30 June 2018

�� The data reported was taken directly from that supplied by the 
Inquiry Banks.

�� The data relates to the Inquiry Banks’ main brand standard variable 
rate residential mortgage products. The Inquiry Banks’ main brand 
products exclude all white label residential mortgage products 
and those offered under subsidiary brands. For example, the main 
brand products of CBA exclude those offered under the Bankwest 
brand. Similar exclusions apply for Westpac, NAB and Macquarie.

�� The data supplied by the Inquiry Banks relates to the lesser of the 
following (measured in terms of value of loans outstanding for this 
category of residential mortgages during the period 1 July 2015 to 
30 June 2017): 
 – the top 10 standard residential mortgage products with variable 

interest rates sold under the bank’s main brand, or
 – the top 95 per cent of standard residential mortgage products 

with variable interest rates sold under the bank’s main brand.

�� The average interest rates paid were calculated by the Inquiry 
Banks on a value-weighted basis. The value of the residential 
mortgages used in those calculations was the total outstanding 
amount owed on the residential mortgage as at the relevant date, 
excluding redraw facilities and payments in advance.

Figure 2.6 Share of 
residential mortgage 
borrowers intending to 
refinance or switch lender 
over the next 12 months: 
survey data obtained by one 
Inquiry Bank

�� The figure is a replica of a chart used by one Inquiry Bank in 
reporting on consumer research.

�� The chart was based on data from consumer surveys conducted 
between September 2014 and March 2018. The survey for March 
2018 was completed online by 2031 mortgage holders and was 
said to be nationally representative by age, gender and location of 
the respondents.

Figure 2.7 Number of price 
reductions granted for all 
variable residential mortgage 
products: five quarters to 
30 June 2018

�� The data reported represents an aggregation of the data supplied 
by the Inquiry Banks.

�� The data relates all of the Inquiry Banks’ variable rate residential 
mortgages.
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